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MR. J. L. SnlTON'S SUMMER SCHOOL, HARROGA!l!E, 1950. 

FIRST WEEK 

MondaY, 24th July, 1950. 

INiRODUCTION 

We are going to make demonstration the keynote of our ooming work. What do 
we mean by demonstration? By demonstration we mean God understood and so lived
that the divine Principle and its operation become so vital~ so ~o in 
oonsoiousness, that there shall be to each one of us such a wonderful, indeed a 
stupendous outpouring of natural good, that the operation of divine Principle 
will give to us the change of' evidence tha. t is so indispensable to demons tra tion 
as healing) and to give to the student that wonderful inflow ot ideas in an 
established sequenoe that gives him both Science and proof'. 

Let us make demonstration our watchword and the keynote ot our work; and by 
demonstration let us establish forthwith a ohange of' evidence on the one hand, . 
where that ohange of evidence is desirable or neoessary; but, on the other band; 
a wonderful inflow of ideas coming naturally in divine order, establishing them-' 
selves within the framework of Science and system, and thereby oonstituting to 
each one of us proof', proof that is convincing and irresistible. Immedia tely , 
we have two ooncepts of demonstration: evidence and proo~, depending upon an 
inflow of ideas. 

Let us resolve to bring to these meetings such openness of heart, suoh 
receptiveness, such joyous expectanoy" that this inflow of ideas will beoome to 
each one of us the descent of the Holy Ghost. Let it become Pentecostal. Let 
us not expeot too little of this divine inflow or this descent of the Holy 
Ghost. God's goodness, the goodness of the infinite towards its own offspring, 
is so illimitable, so stupendous in its natural presentation and revelation of' 
itself, that we need to have no limit where our own receptivity is ooncerned. 
God, tho infinite One, the adorable One, sets no lim1ts to His own outpouring, 
let us likewise set no human limits to our own ability to reoeive. If we will 
only listen and wait for what God has in store for every one of' us we can 
re turn to our homes as now creatures. 

So demonstration will become increasingly our keynote. 

Now, we need to establish a true sense of what we are attempting; and that 
means that we should oome, each one of us, with our thought so joyously prepared, 
so receptive, that this divine inflow" this descent ot the Holy Ghost" consti t
utes a now birth to each one of us. This is undoubtedly what Mrs. E~ referred 
to on page 463 :5-20 of Science and Health. Why doos Mrs. Eddy refer here to the 
neoessity tor detaohing mortal thought trom its material conceptions? She reters 
to this question beoause the one nadversary" .- that is the N.T. concept ot what 
we know today as animal magnetism - would attach i tselt to our growing oonception 
of tho spiritual idea. It would attach itself' to human consciousness in order to 
obscure, in order to debaso, in order to pull down and to obs truot and, it 
possible, to destroy our vision. 

In this work first and. foremost comes the watchfulness whereby we can 
discern the trend of suggestion, whereby we oan detach such suggestion that it 
~ no longer have aqy attaohment to human consoiousness, in order that thereby 
there may be no resistance within our own consoiousnessJ in order, furthermore, 
that the incoming idea will oome naturally, joyouslyj it will be received with 
joyous receptivity~ selflessly; then its birth will be natural and safe. It we 
will watch that most important point, to detach mortal thought, then the tra.vail 
need no longer be a labour; ra thor will it be a joyous expectancy that will be 
increasingly fulfilled. ' 

Whatever is "offonsive" is the mortal thought that is to be detached. 

Later we shall be disoussing this question a good de@! and shall traoe how 
the one adversary would attempt to a ttaoh itself, ·gain lodgment and reproduoe 
itself; but we shall take that false process and just turn it inside out. 

____________ -- ___ ...-...J 



As we go fOIWard we shall find that this incoming idea will oome in the 
quiet and the meekness Qf human oonsoiousness; its growth will be sturqy and its 
maturity undeoaying. Wha,t does this lead us to? It leads us to the awakening 
to the faot and even to the realization, that we are not human be~ngs just trying 
to learn something on a human basis; but that rather are we divinely oonceived 
and oonstituted as the sons and daughters of God, and that therefore we have here 
and now the :Mind of Christ. So let's acoept that into thought: we have the Mind 
of Christ from all oterni ty and oonsequently we have it now I and that therefore 
through these next seven or fourteen days we are working with the Mind of Christ; 
not as a human mind trying to learn something from brain and nerve, but rather 
aooepting the faot that man is a spiritual oonsoiousness, a divine oonsciousness, 
reoeiving what divine Love is so freely bestowing on eaoh one of us. 

So if' we will only learn to take ott the limits, we shall find that the 
infini te Onc oertainly has no lind ts to its own outpouring. So let us resolvo to 
bring the tithes into the storehouse - not the agricultural ooncept, but the 
tithes of oonsciousness - our meekness, our humility, our spiritual sense, our 
willingness, our desire to listen, our longing to listen, our hungering and 
thirsting for righteousness. If vro bring thoso tithes into this storehouse then 
indoed the windows will openo (Sec Malachi 3:10~ Also let us observe that the 
prophet does not olose there. (Reads verse 11.) When we learn the full 
signifioanoe ot holding tho devourer in check, so rebuking it that it is made to 
dissolve, then we shall have completely detaohed mortal thought. 

Tha. t is the nature of this classwork, and we should bring to it those 
qualities ot meeknass and h\.Ullility. We are not learning something humanly, we 
are learning to wait and so becoma joyously reoeptive to what the infinite has 
set in stor~ for each one of us. Because we arc not learning something humanly 
we neod to bring into no tion increasingly that wonderful quality of spiritual 
sense. (See definitions of spiritual sense in Science and Health 505:20" and 
209:31.) The first definition ot spiritual sense ooncerns good being discerned 
and brought into oonsciousness, being assimilated, being apprehended; whereas the 
seoond one is subjeotive and oonoerns the ability to hold" so that whioh we have 
been gathoring so matures in oonsoiousness that it becomes permanent in the 
understanding. Those two dofini tiona of spiritual sense are so inter-related to 
eaoh other that they are indispensable to eaoh other. Tha t whioh beoomes 
pe~ent in the understanding constitutes the understanding. So the two oon-
oepts bless each other reoiprocally. ' 

What is the leading proposition to whioh we are addressing ourselvos? We 
are going to address ourselves to the proposition that God is All. To affirm 
this great faot is not to demonstrate it. That whioh demonstrates it is the 
oonsciousness of it - tho oonsoiousness that God is All. The statement and the 
language that convey it are necessary but subsiduary. 

What do we mean by the oonsoiousness that God is All? That oonsciousness, 
to be an intelligont, soientifio oonsoiousness, must nocessarily include the 
ideas that the infinite presents in order that God ~ be understood. Here is a 
basic fact: tha t God the infini te One oan be understood only through the idea 
expressing God and through no othol"~. That idea, if we take it in the 
singular, is a oompound idoa synon;ymous with tho divine idea. Consequently it 
must be infinitely diversified and individualized to make possiblo our abilit.y 
to gather and grasp individual ideas which are related to eaoh other in a 
natural sequenoe, in natural ordor and rela.tionship, ideas whioh oo-ordinate 
within the terms science nnd system, and that are operated by their divine 
Principle. 

When we have a true oonsciousness that God is All, it will be an expanding 
oonsoiousness of what the infinite is and what it does, through the ideas that 
rev~a1 it, and through the operation by which it is selt-expressed or se11'
demonstrated. Consciousness is fundamental. Oonsciousness as such is the very 
substanoe of our being. 

We began by aftirming that demonstration would be the keynote ot our work 
this waek, the demonstration thnt produces the ohango ot evidence that the 
patient may be seoking, but also that provides the natuX'al orderly sequence of 
ideas, all tal ling naturally and divinely into law and order; and through law 
and ordor these ideas constitute proof in the oonsciousness ot the student. 
Demonstrn tion is the :fulcrum on whioh ohange of evidence and proof balanoe. 
Demonstration is syno~ous with the operation ot ~v1ne Principle. 

(ii) 



Our leading proposition is that God is All, and we shall examine this and 
so reduce it so that it becomes a real living vital thing in our consoiousness. 
We shall see before us a line of light that makes possible the demonstration 
of tha t proposition in a measure tha t we have never known before. 

You and. I today find ourselves li~ing at the mid point of the twentieth 
oentury. The last fifty years have been the most stupendous of human history, 
and it is fort,y years since Mar,y Baker Ed~ left us. Through her inspired 
vision and consoiousness she brought to humanit,y this proposition that Mind is . 
All and matter is naught a.s the leading factor in Mind-Science (See S.& H. 109: 
1-2), and she demons tra. ted it. 

Now the world of natural scienoe and physioal soience is aooepting the 
proposition that matter is not what it was once thought to be. Under the 
exhaustive analysis of the physical scientists this phenomenon oalled matter has 
ohanged out of all reoognition, even in the last twenty years; and the advances 
we observe in natural and physioal soience are advanoes that are bringing human 
thought into closer proximity with the position taken up by Mary Baker Ed.d;y 
seventy-five yea.rs ago. And we shall see as we go along thatif' we are to attain 
a truly soientific praotice and demonstration, it can only be on the basis that 
Mind is All and matter is naught. If we work or even attempt to work on a dual 
basis, if we attempt to mix our oonoeption of the inf'ini tude of Mind even with 
1% ot IDa tter, we shall tail. The :tnfini te, as we have oome to know it and love 
it I admits ot no amalgam - no admixture of any kind. 

Let the limits of our own supposed inability or incapacity fall aW83, and 
then we shall witness as we have never known before the incoming of the spirit
ual idea, which comes as the descent of the Holy Ghost, - "the development ot 
e tcrnal Life, Tru th, and. Love. It 

Mrs. Edd3r expected much of this twentieth century. It we regard it trom 
the point ot view ot war, upheavels, etc., it is a terrible oentury, but regard
ed trom the stand-point of metaphysics we shall see that we can have "Soience· 
and peace" as opposed to "disoord and dismay" (See B.&: H.96:13-15). Let us see 
we have before us a wonderful opportunit,y and yet a great responsibilit.y. 

The problem of to~ is not so much a question·ot healing p~sioal sickness 
arising trom dormant animal magnetism, as meeting the sin ot the world -
aggressive animal magnetism. Let us not be afraid of it. Our textbook shows 
that sin can be Christianly and scientifically reduced to its native nothingness. 
As our vision ot the in:f'ini te so grows and expands so as to become all-inclusive I 
that ot necessity strips the disguise from aggressive evil" and where the indiv
idual consciousness is concerned makes it such a diminishing faotor that we' 
literally force it out ot consciousness. We dislodge it and as we do that we 
detach it, and detach it to the point where it no longer has witness; and when it 
no longer has witness, neither in or as or through human human oonsoiousness, 
then it is finished" it oancelsout. If we can strip animal ma.gnetisn1 of its 
claim to be cause then we deal with effect atone and the same time. 

The encouraging thing is that through her God-inspired vision Mrs. Eddy has 
given us remarkable provision to meet any and ever,y phase of that adversar,y that 
has arisen and that may still arise. We have a complete equipment beoause today 
we have Science and system, and we have the panoply of divine Love as an inpenet
rabla armour. 

Because divine Principle dwells in its own intini tude and lives in its own 
eternit.y and thereby is forever presenting its awn idea from the basis of that 
infinitude and eternit,y, the presentation of the spiritual idea to human 
consciousness is forever going on, and it is irresistible a.nd irreversible J and 
because of that great fact you and I foregather here to consider the deep things· 
of God. And the idea that is ooming to you and me today, in its birth and 
continuity of new birth, is irresistible and irreversible. When we see that in 
all its signifioa.nce I the contribution that we oan make to the world today I 
through understanding and demonstration, knows no limit. It we meet here, of 'one 
.Mind in one plaoe, thought alone being receptive to the presentation Of the 
spiritual idea from its divine Principle, then, as Mrs. Eddy once said to a 
Primary Class, it would be possible to bring in the millennium. Wi th suoh 
possibili ties for seltless service to humanity, is it not worth bringing our 
tithes into the· storehouse? Our 1;ithes of humility, meekness, tenaoity ot 
purpose, vision, and so on, even if they make cortain demands on our human 
pleasures, likes and dislikes; and see what a harvest is possible tram that 
ti thing t ( iii) 



MR. J. L. SINTON'S SUMMER SCHOOL, 1950. 

FmST WEEK 

Tuesday! July 25 th. 

As we prooeed with our work day by day let us not lose sight of the taot 
that that which has come to us moment by moment as 'unfoldment and revelation, 
and whioh oonst! tutes to us the "new birth, It is something that has been going on 
ana. will continue to go on from all eternity and to all eternity, for such is 
the nature of Lite. Life is an infinite progression, and as it breaks on our 
thought moment by moment, it gives us an increasing sensa ot being newborn; in 
other words we are beginning to find ourselves. And that is why last evening we 
devoted a measure of time to the obstetrics of this work, that is to the idea 
being born into consoiousness. We touched on spiritual sense. We defined 
spiritual sense through the two definitions in our textbook. Now let us take a 
few more points and see tha t 'the purpose of this work is to develop thought so 
that our aooeptanoe of Truth is not on the basis of belief, but on the basis of 
understanding; for "if God were understood instead of being merely believed, 
this understanding would establish health (S.& H.203:7-B). Let us see now that 
understanding is so necessary. And in order to bring about those ohanges in ' 
thought whereby beliet beoomes taith, and faith beoomes understanding, let us 
see tha tit is essential that we beoome aooura te thinkors. 

Mrs. Eddy devotes much time to this whole question of understanding and 
she oouples with it the need tor oul tivated, disoiplined, orderly thought; that 
is, learning to bring every thought, motive and aot into oonformity with divine 
order. And so I thought that to take this idea of birth a stage further forward 
I would draVl to your notice a few referenoes conoerning Soienoe and research 
before we enter upon the theme of today: the proposition of Godts allness. 

In our textbook we have an example on page 24:4-8, - "Aoquaintance with the 
original texts, and willingness to give up human beliets (established by hier
archies, and instigated sometimes by the worst passions of men), open the W83' for 
Christian Science to be understood, and make the Bible the ohart of lite •• " 
Notice there "aoquaintance with the original texts II and the "willingness to give 
.:BE human beliets •••• open the way," and as the ~ opens - as thought opens - the 
light of revelation breaks upon us, oonsoiousness becomes illumined, and the way 
beoomes clear. 

Now forward to page 84:30-1, - "It this Science has been thoroughly learned 
and properly digested, we oan know the truth more accurately than the astronomer 
oan read the stars or oalculate an eclipse." Notice the phrase tlthoroughly 
learned and properly digested." We learn by observing, gathering our taots; and 
then as we digest those tacts and they mature in consciousness, they constitute 
understanding, and spiritual understanding is the most scientific thing in all 
the world. 

Then forward again to page 108:12-13, - tlMy conolusi.ons were reaohed by 
allowing the evidence of this revelation to multiply with mathematical cbrtaintyll 
- notice the phrase thoro - "with mathematioal oertainty.n To give up human 
beliefs, to learn thoroughly, to digest properly, to allow this revelation to 
multiply with mathematioal certainty, does not oause one in any way to lose the 
finer qualities of Christianity. All that this quality of thought does for us 
with regard to our Christianity is to impersonalize it, and thereby to remove the 
beliefs ot sentimentalit,y, - not a true sentiment: the most lovely true sentiment 
abide's and remains in Christianit,y all tho way through, all that we los~ is the 
sentimentality that is a phase of personal sense, but the true sentiment always 
remains. 

Then forward o.gain to page 109: 11-24, and I' 11 read i tonly in part, - "For 
three years atter II\Y discovery, I sought the solution of this problem of Mind
heo.ling, searched the SCriptures and read little else, kept aloof ~r~ society, 
and devoted time and energies to disoovering a positive rule, II - notl.oe a 
lI'Oosi tive rule. II "I knew the Prinoiple of all harmonious Mind-action to be God, 
~d that cures were produced in primitive Christian healing by holy, Uplifting 
fai th· but I must know 'the Science of this healing, and I won D\Y wq to absolute 
conol~ions through divine revelation, reason, and demonstration." Notioe there 
- til must know the Scienoe ot this healing." 

1 • 



See also 110:13-17; 111 :6-14l 113:26-27; 

147=14-23. - "Although this volume oontains the complete Scienoe ot Mind
healing" never believe that you oan absorb the whole meaning ot the Soienoe by a 
simple perusal ot this book. The book needs to be studied." A simple perusal 
is not enough. liThe book.needs to be studied, and the 'demonstration ot the 
rules of soientifio healing will plant you firmly on the spiritual groundwork of 
Christian Soience. This proof lifts you high above the perishing fossils· of 
theories ~lrea~ antiquated, and enables you to grasp the spiritual facts of 
being hitherto unattained and seemingly dim. 1t Notioe that perusal is not enough. 
The book needs to be studied. And it is through study that we gain the rules ot 
soientifio healing, and these rules will plant us f'innly on the spiritual ground
work. "This proof lif'ts you high above the perishing fossils" - notice what a 
vivid metaphor that is. In the fields of natural science, in biology, geology, 
astronomy, and now today in nuolear physics, theories are obasing one another so 
rapidly that the oonoepts ot knowledge are ohanging day by day. And that whioh 
t~ isreoeived with aoolaim, tomorrow or the ~ after is as a perishing 
fossil. Such are the changes and mutations of time and sense and material know
ledge. But when we touo~ spiritual values, we touch something that is outside of 
time and sense and deoay, or anything of that nature. We touoh that whioh is im
perishable, indestruotible. 

Now whereas orthodoJ\Y' and theology have regarded spiritual values as imper
ishable and eternal, those branches ot Jearning have never suooeeded in gathering 
them and co-ordinating them within the framework of Science and system. Happily 
for us to~ tha t is possible and we are beginning to aohieve it, and in some 
measure that is proved through demonstration. And that is why we touched on 
demonstration last evening. 

When we oome to Christian Soienoe for the first time so many of us need 
healing, we need a ohange of evidenoe that restores physioal harntoll3', that brings 
body, tor instance, baok to normal. Then we beoome stud-en ts and a ohange of 
evidenoe is not enough, and we beoome thinkers. And when we beoome students and 
thinkers our need is to ga thor and to UDders tand ideas in their natural sequence 
and relationship with eaoh other, so that through the oo":oJ:.a.itia tion of ideas and 
the logioal rola tionship of ideas we gain p~oof. Lo t us see that proof to the 
student is wholly oonoerned with ideas and the logioal relations of ideas, where
as ohange of evidence is the other aspeot ot demonstration that ooncerns bodily 
or other physioal ohanges, whereby the disoords of sense are resolved baok to 
standards acoepted as normal. But bringing physical conditions baok to normal is 
only temporal. The nature of Christian healing is to re store to an aooepted 
standard whereby the individual gains such a measure of. freedom that he oan tor
get his physioal ooncept at body and devote himself to working out his own 
salvation in terms of Science and proof, and then his whole substance is concern
ed with idoa or ideas, and ideas alone. 

Now there are ma~ passages throughout tho textbook and the Prose Works 
devoted to. this que·stion of investigation and research and quiet order13 meditat
ion. For ins tanoe, on pa.ge 461: 31-1 of SCienoe and Heal th we read I - II Sys tema tio 
teaohing and the student's spiritual growth and experience in practice are requi
site tor a thorough comprehension of Christian Scienoe." Notice not merely ap-
prehension, but a "thorough oomprehension. 1I (Roads 462:1-8) . 

Then on page 473:18-25, - ttIn an age of eoclesiastioal despotism, Jesus 
introduoed the teaching and praotioe of Christianit.yl affording the proof of 
Christian! tyt s truth and love J but to rea~h his example and to test its unerring 
Soience aooording to his rule, healing sickness, sin, and death, a better under
standing of God as divine Principle, Love, ra.ther than personality or the man 
Jesus, is required. 1I Notioe thare - "to test its unerring Science according to 
his rule." 

Then again in Recapitulation, page 483: 32-5, - "Christian! ty will never be 
based on a divine Principle and so found to be unerring, until its a.bsolute 
Soience is reached. 1t 

I'll leave this question of investigation, studyJ and research with those 
few references, beoause once your thought beoomes alive to the need for this you 
tind that before long you add many other similar passages to strengthen that 
sub3eot. 
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As we go forward to consider our main . subject let us not lose sight of that 
wonderful quality ot true motherhood, namely, joyous expecta.ncy. Let our 
thought beoome so flexible, so yielding that it beoomes naturally adaptable and 
expansive to take in new views, to enable us to enlarge our oapacities; and as 
thought yields its rigiclity and beoomes adap~bleand thereby more expansive 
with enlarging capaoities, we shall find that there is no travail in this birth; 
we shall find that the labour is not labour in the aooepted sense, but rather is 
it the rhythm of being. That whioh hitherto may have been labour just becomes 
rhythm; we feel ourselves relieved of all sense of human responsibility. But 
tha t does not imply that we can be either oareless or easy going; to be relieved 
of responsibility means a complete self-reliance on PrinCiple, and then we find 
that the human effort to gather and to assimilate is being taken out ot our 
hands, and. something is going on naturally and spontaneously. So let us resolve 
to be a true parent to this idea that is breaking on our thought. Let us- extend 
to it a true fatherhood and a true motherhood and then this idea will have a 
beginning that is meek; its growth will be s~, until in turn that idea 
begins to father and to mother us, and we beoome inoreasingly oonscious of our
selves as the sons of God. Then we shall have arrived at a true ooncept ot man
hood and womanhood fulfilledJ we shall find. ourselves embodying manhood, woman
hood and sonship all oonjoined in one identity. Why? Beoause the infini te One 
that is God is Father, Son, and. Mother, all in one. And that is a Qonooption we 
are going to discuss later this morning. 

Now let us lay down our proposition: the proposition ot God's allness.' 'The 
Bible and Soienoe and Health are most definite on this faot that God is one God. 
Now that was the Hebrew Way of presenting the idea some 2t - 3 thousand Y6ars 
ago, beoause that was their mode of thought, it was in line with the language ot 
their day. And let us not lose sight of the faot that the Hebrew prophots were 
oonfronted with this groat task of prosenting an enduring oonception ot what the 
intini te is through a language tha t was adapted only to a pas toral and nomadic 
poople, otten people of the desertJ and oonsequently through a language that was 
ill adapted to the recording and the presentation of spiritual ideas. And so 
they had to reoord their work or their ideas through type and sign and symbol, 
for indeed they had no other means. And that is why Mrs.· Eddy has been so 
defini te in her textbook in deolaring that II spiri tual teaohing must always be by 
symbols" (S.& H. 575 :13) • We have no other means. Even the language that we 
employ today is nothing but a symbolic representation ot thought. All our 
sciontific terms in their inherent meaning and in thoir relation to eaoh other 
are but sign and symbol of idea that lies beyond matter, time, and sense. So 
let us be quite normal and natural on this question ot sign and symbolJ 'Without 
it at this stage of' human experience we would be virtually helpless} but with it" 
and rightly used, we have the most wonderful tool in our hands, a tool that 
enables us to find the infinite, to understand what it is and to define what it 
does in its eternal self-expression or divine operation. And the tool does not 
tinish there, it enables us to reduce this oonoeption ot the infinite in what it 
is, and what it does, down to meet the lowest human need. 

Now we have Moses' preoept, - "Hear, 0 Israel: the Lord our God is one 
Lord. II And that statement is taken up in SoienoeSlld Health and iterated and 
rei tera ted in lll.a.l\Y llla.llY diverse wa:ys, until gradually the signifioance of it 
breaks on our thought. So the grea.t tact, the prime taot, of the Bible is the 
absolute oneness of being, and that absolute oneness, the unoompromising mono
theism that accompanies it, is elucidated, developed and brought to the under-
standing in and through Soienoe and Health. 

Now I would like to take one or two examples to bring to our notice what we 
really mean by this absolute oneness ot being. Throughout our textbook Mrs. 
Eddy disousses this oneness of being in oonjunction with tour words tha~ are 
sometimes capi ta.lized, sometim.os i talioized, and sometimes both oapi tall-zed and 
italioized. And those four words lead us to the synon;y:mous terms. These four 
words are God as one and all and onll and intini te • It you take your Conoord
ance and you follC;W-through those four - ~,!J:!, only, and inf~nit~" you will 
find that they are used quite a number ot timesJ oapitalized or 1tal10ized. 
What does that imply? It implies that those four words oonstitut~ a olass. 
They are four statements of" one prime fact. Now those are tour sllDple words ot 
everyday thought and o onversa tion. And what do we mean by them? One, all) only 
... some of the simplest words in our la.ngua.ge. ~ ~ we. mean that God as the 
infinite is a unit an indivisible unit, ,an undivided umt" a. whole. Let us 
acoept it" and as it beoomes established in the understanding, it makes all that 
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follows so muoh easier. God is ~ God. The prophet was so emphatio on that 
that he deolared, .. "There is none else, there is none beside him." If we would 
only aooept that, love it and understand it with all that it implies, and if we 
would refuse to add a~thing to it or to allow ~thing to beoame attaohed to 
it, it would simplify our understanding and give us the positive rule that 
operates with absolute oertainty. The trouble with all of us in our immature 
demons tra tions is tha t we are still working with or believing in a divided 
inf'ini te. A divided Wini te is an impossibility. A divided infinite would, as 
it were, signify two or more finites, and the absolute oneness' of being would be 
lost. So when the Bible and the textbook deolare that God is.2.!!!, they mean an 
undivided whole. Let me give you two references to illustrate that. 

In Mis.16:21 we read, - tlGod is a divine Whole, and £l,ft (both oapatiliz
ed and italioized). That is the nature of one and oneness. An undivided whole, 
an indivisible unit. And ,when we oonsider that, a stage further, we shall see 
that it ooncerns the divine Word, that the oneness ot the infinite breaks on our 
thought through the Word of Revelation. 

Now Ie t us go on to this oonoeption of God as all. Wha t do we mean by all? 
When we state that God is all, or All-in-all we have only one oonception; but 
that one conoeption, implies the aggregate 01' all its oonstituent ideas oonsid
ered as one undivided whole. So that all implies an aggregate 01' oonstituent 
ideas. And then we come to this only, - that God is the ~ Mind, the onlx 
Life, or that God beoomes the.!!! and only 01' our being, and in the Prose Works 
you w;i.ll find. a referenoe ,that nGod is the £l and Only of our being" (No.25:2)., 
and it is both oapi talized and i talioized. 

I 

Wha t do we mean by only? We mean that all those oonsti tuont ideas are of 
one class, of one oa tegory • That 91ass allows within i tselt no foreign element 
01' ~ kind. In other words, it denotes the absolute purity, the inherent 
puri ty of the one inf'ini te, without a single fore ign element. Le t us look at it 
the other way ro~d: if there ,vere one single foreign element suoh an element 
would be of opposite character or nature; the absolute purity ot being would be 
lost} an element of pantheism would have entered; the infinitude ot being would 
be lost; the introduotion of one foreign clement would cause us not only tQ lose 
the infinitude of being, but we should find ourselves trying to work or to \' 
reason on a dual basis; and, if that were allowed to continue, the Science 01' 
being in its purity would be, inoreasingly obsoured until finally lost. That is 
what we mean by the only. 

Then we oome to God as the infinite. That is infinite whioh is undetennin
cd by and unconditioned by~any finite or material code of referenoes or system 

, of referenoe. So the infinite is likewise in a olass by itself. It is not 
determined by a~thing, it is not oonditioned by a:rq finite oode of reterence. 

Now let me go over those four points once more. beoause they are four 
statements of one prime f'act; but if' we grasp this prime taot in all its 
simplioity and beauty and loveliness it makes the remainder of' our work so much 
easier, it faoilitates demonstration, indeed it underlies all demonstration, and 
without it there is no truly soientific demon&tre.tion. So this morning we are 
addressing ourselves to, God as the infinite One, meaning by that One, an undiv
ided or an indivisible whole, a unit. We have another reference that strengthens 
this in Miscellaneous· wri tings 102: 12-14, - ., God is like Himself and like 
nothing else. He is universal and primitive. His oharaoter admits ot no 
degrees of oomparison. God is not part, but the whole." Notioe there are "no 
degrees of oomparison, n~eoauso this inf'ini te One is an undivided whole, a 
unitJ in its allness it denotes the ,aggregate of all oonstituent ideas, in its 
onliness all those ideas ~ otone class without admission or admixture of a 
foreign element. And so they are all inherently pure and there is no possible 
basis for pantheism, for dualism, or for semi-metaphysios; if there were, our 
Soience of being would be lost, soientifio demonstration would beoame impos
sible, and we should be thrown baok upon faith healing ,. and' of oourse faith 
healing involves changes of' belief., And since the infinite is undetermined by 
and unco,ndi tionad by any fin! to o ode of referenoe , it is universal and 
primitive, and admits of no degrees of oomparison. Thus the infinite is ·all 
one J - what Mrs. Eddy oalls "the o.lono God" I the all-one God. Suoh is the 
Science .and. Health oonoept of "Here, 0 Israel: the Lord our God is one Lord,'· 
and of the First Conunandment, - " Thou shalt ha.ve no other gods before me I It and 
this "Me" is the~, the!!!, the only, and the infinite; and in this system 
of divine metaphysios these are our starting-point and our tinishing point. 
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As we rise to that al ti tude ot thought we see that the inf'ini te in itself has no 
starting-point and no finishing point, it is just one harmonious rhythmio whole, 
and the oonsciousness of that is the kingdom of heaven. And it is the oonsoious
ness of that, that is as Christ to the flesh. 

You remember we said that to proclaim the allness of God does not neoes
sarily demonstrate that allness, but the oonsoiousness of it does, - just as to 
proclaim the perfeotion of mathematios neither teaohes nor demonstrates mathe
matios, but the consoiousness of mathematics demonstrates mathematics through 
its constituent ideas, laws and operations. And S9 if' we are to understand and 
demonstrate this allneas of the one infinite, we have to proceed 1;hrough a 
process of amplifioation and diversifioation, otherwise we oould never arrive at 
Soience and system. 

Mrs. Ed.d3" also has written in Kess. '01.1 : 22-2!,., - "As Christian. Soientists 
you seek tode£'ineGod to your own consoiousness by feeling and applying the 
nature and practioal possibilities of divine Love.'t "You seek to define God to 
your own consoiousness. 1t Now a minute ago we read on page 102:12-15 ot Miscel
laneous Wri tinge, - t. God is like Himself and like nothing else. He is universal 
and primitive. His oharacter admits no degrees ot oomparison." How oan we 
reooncile those two statements, - "His oharaoter admits of no degrees of oompar
ison" and yet on the other hand we "seek to define God to our own oonsciousness"? 
We reooncile such statements in this way: untU we suoceed in defining God to our 
own oonsoiousness we oan never understand God and oertainly· not demonstra to God 
soientifically. Now all processes at definition involve oomparison or contrast 
or relationshiPJ and yet we have just read that tlHis oharacter admits of no 
degrees of oomparisonll and yet definition requires ai ther oomparison or contrast 
or relationship. ~ here we have before us the conception of God as the 
infi~te One J the adorable One, the!!! and the only, and, because of the intin
itude ot that one Being, we oan't put something alongside it to set up either a 
oomparison or a oontrast J - it tha t were possible we should be comparing two 
finites, or contrasting two finites. So then, how can we, as it were, advanoe 
to the position where we oan grasp the intini te and define it to our own 
oonsciousness through some form of oomparative process? We oan only do it by 
taking representative oonoeptions of it I but in taking these we are not dividing 
it, its original oneness and unity is still one whole. As we take representa
tive ooncepts ot it we are viewing it, considering it from different points of 
view, and beoause of the infinitude of that one Being we must of necessity 
oonsider it from within, we oannot consider it from without. We cannot conoeive 
of God, the infinite One, as something above or beyond ourselves to whioh we 
look up; it that were our point of view we should be oonsidering a finite, for 
our oonception would be f'inite. We must of neoessity know it from within. 

Let us begin to diversify, and let us remember I too I tha t as we take th~se' 
diversified conoepts we are not spli tting or dividing anything. As we advanoe 
from this conception of oneness, let us take two correlated views, two correl
ated ideas; but taking two correlated ideas or oonceptions of that one infinite 
does not divide it; let us be perfeotly olear about that. Conseorated thought 
on this vast question brings to light another great fact: that this infinite 
One must of necessity be eternally self'-existent; its being must extend beyond 
t_ and anything finite. And to be eternally self-existent it must oontain 
within itself', ... indeed it must be, - its own noumenon. If it were not eternal
ly self'-existent either it would be non-existent or it would be the product of 
another cause. If' it were a product, then its own inherent offioe at self'- ~ 
existence and noumenon would be lost. So it is olear that the eternal sel£,- .. ' 
existence of being is synol\YDlous with the offioe of oause, or noumenon. But . ~ 
equally so, admitting that it is its own eternal oause or noumenon, it must of 
~essi ty be selt-expressed. Wi thout self-expression, or phenomenon, it would 
n3t be truly oause. And so we see that noumenon and phenomenon, or creator and 
area tion, are indispensable to each other, inseparable from eaoh other, not two 
halves of a whole· they oonjoin to constitute an indivisible whole. And so from 
our original onen~ss we now proceed to two conceptions - but not two halves - of 
tba t oneness, as noumenon and phenomenon. 

Now let us begin to develop those two oonoeptions. It soon beoomes olear 
trom our textbooks the Bible and Soience and Health, and also from that 
consecrated thought that enables revelation to break on our oonsciousness, that 
this .infinite One must have being. If' it had no being we should be at the end 
of our discussion. It it had no being, that would be the end of our work. 
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· So to indio a te the being of tha t inf'ini te let us accept· the term Lite. The' . 
textbook deolares, -ilLite is the everlasting I am, the Being who was and is and 
shall be, whom nothing oan erase." (290:1-2.) You see it is indelible,· it is 
imperishable, indestructible. Such is the nature of the being of the infinite, 
and let us define it to ourselves for the moment as Life, and let us take the 
term in its oapitalized form. But we saw a moment ago that the eternal being 
and . self-existence that is Lite must ot necessity have expression, it must have 
oreative activity. And so our noumenon and phenomenon serve as a transition 
trom God the infinite One to a conception ot that One as Life and its divine 
Word, Lite and the Word of Lite. Now notioe that in this wonderful phrase 

"Life and the Word ot Lite, tt the accent of thought is that ot oause or noumenon, 
ot creator, ot oreative ability or oreative aotion, oreative 1mpulsion; that is 
the concept with whioh we are ooncerned at the moment ~ And so to oonsider God 
as the infinite One in terms ot eternal being and selt-existence, in oonjunc
tion.with oreativo ability or oreative power and impulsion, we arrive at Life 
and the Word ot Lite. Now le.t us be olear that Lite and the Word ot· Lite are 
not two halves of a whole) they are two oonjoined oonceptions of an indivisible1i" 
whole with the aooent of our thought or stand-point ooncerned with creative 
impulsion whereby'being is self-expressed. 

Now let us oonsider this infinite One trom the other side, that is, trom 
tho standpoint of phenomenon or effect or appearing or manifestation, rather 
than fram the side of creative aotivity. And we now arrive at a oonception ot 
God- in His eternal self-exp~ssion with our aocent ot thought oonoernedwith 
eternal self-expression; and to denote that oonception of the infinite we will 
acoept the term Truth, with Truth denoting the infinite as a whole" and Ohrist 
denoting the activity ot that expression or the expression itself. And so now 
we have another pair ot tems: Truth and. Ohrist. 

Let us oompare those two conceptions. We began with one Whole, we diver
sified it through two terms: Lif'e and the Word of Life, beoause here we are 
concerned with noumenon or cause. Now it we take this same One and consider 
it from the other side·, namel,.., that of selt-expression, we arrive at Truth 
and Ohrist, beoause the accent of our thought is now ooncerned with expression. 
not with creative impulsion. So you seo that between Life and its Word, and 
Truth and its Ohrist we have . two pairs of parallel tenns. 

Now let us take a third view. Let us take the view of this infini te One 
with our thought concerned with the idea of relationship be~en our noumenon 
and phenomenon, our oreative impulsion!llld our divine self-expression. And 
when we view, or we consider tho infinite One. as the only and we are ooncerned 
wi th the idea of relationship between those two, we aooept the term Love, to 
denote the infinite as a whole and the tem Ohristianity to denote the ooncept 
of. relationship between our noumenon and phonomenon. And so wo arrive at a 
third pair of parallel terms - Love and Christianity. 

Now let us take a fourth view. It God the infinite One is eternally 
self-existent I eternally solf-expressed, eternally self-perpetuating, then of 
neoessity this One must be, eternally self-govemed. It must embody within 
itself, as part of its own .being, the idea ot law. It must be eternally 
self-governed within the :r~ameworkof its own law, and thereby it is oapable 
of interpreting itself, capable of maintaining i tsaIf' in perpetual cohesion 
and co-ordination, in pcrpetualselt-governm.ent. And thus we arrive at the 
tenn divine Principle, and the tann Science. And in order that we shall not 
run the risk of this tenn Principle becoming an abstraotion, but it shall 
remain in our consoiousness a living" loving, lovable oonception, in order 
that it may embod;y within itself the offioe of ideal parentage t~ its 
own expression, Mrs. Eddy conjoins with it the term Love. So in divine 
Soience she spenks of tho divine Principle" Love, bringing the two together 
as one conception. And with that we have the other term Soienoe. 

Now can you see that we have arrived at four diversified oonce'Dtions of 
one infini to, of the infinite One as !!! and only, the indivisible One? What 
does that do for us? Let us go back to these two points we made a minute ago 
in tho Prose Works. As Ohristian Scientists we seek to define God to our own 
consoiousness" and yet that one being admits of no degrees of comparison, -
well knowing that all defini tioD requires oomparison or oontrast or rela tion
ship. We have to rule out contrast because we can't admit ot. an opposite 
with which to make a contrast. But by arriving at these tour pairs of diver-

'. sified terms we have within our hands now the ability to take comparative 
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views of that infinite One; we are able to bring these f'our pairs of terms 
together and to oonsider them oomparatively, and thus we. are able to define the 
infinite to our own oonsoiousp.essJ we are over the hurdle. Now do you see'what 
we are ooming to? We are learning how to understand God as one and aU and 
only and int;i.nite, - not merely to grasp the fact, but to gaiilthe.oO'iiSoious
ness of it, because when we gain the oonsciousness of it we are in a position 
to begin to demonstrate it. But merely acolaiming the taot does not demonst-
rate it. 1be consciousness of it does. . 

, We have therefore arrived at an understanding of God as the divine Life, 
as Lite and the Word of Life, meaning by the Word the eternal creative ;lmpul
sion of being; it is all within, it is all subjective; Truth and its Christ; 
Love and its Christianity) the divine Principle, Love and its Scienoe. So we 
have four tems that denote the inf'ini te as a whole: Lite, Truth,' and Lave 
denoting what that infinite is in essence, what it is intrinsicallyJ the divine 
Principle being the'most profound of all, in that it comprehends ~ gather~ 
those three into one oonception. Now we are able to understand the intini te in 
its structure, because without structure it would disintegrate. The infinite 
One, this indivisible Whole must of' neoessity have structureJ structure mUst be 
one of its offices or characteristics. And so we have another most pregnant 
statement in Science and Health, one of' the most important ever written in the 
book, - in faot Mrs~ Eddy reoorded to one ot her students that the seventh 
paragraph of the Platform was the most important paragraph in her textbook, -
whioh begins, - "Life, Truth, and Love oonstitute the triune Person oalled God, 
- that is the triply divine Prinoiple, Love.·t And you notioe there the margin
al heading "Divine trinity." The inf'ini te must of necessi V have oohesion and 
structure otherwise it would disintegrate) we should be at the end of evcry-
~~., . 

NO?( 'as you take this paragraph throuSh you will notioe that it gives us 
tour oftioes in oonjunction with these three terms Life, Truth" and L~e. 
"Life, Truth, and Love constitute tl)e triune Person oalled God, - the triply 
divine Principle, Love." Secondly IIthey represent a trinity in unity,three in 
one, - the same in essence, though multiform in otfioe: God the Father-Mother} 
Christ the, spiritual idea of sonshiPJ divine Soienco or the Holy Comtorter. tr 

(Remember in this passage where we are' concerned with Lite, Truth, and Love we 
are concerned more with what the illf'ini te is. When we are oonoerned with what 
it ~, when we are concerned with the ia.Ca of divine operation, we are con-' 
earned'with Word, Christ, Christianit¥, and Science. But tor the moment we are 
concerned with Lite, Truth" and Love.) Then thirdly "these three express in 
divine Science the threefold, essential natura ot the infinite." And fourthly 
theY''indioate the divine Prinoiple of' soientific being." Now notioe' the. t the, 
governing verbs are: - they oonstitute, they represent, they express, and then 
tinally in a much more relative wa:y they also indioate, as if that were almost 
something tacked on. The difference being that the first three are wholly , 
subjeotive and the fourth is objective in order to meet the human need. But 
when these three constitute the divine Principle, when they represent its 
trinity, when they express its essential nature, those three statements are 
wholly subjeotive. Then when Mrs. Ed~ proceeds to sa:s "they also indicate" 
you notice an apparent drop in standard. ,Why'? Beoause it is a desoent to 
meet the human need. Mrs. Ec1.Cbr allows her subjective statement to become ' 
temporarily objeotive in order to give us a starting-point, a cardinal point. 
II They also indica te , It - You and I often nee'd an indioa tor or a cardinal point, 
and when we see that Lite, Truth, and Love indioate the divine Principle, ~hey 
are beginning to serve as a cardinal point. And when they serve as a c~ 
point they illustrate the transition from divine SCience, - beoause that J.S 
wha t we have 'been discussing so tar J .. to absolute Christian SCience. As we 
go through I want to show you this wonderful process of descent tram the divine 
to the absolute to the relative • 

. . Let us be quite olear that Mrs. Ed.d3r's whole work is presented in tems. of 
ci1vine Soience, absolute Soience, and Christian science. And by far the great
or measure of it is in Ohristian Soience, in order to meet the human need. She 
tells us oompara tivcly little at the ultima te reality in divine science. We 
are able to gather a little more of the nature of ~eing in abs~lute Sci~nce, 

'but the large portion ot her work is written rolatJ.vely in Christian SCl.enoe to 
meet our human need. 



Today and tomorrow we shall be working very largely in a subjeotive sense, 
i.e., we are taking the highest and simplest conceptions and tracing a process 
ot descent to see how the idea in ooming down adapts i tselt increasingly and 
progressively to meet the human need. Then we shall go on to devote some time 
to thinking inductively. Coming down is working deductively, and wesball 
spend some time in working inductively to gain increasing ability to take our 
message to our tellow man. Then we shall see how the deductive and the induc
tive oonjoin to become one in absolute Soience. 

Well now, are we quite clear on how we arrive at these wonderful tems: 
Life and its divine Word; Truth and its Christ, Love and its Christianity; the, 
divine Principle and its Soience. ,You see we have not split nor divided nor 
lost our original oneness, the oneness with whioh we began is still uppennost 
in our thought. As.2!!!. it is undivided and whole; as!!! it is the sum of all 
its oonstituent ~deas; ~s tho only, all tho so ideas arc of one class in the 
sense tha t they adm! t of no foreign element. La ter we shall go on to disouss 
olassitioa tion and we shall see tha t there are intini te olasses in divine .. 
being, but in this particular sense all these ideas are of one olass and they 
ac1mi t ot no foreign element. r:t perchance there were one foreign element, 
dualism and pantheism would have entered the domain of the infinite, perfeotion 
would be lost, divine order would be lost, '- or at least it would be imperfeot, 
- ana. being would be on the wa:y to disintegration, and our own understanding ot 
it would be increasingly obsoure. Now that is Mrs. Eddy's statement at the 
oneness of being in divine Science. 

I think at this point it would be helpful to take a few references to il
lustrate it, beoause I want us to see that all these points we make as we go 
along -oan be illustrated abundantly trom }Irs. Eddy's writings. 

In conjunction with Lite, wha t I would reoommend you to do one day is to 
take your textbook and go through it trom cover to cover, ·observing those 
passages in whioh the tenD Lite is used alone, tha t is , without being associat
ed, say, with !!'ruth and Love in the same context, - passages in whioh Mrs. 
Eddy speaks of the only Lite, or in whioh the term Lite ~ppears on its own. 
You will find that invariably the tone ,and the quality of such passages have to 
do with Lite, have to do with the infinite in terms of oreative impulsion, in 
terms at divine revelation .. or selt-revelation; in other words, have to do with 
the divine Word., . And you will find similarly that when you take Truth in 
passages in whioh Truth alone appears, that it has to do with Christ, the 
divine ideal, the divine idea.. or divine self-expression. And ~t Love simil
arly has to do with the infinite in oonjunction with :relationship. When we 
take passages in which two or more of these terms conjoin, then of course we 
enter a new field, and we begin to consider the infinite in terms of absolute 
Science. As we go along I will make this as simple as I can by giving it to 
you on a blackboard, and you will begin to see how in divino Science we have 
the simple conoeptions at Life, Truth, Love, and divine Principle, Love. Then 

. as we coma down into the domain of absolute Soience, these three terms begin 
to oonjoin with each other in one context in diversified ways. Then as we come 
down further into the tield or domain ot Christian Soience, we employ seven 
synoX\'YDlOus terms. But for the moment, in divine Soience we have those three, 
Lite, Truth, and Lave, and the tem divine Principle. 

Now we read in Soience and Health page 10:15-16, "Spiritual attainments 
~en the door to a higher understanding ot the divine Lite." It is helpful to 
remember that this opening ,chapter, if we oan oonceive of it as a whole, is 
ooncerned with the human approach to God, the human thought rising progressive
ly" to an understanding ot what the infinite is. Note hore that tlspiri tual 
L\ tta.inments open the' door to a higher understanding ot the divino Life, It -

opening the door implies human thought about to enter, rising to, approxima ting 
to. Now that is possible: human thought can rise to, or it can enter upon 
through an opening door, by virtue of the fact that the infinito One as the 
divine Lite is always presenting itself through revelation, it is revealing it
selt to itself; for such is tho nature of being. But if we take a more relat
ive view of that, that eternal selt-revelation oomes to you and to me as the 
light at revelation. 

, Now hold page 10 but go over to page 14.:25-.30, and let's take these two 
oomparatively: "Entirely separate trom the belief and dream ot material • 
living," - you see, to consider the verities of being in divine Soionce we 
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have to put on one side, at present at any rate, this whole belief' and dream of' 
material living; we put it on one side, but we come back to it in Christian 
Science to analyse it, to break it up into its constituent beliefs, and to 
cause those beliefs, to dissolve and to disappear from human experience. So 
we're just taking tha t belief' and dream and putting it on one side tor the 
moment. . 

Now take this text on page 14 and note that 'IEntirely separate from the , 
belief and dream of material living, is the Life divine," - Life is doing some':' 
thing. Ita office is revelation, ttrevealing spiritual understanding and the 
consoiousness of' man's dominion over the whole earth. "This understanding casts 
out error and heals the siok, and with it you can speak 'as one h8.ving author
ity.f'~ Notioe there we have three degrees, or three altitudes of thought. 
First we have the Life divinej then as this infinite One is ever revealing it
self, as that revelation comes down, it brings to man spiritual understanding 
and the consciousness of his dominion over the whole ,earth - nOt just dominion 
over bodily siokness or over human affairs, .. dominion over the whole earth;. 
whioh appears in the 6th day of Genesis.' What does that denote? It denotes 
man at the altitude of absolute Soienoe. 

Now we step down to the relative and the text oontinu~s: "This understand':' 
ing casts out error and heals the siok, and with it you can speak 'as one 
having authority. ttl You see, to speak as one having authority is the equival
ent of the Word in Christian Soience, to have the oonsoiousness ot dominion 
over the whole earth is the equivalent of the Word in absolute Science; to have 
the Life divine is divine Science. . . 

Now go back to page 10 and you will see by comparison that "Spiri tua.l 
attainmcnts open the door to a higher understanding of the divine Life" -
spiritual attainments are qualities and properties gathered and assimilated 
into human oonsoiousness, and they open the door to a higher unders~ding at 
the divine Life. 

Such symbols as "door" and ligate" and "the gates opening within and with
out" are indioative of absolute Soienoe~ Now spiritual attainments are . 
qualities and properties and degrees of demonstration that we attain in 
Christian Science and. as we are faithful to those attainments they open the, 
door and give us aocess to absolute Scienoe, and beyond that is the Life 
divine. "Spiri tual attainments open the door to a higher understanding of the 
divine Life."' Now oan you see that in those simple statements taken oomparat
ively, there is the divine Life and its eternal Word: "the Wor<l Was with God, 
and the Word was God" - Lite in divine Soience; then the text oomes down to 
oonsoiousness of dominion over the whole earth, which is the equivalent of 
absolute ScienceJ and finally it comes down to speaking with authority, whioh 
is the Word in Christian ScienoeJ and that is deductive, it is the idea coming 
down. 

On page 10 we have exaotly the opposite: we have the spiritual attainments 
which ooncern the human thought, - the ability of human thought to gather, to 
assimila to, and to demonstrate in some measure, lifting one to tho point where 
the door opens, whioh is the equivalent of absolute Scienoe. These spi~itual 
a ttainments enable us to speak with authority. When" we rise to the point where 
the door opens, we have the consoiousness ot dominion; and when we have passed 
the door and go on into the ultimate, we have the Lite divine. . 

Now do you begin to see how the deductive and the inductive methods illus
trate respeotively the desoent of the Holy Ghost, and the uprising of human 
consciousness? I have given you one example consist~ng at two references in 
whioh we see Life in divine Soience with its eternal Word in divine Soience; 
the Word in absolute Science, giving us ~e oonsoiousness of dominion; and last
ly the ability to speak with authorii\Y. Then oppositely we begin by aoquiring 
spiritual attainments, whioh give us the a.bility to speak with authority; they. 
give us some measure of demonstration or' an inoreasing measure of demonstration 
leading to the door opening; and beyond that is the Life divine. 

Now we could take from our textbook ma.ny references of that kind, concern
ed with Life and the Word of Life. Let us remember that in divine Science Life 
and its Word are one and inseparable, and that tho eternal office of the divine 
Word in absolute Scienoe oomes down as the Word of Revelation, and it comes 
right down to the point where you and I tind ourselves today: that l~e of light 
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or that Word of Revelation comes all the way down; We gather it just where we 
find ourselves" and we respond by rising to it. And so the desoent at the idea 
and the uprising response oonjoin and they appear to beoome one in absolute 
Science. ' 

I shall take tha t with you and illustrate it all the way through: we shall 
illustrate it in the domain of the Word, then in the domain of Christ, and 
again in Christian! ty, and lastly in Soienoe itself. Why? Because it I S as 
simple as this: one infinite, an undivided whole, has one operation, and this 
operation is diversified into four constituent offices, so that it the idea 
comes down, all four oonsti tuent offioes must appear to come down; if human 
oonsoiousness rises - and it does - then human oonsciousness must appear to 
rise through those four oonstituent offioes. So, since one oomes down, the 
four oome down; and human oonsoiousness must therefore rise through the four. 
So really those four are diversified oonceptions of one divine operation or 
descent and one ascending consciousness; and it's all one process, which is 
diversified in order to make it olear. One of the most profound statements in 
the textbook is this on page 331 :28-30, - nTbey represent a trinity in unity, 
three in one, - the same in essence J though multiform in office. 11 As we go 
along through the week' s work we shall become increasingly familiar with the 
oneness of essence and multiformity of office. Why? Because without multi
formi ty of oftice we should, have no means of defining the inf'ini te to our own 
consciousness. Remember its nature or its character aami ts of no degrees of 
comparison; because of its infinitude it admits of no contrast; but through 
being able to gather these constituent offices we are able to use them oompar
atively and in relation to eaoh other, and thereby using them comparatively we 
can define the infinite to our own thought; using them in relation to each 
other we are ablo to understand the intini te in its Science. 

Don't for one moment allow this work to beoome a labour; we don't need to 
have the travail that is often associated with the idea of birth, - rather let 
our joyous,expeotancy override any sense of labour or toil; let our thought 
become so'tree, so expansive" that with an enlarging capacity this process ot 
unf'oldment and presentation takes plaoe spontaneously ,and when it takes place 
spontaneously there's no labour to it. In other words, we beoome aware the. t we 
are not doing it ot ourselves: God is doing it with us and doing it for us; 
all we have to do is to learn to listen: "speak Lord, for thy servant hearetb" 
- that~ s the nature of it, the tone of it. With that openness, that expansive
·ness ot thought, we find that it provides us with all we need in the way of' an 
increasing capacity or an increasing ability to study, to maintain' disciplined 
thinking, and it's not difficult because we are. waking to the 'fact that we are 
constituted divinely with the Christ-consciousness. 

INTERVAL 

We have spent an hour this morning following a line of closely-knit think
ing and reasoning, but let us see this: that when we employ reason in conjunc
tion with oonsecrated thought it is not toilsome, not laborious: indeed, it is 
increasingly restful; it doesn't exact labour of us; it is exacting in its 
meticulous preCision, in the beauty of its divine order - most exacting - but 
not exacting in a laborious, toilsome sense. 

I was very happy with a remark I heard last evening: someone told me that 
in. coming into this meeting she fel t somewhat sleepy - and perhaps naturally so 
after a long journey. As the meeting went on she found herself increasingly 
awake and alert.' That's the nature of this work: it doesn't exact toil of us, 
rather does it bestow joy and inspiration. 

Now we have been 'considering a few at the elementary oonceptions ot divine 
Science, - the simple unmixed, uncontaminated conceptions of divine Soience, -
particularly Life and the divine Word. If you read, tor instance, the 8th 
chapter at Proverbs you have possibly the loveliest example of the Word in 
divine Science. The chapter opens I - "Doth not wisdom cry? and understanding 
put torth her voioe?" and then it goes on to that lovely passage t - "The Lord 
posses~ed me in the beginning ~f his way, before his works ot oldtt (Prov.S: 
1,22). The whole of this chapter is conoerned with wisdom. Now wisdom in 
this particular context is the' O.T. equivalent ot the N.T. Logos, - "In the 
beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God." But 
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both passages denote one conception. When we go to Proverbs 8 :22-30 we have 
this lovely passage, - uThe Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way, 
before his works of old. I was set up from everlasting, from the beginning, or 
ever the earth was. . When there were no depths, I was brought forth, when there 
were no fountains abounding with water. Before the mountains were settled, 
before ~ hills was I brought forth: while as yet he had not made the earth, 
l1.Or the fields, nor. the highest part ot the dust at the world. When he prepared 
the heavens, I was there: when he set a oompass upon the faoe ot the depth: when 
he established the clouds above: when he strengthened ·the fountains ot the deep: 
when he gave to the sea his decree,. that the waters should not pass his command
ment: when he appointed the foundations of the earth: Then I was by him, as one 
brought up with him: and I was daily his delight, rejoioing always before him.tI 
There, in that lovely passage we have the correlation ot Principle and idea in 
tenns of the divine Word. The whole of tha t ohapter conoerned with wisdom 
ooncerns the co-existence and the correlation of Lite and its divine Word. The 
whole passage is ooncerned with being, the lite and being 01' the inf'ini te in a . 
oreative capacity. !l'he same idea, of oourse, is conveyed in the opening at 
Genesis, - "In the beginning God oreated the heaven and the earth;" and in the 
opening of John, - uIn the beginning was the Word." 

Then in the Psalms we have that lovely passage, - "By the word ot the Lord· 
were the heavens made; and all the host ot them by the breath at his mouth"· 
(Ps.33:6). And again in Hebrews 11 :3, - "Through f'aith we· understand that the 
worlds were framed by the word ot God.1I So let us see that Lite and its divine 
Word is the impulsion whereby the inf'ini te is torever going on as an eternal 
progression. We otten think of' it and ·speak at it in a ··~~tive capacity beaause 
human thought so treasures a starting-point; it l:Uces to think that God created, 
as if there were a time when He hadn't area ted, a point when He started to 
oreate. It is a. compromise, beoause human thought is so finite that it can only 
oonceive ot the inf'ini te and eternal it we will allow ita starting-point, but. 
the infinite itself has no starting-point. It just goes on within its own 
eternal selt-existence, its own eternal.progression and self-expression. 

When we oonsider this infinite One as Truth then thought shifts trom the 
creative and revelatory concept to the expressive conoept. And so Truth denotes 
the infinite as a whole and Christ denotes the expression •. Not onoe does Mrs. 
Eddy speak of Truth as oause or orea tor ,but to show the transition from Life to 
Truth she does once speak of creative Truth, never as Truth the oreator, but only 
crea tive Truth. Truth is the natural oontinua. tion as it were from Life. As we 
go along I want to introduce this idea of trans! tion from conception to conoep
tion, and tor this reason: that it we think of' Lite and ·Truth and Love and 
Principle as tour oonceptions that are almost boxed up or separated tram eaoh 
other, we have a very finite and restrioted sense. I want us to begin to under
stand the calculus and to think in terms of' the caloulus; and by thinking in 
terms of the oaloulus I mean to be able to tollow the trans! tion trom idea to 
idea with a sanse ot flow and without break in oontinuity. You see oonscious
ness is continuous. Consciousness does not stop and start. Consoiousness is not 
boxed up in so many oompartments. Consciousness is one whole. God as the 
infinite One is eternally oonsoious, - nthe divine understanding reigns, is.!!!, . 
and there is no otller consoiousness" (So& H.536:8-9). Now in such a oontext as 
that. Mrs. Edc13' speaks ot the infinite as oonsciousness, in the sense that being 
flows, it is continuousJ or it is flowing in its oontinuity. Now just as that· is 
true of the. infinite and eternal it is true 01' you and me in our respeotive ways. 
Tha t is to say, because God the 1n:rini te and eternal One has oontinui ty ot cons
ciousness and there is no break or interval in that continuity, that is equally 
true of us ·in our identity. We have oontinuity .. ot consoiousness individ~ly. 
Cart you say in those moments when you enjoy a now of inspired thought or l.dea, 
can you say at such and such a point, or suoh and such a division, It this idea 
finishes and that begins and another tollows?" No. Consciousness flows. Oons
oiousness is continuous. And so the tranai tion from idea to idea is continuous. 
Ideas cannot be box-ed up in so JDanY paokages. Let us lose the tinite sense and 
so adapt our thought to a oontinui i\Y of idea. When we learn to think in that way 
and we begin to enjoy 'this expanding sense, this sense ot flow and .oontinui ty J we 
are preparing ourselves to think in terms of a divine infinite oalculus. And ot 
course at that point oonso:Lousness also beoomes so expansive and capacities so 
increase· toot toll o.nd labour go. i'he joy ot it supersedes . any. restrieted and . 
oonfined sense; in other words we are coming to the point -where we are beginning 
to enjoy "conception unconfinedt• and thought "winged to reach the divine glory." 
(see S.& H. 323:11-12). . 
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And so oreative Truth illustrates the transition fram Lite the creator to 
Truth the infinite in terms of expression. And Lite and its Word now give place 
to Truth and its Christ. We are now oonsidering the infinite One in its expres
sive sense with Ohrist the expression. And then later we shall consider Christ 
as ideal and idea and manifestation. 

On page 18:15-16 of our textbook we have an interesting example of this in 
the simple statement, "Christ is Truth" - not just a quality but "Christ is 
Truth, which reaches no higher than itself. It And then on line 17, - I1Christ, 
Truth, could conoiliate no nature above his own," - and then of oourse the 
offioe beoomes lower because it becomes more relative. But just notioe for the 
moment "Christ is Truth." On the one hand Truth is a synoD3'Dlous term, and on 
the other hand Ohrist is not a syno~ous term in that same sense, and. yet Mrs. 
Eddy brings the two together and she says "Christ is Truth," and I believe she 
writes elsewhere, - "Truth is' Christ.n And again she oouples Christ with 
Spirit, Lite, Truth, LoveJ and again she cOUples Christ with the ideal man; she 
oouples Ohrist with ideal and idea, arid manifestation to the flesh. Why? We 
must be guided by the context to disoern the office of Christ. Now when we have 
that simple statement, - "Christ is iruthtt or "Truth is Christ," in that same 
sense it is the ecpivalent of another sta tement, - "Mind is its own great cause 
and effect" (Mis.173:12). In other words, the infinite 'One as Mind is not only 
noumenon; it includes its phenomenon within itself as a constituent of its own 
being. Similarly the infinite One is Truth, and Christ is its essential nature; 
Christ is its self;..expression; Christ is its phenomenon, its idea, its manifes
tation. And so let us see that because being is indissolubly one, Mrs. E~ oan 
rightly say IITruth is Christ,," and ItChrist is Truth. It BecaUse all the wa:y 
through we have, between Principle and idea, a oorrelation or a one-to-one re
lationship; and when we oome' to the question of order and ~lationship we will 
discuss that tully. Because we have a one to one relationship or oorrelation 
between Principle and idea we can- rightly say "Truth is Christ" and "Christ is 
Truth" in the sense that they meet in a one to one relationship_ 

And then ot- course, to bring this down to meet the human need, we have 
Christ as ideal, as idea and manifestation. But remember that, no matter what 
the offioe we are concerned with,' in this prooess of reduction there is no loss 
in quality. Christ is Christ all the wa:y through, whether we oonsider it in 
divtna Soience ,or 'whether we oonsider it as manifestation to the flesh. This 
process ot reduction is not a process' of diluting by any means; by reducing or 
in following Mrs. E~t s use of reduotion we don t t dilute anything. This re
duotion rather should be regarded as an adaptation to the human need. Let r s be 
olear what we mean by "reduce." For instanoe, if' you change a five pound note ' 
into silver or lower coinage, you are not changing the essential value, you are 
only ohanging the denomination. And similarly in this process of reduction, 
Christ as ideal, as idea, 'as manifestation, is Christ all the wa:y through and 
its essential spirituality is neither lost nor diluted; it is Christ in its 
purity and spiritually as Ohrist to the flesh jUst as it is in the case of the 
ideal. So this process of reduction is in the nature of an adaptation to the 
human need, but there is no loss of value" none whatever. If there were then 
Christian healing would be diluted. 

Now let's look at page 35, lines 10-14-. Notioe there that Christ and 
Truth, are brought together with only a oomma between, and they are brought to
gether so closely as to be virtually synoI\'YUlous. They are synoD3'DlOus in the 
sense that they have a one-to-one relationship with eaoh other, but they are 
not identical. You see, if these three terms Life, Truth, and Love were ident
ical ,they would have every quality and property in OOllDIlOn and we should not be 
able to define the infinite to our own oonsciousness, nor should we be able 
ever to aITive a t Science and system. If our terminology was identioal, if 
Life, Truth, Love, and Principle, and Word, Christ, Christianity, and SCience 
were identioal, then Science and system would be impossible; we should tail to 
understand God intelligently I and we should be thrown baok upon belief. 'But 
happily for us these terms are not identical in that sense: they are synozvmous. 
And so Life, Truth, Love, and Principle,' or the divine Principle, Love are 
syno1'\'YDlOusJ and, since there is but one idea and one operation, Word, Christ, 
,Ohristiani ty, and Scienoe are synonymous in one sense, in that they all ooncern 
one essence or one substance: but they are multiform in offioe, and it' is the 
multiformity in office that is so neoessary to understand. And, of oourse, as 
we continue we shall see how we can consider the Word in divine Science, in 
aisolute Soience, and in Christian Soienoe. 'Likewise Christ in divine Science, 
in absolute ~ienoe and in Christian Science, and so on. 
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Now here let me introduce another idea: the idea of range. Mrs. EdiJ3r in 
her writings gives us three distinot altitudes: the divine, the absolute, and 
the relative. But (referring to blaokboard) don't think of the divine there, 
with an interval, and here the absolute, and the relative there, with another 
interval. They are not three departments of Science with intervals between. 
Those three terms are there to denote an intini te range with inf'ini te grada tion 
of thought from the highest to the lowest, from the infinite down to the' infin
itesimal. So just as We have introduoed the idea at oontinuity, oontinuity and 
flow of oonsoiousness, there is similarly an infinite gradation in range of . 
thought. You don't jump from the relative to the absolute in one··leap, 'yc;>u" 
don't malee the journey from Christian Science to the absolute in' one transition: 
it's a steady growth moment by moment, day in and day out. Time may ooimnence 
the new birth, but eternity alone completes it. 

Let us see that just as we have oontinuity or flow in oonsoiousness, there 
is the s~e idea at oontinuit,y in range from the infinitesimal to the ·infinite, 
- just as we shall see later that the identity of eaoh one of us is so individ
ual and distinot that throughout the whole range and infinite gradation of 
oreation, there are no duplioates, and beoause there are no duplioations of 
identity each one of us is indispensable to the perfeotion of the whole. Think 
of what that means in daily life and practice. Take the man who feels respons
ible for a family: he is out of a job; he feels the need for daily work in· 
order to earn a supply for his family. Or oonsider the person who feels that 
he or she is not wanted; who ~ be lonely, or lost, or mentally defioient; or 
something like that,through some olaim that has been thrust upon him. See 
wha t an answer to all those problems is this wonderful. idea of identity and. 
diversity whereby since each one of us is individual, without duplioation,is, 
therefore indispensable to the perfeotion of the whole, and oonsequently isa 
law to himself. Beoause you and I are constituted as an individualized expres
sion of this infinite, without duplication of identity, we' are not only indis
pensable but we are truly a law to ourselves; and beoause of that wondertul 
fact of identity, what may appear relatively and humanly right to some one 
beoause of his individual point of view, may not seem to ooinoide with our 
point of view. But that doesn't matter •. Let's always be so impersonal and 
compassiona te and oonsidera te in our relations that we always make allowanoe' for 
such action or thought or point of view. Making an allowance is the htnnan.way 
of putting it; but metaphysically, that allowance is based on the understanding 
of identity; that identity is so diverse that thereby each one is individual and 
so a law to himself. Let us always be so wise, so tolerant, that instead of 
trying to show others what to do or how to do it, we have the consciousness of 
the in:fini te as one eternal selt-governing whole, a self-revealing whole, 0. 

self-manifesting whole, a self-interpreting whole J in other words, when w put 
everything back into Principle, everything aomea within the co-ordination of oile 
Principle, under the self-government of Principle, and then human diffioulties" 
and misfits, and discords iron themselves out, consciousness, individual~ and 
colleotively, begins to conform to divine order, and harmony is the outcome. We 
must bring this out in demonstra.tion. We can't allow it to remain a beautiful 
theory; it must be so brought down and reduced that sooner or later it touches 
and. determines every thought and motive and actJ .and when it does that individ
ually and oollectively, divine order humanly manifest is inevitable, and then 
it' a demonstration; it is a change of evidenoe for those needing healing, and 
it is a self-constituted proof in terms of idea and law and order to those who 
need proof on a me tnphysioal basis, - but it is basioally one Principle and one 
idea, and that one idea is one in essence and. multiform in office. Now is it 
ooming olear? We have been considering it so far, remember, in divine Science, 
but little by little I am showing you how this process of reduction oomes in. 

Tomorrow I will begin to illustrate it on the blackboard for you, and when 
you begin to see it graphically as wall as listening and reading about it~ it 
will beoome so clear that you oan' t fail to gather it. 

Because we are learning to think in a oalcul us" we are beginning to see 
how these terms still preserve their identit.Y and yet glide or slide into eaoh 
other with a. sense of continuity of movement or aotion. You see, loold.ng .at the 
rainbow we observe seven oolours, each one is distinct in its identity, .. we 
doni t confuse green with yellow or orange, - and yet eaoh oolour naturally glides 
or moves into the next one. That introduces to us what we mean by calculus. We 
are beginning to think with an inoreo.sirlg sense oP C()nt:1nui i:y ~ without break or 
lapse or divi.s.ion be-twoen 0XlS idea. and the next.. 
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Now here is an example of Ohrist linking up with the Holy Ghost (332:19-22). 
'In the Glossary, the Holy Ghost, which is a Biblical tem, is defined as II the 
development of eternal Lite, Truth, and Love. II And in development we again get the 
idea of continuity of movement, oontinuity of aotion, oontinuity of operation. 
And so Word leads into Christ, Christ leads into Ohristianity, Christianity 
leads into Soienoe, and. Soience leads back into the Word. Don't think we begin 
with Word and finish with Soience. These tour denote a rlvthmic round, a oon
tinuity of flow, of movement, of being. It is in the nature of a human oomp
romise beoause of the limitations of human thought and language that we begin 
wi th Word and finish with Soience. In being they are not to be regarded just 
as 1,2,3,4: they are to be regarded in terms of oontinui ty I each one being dis
tinct in its office and nature and. naturally leading, gliding, moving into the 
one that follows. Now when we a ttain the idea of movement and continuity of 
operation, there comes a further stage where we oan consider these four operat
ing as one, and we no longer think of them just as Word, and Christ, and Christ
iani ty and Science: they opera to as one whole. And la tar we shall take on~ or 
two examples. 

Our studies together do not do the essential work for us. I oan't do it 
for you, you oan t t do it for me; we can help each other, we oan co-operate and 
bless each other, but fundamentally these oonoeptions have to be gained eaoh one 
by himself, to be understood and loved and demonstrated, beoause being is 
individual; and because being is individual it is inesoapable that we have to 
fulfil our own place in eternity. Then let's acoept tha t with joy. Just as 
fulfilling our own place - which no one oan do tor us - brings a sense of res
ponsibili ty, a t the same time what a sense of joy we have tha t no one can dis
place us; that no one can fill our niche; that under the operation ot divine 
law and the fulfilment of divine order eaohidea or identity oan only occupy its 
predestined place, and there is no such thing as displacement t For there is no 
displaoement in divine being: there is only fulfilment of divine order. 

We are introducing the idea of continuit,y or flow of consoiousness, the 
infinite gradations of idea, whereby identity extends from the infinitesimal to 
the infinite. And when we bring those all together in one, they constitute the 
order that is the perfeotion o~ celestial being to which our days of Genesis are 
but an introduction - "Let there be light, Let there be a firmament, Let the dry 
land appear," is the prophetic way of introducing this wonderful conception of 
divine order in which every identity oan only occupy its predestined plaoe with
in divine law. That's "an answer to the disoords of hame, society, politios, and 
international relations. Divine order is one of the great facts of being, and 
its ultimate fulfilment is inevitable; and the upheavals that occur in human 
experience between small groups and between nations are but incidental to this 
irresistible fulfilment of divine order. 

If we oonsider the last ,50 years, we think of the 20th century as a ter
rible oentury involving two world wars. But if we could thrOW' oUX' thought for
ward a thousand years and. look back on the 20th century from the year 3,000, 
these upheavals of today, measured by such a soale, would be oomparative1y in
significant: wha t would be ten time s more significant would be the inevitable, 
irresistible fulfilment of divine order. So let us see that our'viewpoint on 
all these matters, - whether we are ooncerned with problems of family, or the 
country:, or the balance between oapital and labour~ or international problems, 
or the upheavals between nations, - our view of them and the experience we have 
as a. re sul t of them are largely determined by the scale with which we measure 
thom. Now when we measure them with a scale that is impersonal and. based on 
Principle, and based on eternity, world wars, though cruel and harsh they 
appear at olose quarters, become relatively insignificant oompared with the ul
timate ,fulfilment of divine order. Let us see that the coming of the spiritual 
idea is not a matter of our becoming Christian Scientists in organised member
ship. The fulfilment of divine order conoerns the ultimate translation of man 
and the universe back into Spirit~ and we have to see that from the standpoint 
of Principle, from the standpoint or Life in its own eternity; of Truth, the 
divine ideal, of Christianity that is the perfeotion of all relationship; and 
of SCience, beoause it is irresistible, - irresistible beoause it involves law, 
order, and government. And as we oultivate this higher viewpoint our whole 
ooncept ot the outward world begins to ohange, and that which atone time seem
ed such a problem will become relatively unimportant, and the positive values 
concerned with the f'ulfilmont of divine order will oocupy the apparent vaouum. 
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These things are on the w~; they are irresistible and inevitable. Let us 
resolve to be in the vanguard of humari thought, not as personal leaders but as 
divine ref'leotion. And when we do 'that there may be disoord and dismay on the 
one hand, but there will be Soience and peaoe on the other. We have ,a wonder
ful opportunity, although a oonsiderable responsibility; but we are . living in 
grea t days, - Mrs. Eddy could see all this in terms of the oenturie s arid not in 
terms of' 1875 in New England: liThe oenturies break, the earthbound wake, God's 
glorified •••• It 

So let us see the. t we are witnessing the fulfilment of' the spiri tual idea 
in a measure never lmown bef'ore. 

I have here a paragraph on this question fram the first edition of' Soience 
and Health: 

ttlf toc1.a3r the general thought embraoed the soienoe of being, man's longev
i ty would increase ten-fold, and immortality be brought to light J the years of 
man will be extended as the belief of intelligent matter is destroyed, until at 
length a full reoognition of Truth shall destroy all sin, siokness, and death. 
Error will oontinue seven thousand years, f'rom the time of Adam, its origin. 
A t the expiration of' this period Truth ,viII be generally comprehended, and 
soience roll baok the darkness that now hides the eternal sunshine and lift the 
ourtain on Paradise, where earth produces at the oommand of Intelligence, and 
Soul, instead of' sense, govern man. (1st. Ed. 281-282.) 

So Mrs. Eddy oould see the idoa ooming in its beauty and grandeur, and 
also in its inevitability, irresistibility and iITeversibility. Let us sec 
that this idea is irresistible and irreversible, and beoause of that great faot 
let us reoognize that the truth we know, the oonsoiousness we have of' that 
Truth, is law to the situationJ and as law it is irresistible and irreversible. 
One of' the trioks of' animal magnetism is to make one believe that one's work 
oan be tmdone, that there's a seoond power that oan work against one' and. oan 
throw it all baok. But anything that oreates a throwbaok more often than not 
is rooted in the age-old belief' of' spiritualism. But let us see that divine 
law is so irresistible and irreversible that there's no suoh possibility as a 
throw-baokJ because of' that irresistibility and irreversibility divine law and 
order are fulfilled. And let us bring that out with such realization and oon
viotion that it becomes law to eaoh individual case, and thereby we shall 
defeat the age-old olaims of' spiritualism. 

We have been oonsidering Life and its divine Word, Truth and its Christ. 
Now let's consider the infinite in terms of' Love and Christianity. "Love 
imparts the clearest idea of Deity" - Love imparts the idea of' ideal parentage, 
ideal or perfeot relationship, and within the tem Love or within the tems 
Love and Christianity, we arrive at one-to-one relationship, or oorrelation. 
And. there's the most remarkable example of tha t on page 561 of' S.& H., whioh I 
would like to discuss with you in a few minutes. But to begin with let's go to 
. page 451, and notice here how in this paragraph Christianity at the al ti tude of 
divine Soience is associated with the f'inal overqoming of animal magnetism • 

. nehristian Scientists must live under the oon~:ta:itt pressure of the apostolio 
oommand to oome out from the rna terial world· and be separate. They must re
nounce aggression, oppression and the pride of power. Christianity, with the 
orown of Love upon her brow.t mus t be their· queen of' lif'e. It (4-51: 2-7 .) The 
other· day I was lookingo.t this and I was impressed more than ever with the 
fact that Mrs. Eddy puts the statement into the feminine gender, - "Christian
ity" with the orown of Lave upon her brOVl, must be their queen of Lite" - you 
will see in a minute why that is in the feminine gender, but for the moment we 
ate oonsidering Christianity in divine Soienoe, - Love, - denoting the ideal 

'-parentage of' the inf'ini te towards its offspring, and thereby we' oome to the 
perteetion of' relationship, between Principle and idea, between Father, Mother, 
and· Son. And so Love denotes the infinite One as it is intrinsioally, and 
Christianity denotes the perfection of relationship that goes with that oon
oeption. And thereby we have a Christianity that is impersonal J impartial J 
that is 'divinely operative from the basis of' PrincipleJ that is non-seotarian} 
non-a.enamiMtional; and that is operative beyond time into eternity. Suoh is 
Christianit,y in divine Soience. 

, If;,Jro 'truce the text a little more widely we oan go baok to line 27: "Who, 
. that has felt 'the perilous belief's in life, substance, and intelligenoe separa;.., 

ted "fram God, can say that there is no error of belief?" Do you recall when we 
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began this morning,that we associated the Only with the infinite? We spoke of 
God a.s One ~ and All, and Only J and Mrs. Ecic13" introduces "Only" in the sense 
that the Only denotes that all these oonstituent ideas are ot one olass; they 
allow of no admixture; they have no foreign element among them; they are there
by essentially pure and lmoontaminated. The one argument that would upset the 
balance of being is that the infinite may be infinite theoretioally, but that 
there seems to be something beside it·, something apart from it, something of an 
opposite charaoter to give a oontrast. And so "Who, that has felt the perilous 
belief's in lite, substanoe, and intelligenoe separated f'rom God, oan sB:S' that 
there is no error of belief'?" If it were true that there is something separate 
or apart from the infinite, there would be no Christianity in the sense that we 
have been disoussing it; Ohristianity would have become oontaminated and diluted, 
and it would have lost its purity, the perfeotion of being, and the perfeotion 
of relationship and. of divine order would have been lost. "Knowing the olaim 
ot animal magnetism, that all evil oombines in the beliet of' lite I substanoe, 
and intelligence in rna tter, eleotrioi ty, animal na ture, and organio life, who 
will deny that these are the errors whioh Truth must and will annihilate?U . 
(4;0:29-2.) . You see, all those errors oonstitute the so-oalled ego of evil, the 
selt-will of evil, whioh preoipitates men and nations into war, oollision, and 
so on. And so in these lines we have the most remarkable ana.ly"is of' animal 
magrJetism ever written. Mrs. Eddy lays the whole thing bare, and she shows that 
T.ruth and Love are destined to annihilate them • 

. And then we oome to the passage "Christianity, with the crown of Love upon 
her brow, must be their queen of lite." Why is Christianity in the feminine 
geniler? The answer appears when we reduce the divine to the absolute and con· 
sider the ideal man and the ideal woman: tithe ideal woman oorresponds to Lite 
and to Love" J (a.& H.517:10) and when in Revelation chapter 12 we behold the 
Revelator on the mount of' vision: "purity was the symbol ot Lite and Lovett 
(S.& H,561 :10). 

This mq not be altogether olear to some of you at the moment, but don't 
labour it: it will soon be as clear as daylight ~ !4rs. Eclay puts this into the 
f'eminine gender. "Christianity, with the crown of Love upon her brow, must be. 
their queen of lite." 

Now go over to 576:26-4. You see the processes ot animal magnetism are 
exaotly the opposite; 'bhey are: first, that the idea oan be out off from its 
l'rinoiple J and second, tha tit can be split into two that we oall male and 
temale. And then oomes the struggle alw~s to oome together again. Divinely, 
:Ln the. realm of divine Scienoe, such has never happened. The truth about each 
one ot us is a wedding of true manhood a.nd womanhood, whioh are divinely balan
oed to oonstitute true individuality', and in turn they are wedded to their 
Principle. That is the nature of Christianity and Love, in divine Soience: Love 
d.enoting the intini te in its ideal parentage, and Christianity denoting the 
;rela tionship i tSf)lf • Those rela tiona. are as inf'ini tely and as endlessly diverse 
~s identi~ and individua.li~ itself',. and they oover the whole range of being 
trom the inf'ini te to the inf'ini te simal. 

How do we demonstrate this? Only in one way: by gaining the oonsciousness 
of it. I have thought so much reoently of' that. It's not a question of' 
acquisition, ot tr,ying to absorb it: it's a question of so possessing the oon
soiousness of it that we spontaneously ref'lect it and radiate it. When we have 
the oonsoiousness of it, we are it; when we have the consciousness of it, it 
demonstrates itself spontaneously. Initially we have to work tor the oonsoious
ness of it, we have to stud3r, meditate, ponder, work, pray, but the essential 
thing is the oonsoiousness of it, - and when we have that it beoomes subjeotive 
to our being, and the toil goes 'out of it. 

We are all at difterent states and stages of' growth, but let us always be 
comforted and encouraged in this: that we have made a start, and we're well on 
the wa:y. ~t is a wonderful oomfort. The fact that we're here is an indioa
tion that we have oome a long wa:y. The wa:y to begin with is narrow, - so nar
row that we oan't afford the slightest deviation, - but as we advance the way 
widens, - not as a swaxve or a divergenoe from the way, but as a beam of light 
widens; until it embraces the infinite, and we find ourselves identified within 
the. t intini te, inseparable trom it, a oons-t1 tuent ot it. If there were any 
divergence divine order would be lost, and Ohr1.sti..an:Lty would beoome adul tarat-
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Let us now oonsider Soience. "Life, Truth, and Love oonstitute the triune 
Person oalled God, - that is, the ~riply divine Prinoiple, Love. They represent 
a trinity in unity, three in one, - \ the same in essence, though multiform in 
offioe: God the Father-Mother; Christ the spiritual idea of sonship; divine 
Science or the Holy Comforter" (.331:26-31.) Reme1bber the definition of Holy 
~ost in the Glossary: "Divine Scienoe; the development of eternal Lite, Truth, 
and Love." When we bring these conceptions together in thought, -' the divine 
Principle, Love, oonstituted of Life, Truth, and Love, and divine Soienoe or the 
Holy Ghost, the development ot eternal Life, Truth, and Love, - we come to the 
leading ~onception of this mornirig. 

Now let us see it we oan find in the New Testament tour statements of 
divine Science at a oorresponding altitudo. In the opening of John's gospel we 
read the simple statement ItIn the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with 
God, and the Word was God. 1t Oould we possibly oonoeive of the divine Word at a 
higher altitude than that - "and the Word was God"? Then we have the Christ as 
the Son of God, the divine Son. And then that wonderful statement of relation
ship: "I and lD\Y Father are oneil (John 10:30) - there it is stated individually. 
And if we want it eta ted 0011 eo tively we have a lovely ·example in the Rev: 19:7, 
17 where we have this vision of the wedding feast: "Let us be glad and rejoioe, 
and give honour to him: for the marriage of the Lamb is oome, ·and his Wife hath 
made herself read¥.1t IIAnd I saw an angel standing, in the sun, and he oried with 
a loud voice I saying to all the fowls that fly in the midst ot heaven, Come and 
gather yourselves together unto the supper of the great Godlt - all the ideas of 
being gathered back to their Prinoiple,. oomprehended in their Principle. And 
notioe it opens with ItI saw an angel standing in the sun," and when we want a 
Biblioal or New Testament equivalent of divine Soience I think we have it in the 
angel standing in the sun, - in other words the idea found in its divine Princi
ple. 

l 

Now let's take those four concepts: first, "In the beginning was the Word, 
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God"f second, Jesus representing the 
Son of God, the Son itselt;third, "I and my Father are oneil - the individual 
statement of relationship; and also the oolleotive statement in Rev. 19:7 -
indio a ting the perfeotion of all relationship, - in other words, Christianity in 
divine Science. And then finally I "an angel standing in the sun, II and Mrs. Eday 
usos that most signifioantly on page 561. 

This twelfth ohapter of Revelation is one of the loveliest chapters in the 
Bible, and is one of the ohapters of the Key to theScrip:tures. I mentioned 
last evening that I feel the time is on us when thetirst chapter in the Key to 
the Soript~e s, the Gene sis chapter, should be seen and taken as one whole, not 
merely loved for the first 20 pages with the next 30 pages as a kind of appendix 
which we look at when we have a little more time. Let us see that these two 
statements balance to constitute one presentation: what revelation is, and what 
revelation is not; and let us see that when the inversion is understood and used 
aright it has the same positive value as the first reoord: the two oonjoin. And 
when we see what Prinoiple is, we understand that the demonstration of the 
nothingness of what it is not, has an equally positive value. 

I think also that we must take this Apooalypse as a whole and become so 
familiar with it, - not by memorising the text, - that the vision of it becomes 
sUbjeotive to our own consciousness. 

Now for the moment let's consider page 561, but we'll begin at 560:6-15. 
_ So the ohapter opens on the note of Prinoiple, and also on the note of Christ
iani ty in divine Soience, - It the gDand neoessi ty is to gain the true idea of 
what oonstitutes the kingdom of' heaven in man" and lithe great miraole, to human 
sense, is divine Love." Inde-ed, if we meet that· necessity everything else is 
added 0 Now from there go across to 561 :5-6, - "Agassiz, through his miorosoope, 
saw the sun in an egg at a. point of so-called embryonio lif(;)" - that's just the 
introductory s,ymbcl in reverse. You see how the physioal senses of Agassiz 
operating in the physioal world would put the sun in an egg, at a point; it's an 
inverted synibol. 

You remember John spoke of himself' as carried away by the Spirit into an 
exoeeding great mountain, - in other words he was, whilst physioally here, be
holding the nature of being at the altitude of the absolute from the mount of 
vision. At that altitude he beheld "an angel standing in the sun" (561 :8) - he 
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beheld the idea found in its divine Prinoiple. And beoause he was at the al ti· 
tude of the absolute, _ItPurity was the symbol of Life and Lovelt (S61:10). 

Now here we go back to page 517:8-10 which I referred to a little earlier: 
liThe ideal man oorresponds to oreation, to intelligenoe, and to Truth •. The ideal 
woman corresponds to Life and Love." John was gaining his vision of reality not 
only from the standpoint of the absolute, from the mOlmt of vision, but he was 
gaining it from the standpoint of his womanhood. And you and I have to do exaot
ly the same; we have to rise in oonsoiousness to this mO\.U'lt of vision, and see it 
not only from the standpoint of our manhood, that involves oreation, intelligenoe, 
and Truth, - in other words, it involves prooess, - but we must see it from the 
standpointot our womanhood, and whereas on page 337:15 purity was the path to 
perfection, and perfection was lithe order of oelestial being," purity now has 
achieved its purpose, and having served as the path to perfection itt s now the 
symbol of Life and Love, it provides 'us with our womanhood in the absolute, and 
from the standpoint ot that womanhood we can behold "an angel standing in the 
sun." 

tiThe Revelator saw also the spiritual ideal as a woman clothed in light" 
(561:10-11), - you see now Mrs. Eddy brings in another symbol, "a woman olothed 
in light, a bride coming down from heaven, wadded to the Lamb of Love. To John, 
'the bride' and t the Lamb" represented the correlation of divine Prinoiple and 
spiritual idea" (561:11-14) -now oorrelation as distinot from coinoidence is 
this: oorrelation is the absolute and eternal fact of one-to-one relationship 
without the process whereby we attain itJ itts the eternal tact of a one-to-one 
relationship. That's what John saw from the mo1.mt of vision, and he saw it from 
the standpoint of his womanhood" for "Purity was the synibol of Life and Love" II 
and consequently he saw it as a \loman olothed in light, a bride wedded to the 
Lamb. 

And then in the closing line of the paragraph we begin to see the descent or 
the reduction to the human. tlTo John, t the bride l and 'the Lamb t repres'ented the 
oorrelation of divine Prinoiple and spiritual idea, God and His Christ, bringing 
harmoDJ1' to earth" (561 :13-15). In the olosing phrase we have the idea beginning 
to come down or to adapt itself to the human need. 

Now in the next paragraph we oome to ooincidenoe. Remember, John, also from 
tho same altitude, "saw the human and divine ooinoidence, shown in the man Jesus, 
as divini'GY embracing humanity in Life and its demonstration" (561 :16-18) - now 
whnt is the difference between this paragraph and the earlier one? Where we have 
the woman standing in the sun, and where we have the correlation of Prinoiple and 
idea, we have the eternal faot of a one-to-one relationship, and there's no 
procoss :in it. But now John gives, us the same idea at a lower level through the 
life-work of Jesus, whioh was to fulfil those seven· days ot oreation and attain 
ooincidenoe. That's what' you and I are doing: we are beginning to work our wa:y 
in terms of' Life and demonstration through these seven days in order to attain 
ooincidence. So the differenoe be~neen correlation and coincidence is this: 
ooincidence is the one-to-one relationship but with regard to the prooess of 
attaining it, whereas correlation is the eternal taot of it. NOW' do you see 
there's a slight distinction there: ooincidenoe is lower in degree, it is still 
a one-to-one relationShip, but it inoludes the prooess that attains it. So 
"John saw the human and divine coincidence, shown in the man Jesus, as divinity 
embm~ing humanity in Lifo and its demonstrationll - and divinity begins to 
embraoe humanity first through the divine Word that comes down trom Life to make 
possible our ascent through seven days - "reducing to human perception and under
standing the Life which is God. In divine revelation, material and oorporal 
selthood disappear, and the spiritual idea is understood. II We' 11 touch on that 
matte~ of coincidence again tomorrow, we're just introduoing it today. 

Now we come to the next paragraph where Mrs. E~ repeats the idea of coin
cidence, but whereas she has dealt with it through the manhood ot Jesus' demon
stration, she now repeats it through the womanhood portr~ed by the Revelator. 

Notice with reforence to page 517 lithe ideal man corresponds to oreation, to 
intolligenoe J and to Truth" - corresponding to creation it fulfils seven days, to 
intelligence it attains Truth and. manhood" - but tithe ideal woman oorresponds to 
Life and to Love" - there I s no process there I it is subjeotive. 
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Now notice here on page 561 that the coincidence of God's manhood includes 
the process that fulfils seven days, but ·the coinoidenoe of God's womanhood is 
higher, because womanhood is the higher oonoept and it inoludes no process. 

"The light of mentl - that's the light of revelation, ooming from Life and 
the Word of Life" - it appears in John 1. In the 1 st ohapter of the 4th gospel 
it is written: "There was a man sent trom God, •••• to bear witness of the Light." 
Now you see, we have had oorrelation, which is Christianity in divine Soienoe, 
we have had the coinoidence of manhood and womanhood in absolute Scienoe" the 
former inoluding prooess, the latter being wholly subjeotive, and. now we oome to 
manhood and womanhood in Christian Soienoe, in the relative stage. "John the 
Baptist prophesied the coming of the immaoulate Jesus, and John saw in those 
days the spiritual idea as the Messiah" ... that is the Messiah ooming down now in 
terms of the Christ, "who would baptize ••••• motherhood." Notice now, from coin
oidence we have come down to fatherhood and motherhood in Christian Soience: it 
is one oontinuous desoent, otherwise there would be "no Christ to meet tAe human 
need. (See 561 :32-10.) " 

Now in the last paragraph of the seotion (562:11-21), we come to the 
operation of Principle. Notioe how that idea of separation oomes in just as it 
did earlier on page 1+50:28. These aotivities are the "stars in the orown of re
joicing.1I The "light which shines 'unto the perfeot d.a3"'11 is undoubtedly the 
light of seven days that was fulfilled in Jesus' demonstration whereby he gained 
the ooincidence of the human and the divine in terms of manhood. Tho" Revelator 
portrays the ooincidence ot the human and the divine in texms of womanhood. 

When you and I understand those three pages" 560,561, and 562 we have a 
conoept of Christianity whioh oomes from the divine" down through the absolute 
to the rela tive I and meets the human need. Then our task is to begin to fulfil 
those seven days, and as we fulfil them we shall gain the ooincidence ot the " 
divine and the human in terms of the ideal manhood and womanhood. And as that 
manhood and womanhood oome together in one oonsciousness and that in turn is" 
wedded to its Principle, our ooncept of Christianity will rise from the relative, 
through the absolute to the divine. 

I hope I've drawn a picture for you. I have sketched it rather rapidly I 
know, but I wanted to get the oomplete picture sketched out toda,y. Tomorrow' we 
will go over it more slowly. 
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· Wednesday, July 26th. 

In the C.S. Journal,' August 1912, Mrs. Ed~ wrote the following: 

"Did you but know the sublimity of your life, the infinite oapaoity of your 
being, the grandeur of your outlook, you would let error kill itself'. 
Error oomes to you for life, and you give it all the lite it has." 

We will deal with the seoond portion of that statement later in the week, but tor 
the moment I want our thought to be reoeptive to the tone and the quality at the 
opening portiQn. "Sublimity of your life" - let's awaken to the sublimity of our 
real being, the. sublimity of our lives" of our identity, of our. individuality, 
the infinite oapaoity of our being, and the grandeur ot our outlook. Wh3r? 
Beoause we are the sons of God, and we are awakening to all that that means. We 
are learning to let go this belief that we ongina te in rna tter J time, sense, and 
physioal spaoe; we are learning to let that go and to aooept what we really are,' 
and then to be what we really are. And so as this awakening that is the new 
birth, beginning with moments but going on into eternity, takes plaoe, it oalls 
into expression our real being, our identity" whioh has sublimity of outlook, 
infinite oapaoity tor uni'oldment and expansion" and the grandeur of eternity. 
Now that gives a hint of what \Ve really are. So let us weloome this new birth, 
and it perchanoe there may be some travaU on the way, it's of small moment 
oompared with what t s coming to us. And that is why it is so important to keep 
before us the faot that this is a new birth, and by taking it" acoepting it with 
joy, it will be inoreasingly painless, beoause we are ta.ldng it increasingly out 
ot matter. 

Now today I propose in good measure to revise what we did yesterday. I 
know that yesterday was a presentation of an idea that is profound, and it takes 
a little time and meditation to became somewhat familiar with it, and I know that 
yesterday's work ~ have stretched the oapa~i ty of some of you, and tor tba t 
reason I proposo to revise it. We began on the basis of God as One, and All, and 
Only. Now let us take a few working oxamples from Mrs. Edd3"t s text to strengthen 
tha t, because there's nothing like her text for strengthening our work. 

To take these leading points of God as One, All, Only, and Infinite, fully 
you noed to work fram a concordance. 

s.& H. 117:3-4. 

"Whereas God is One" - note oapi talised, i talioised ~ - that One that is 
the Adorable One, apart from whom is none other, the One that is an indivisible 
Whole, that allows no attachment to it, no embodiment of a foreign element. 
"Whereas God is One, - not one of a series" - note, if God were one of a series 
we should be . conceiving of' God in a finite way; "but one alone and without an 
equal." 

267:5-6. 

ttThe allness of Deity is His oneness" - here it is again you see, oneness 
and allness being brought together. 

112:16. 

t'From the infinite One in Christian Soience oomes one Principle and its in
finite idea, ••• demonstration" - you notioe the desoent there from the infinite 
One. . 

Pan. 12:21. 
,i 

liThe Soience of Christianity is strictly monotheism, - it has ONE GOD." All 
six letters ONE GOD are oapitalised in block letters. 

MY. 356:25 . 

(This is most important now and when we disouss practice.) "The intj,nite is 
one, and this one is Spirit; Spirit is God, and this God 'is infinite go.C?d. 

IIThis simple statement of oneness is the only possible oorrect version of 
Christian Soienoe. II How simple yet how strongt 

There are ~ more examples but those are just five by the wa:y. 

Now let's take t..lu'ee or tour examples ~ the allness o-r God. 
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"But in Soience it oan never be said that man has a mind of his own, distinct 
trom God, the!J! Mind" - notioe the i talios there, the all Mind - timan has not a 
mind of his own." How that goes right to the root· of human problems~ Every human 
discord in one way or another is based on the belief tha t man has a mind of his 
·own whereby he believes in error and tries to think about God. "But in Science it 
oan never be said that man" haa a mind of his O'Rll •••• " When we understand this 
great fact of Mind, God, as One and All, then we see that our intel~igenoe is an 
individualised emanation of that Mind that is God, and. that is our divinity, that 
is why we oome together with the Mind of Christ, and we are being the expression 
of the Mind which is God. It virtually comes to this: the infinite One revealing 
i tselt in and through and as our own individualised intelligence _ So we are not 
thinking about· God from a brain or a matter basis. And that t S the divinity of our 
being, - the taot that we live as individualised divine intelligence. 

S.&.H. 280:2 

"Symbols and elements of disoord and deoay are not products of the infinite, 
perteC?t, and eternal .!!d._It Again.!!d. is oapitalised and italioized. 

Un. 3:20-26. 

Notioe how subjectiv~ real being is. "Nothing outside of Himself" - a11-
inclusive, all One, the Alone God. 

Now let us turn over to Only. 

S. & H. 289:4. 

These are comparativ~ly relative statoments in that they involve overcoming 
error, but they qualify at the same time a. great point we made yesterday, of God 
as One I All, and Only. 

469:13-14. 

Mis. 173:2-21. 

The consciousness of that is what demonstrates the nothingness of evil and 
the allness of God. Notioe line 12 "Mind. is its own great oause and effect" -
so you see the s,ynony.m, whether it is Mind or Life or Truth or Love, the.syno~ 
is noumenon and phenomenon, cause and effect, conjoined. Let's drop the belief 
that cause and effect are t\vo separate, independent entities. That is not the 
ansa. In the infinite, tho. t which we usually oall oause and effeot I noumenon 
and phenomenon, are conjoined. Those terms of oourse are not . capitalised, and 
oonsequently I regard the use of such terms as noumenon and phenomenon, oause 
and e~ect, as a. hUIIUlIl aid, as transitional to being able to think within the 
syno~ous terms alone. In effecting the change-over from a human basis of 
thought to divine thought it is useful a. t times to employ such examples as nou~ 
menon and phenomenon, or cause and effeot. But they are not oapitalised, and 
Mrs. Eddy's use of them is comparatively sparing. So when they have once served 
their office of effecting a transition from a human basis to a divine ~asis, we 
oan well afford to drop them and think wi thin the framework of the synonymous 
terms, .and Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science. And when we understand those 
oa.pitalised tenns of unique vo.1ue, they provide us with nll the equipment we need.. 
So letts seo thnt noumonon end phenomenon arc useful in effecting a transition, 
but as we go along we Td.ll find that our use of them, like our Leader's writings, 
is very sparing, until finnlly we almost drop them beoause we have all we need 
w1thinthe synonymous torms and. tho· other four terms. 

Ret. 60:11-12. 

"Christian Scienoe· revea.ls God and His idea. a.s the All and Only" - again it 
is oapitalised. 

"Simply uttering this grent thought is not enoughttr You remember we said we 
may talk about these things, we moy write about them, but that does not demonst .. 
rate themJ simply uttering them is not enough. "We must live it, until God 
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beoomes the All and Only of our being," and when we live it we have the con
soiousness of it: when we have the consoiousness ot it we are living it. utter
ing it, writing about it, listening to it, are all very helpful, and those human 
processes enable us to start something in human experienoe, but of themselves 
they are not enough; we must live it until we gain the oonsoiousness of it, 
"until God beoomes the All and Only of our being.1t 

N C1W a word about the Intini te • 

S.&H. 336:23-24. 

Here we have a marginal heading, "Indivisibility of the infinite" - it's 
all one and indivisible. 

No. 17:17-19. 

. The infinite is all-embracing, all-oontaining. One foous point of the 
intini te is D\Y identity, another focus point is your identity, and so wi th ~1 
of us. The inf'ini te is infinitely self-expressed. Mrs. Eddy somewhere speaks 
of God as "the centre and oircumferenoe" (S.& H.204:1.) Well now, when we .oon
oeive ot the infinite aright every identity is equally at the oentre, equally at 
the tocus point. What we may oall a foous point is that point of individual: 
selt-expression where you and I come into being, and. because we are oonoeiv~ng 
of the intini te in a wa:y that is apart trom physioal spaoe and time we are ~l 
equally at the centre ot divinity; no one nearer than another. Even today we 
have the ability to realise this; that even it we projeot thought to the utlnpst 
limit of physical space, there is still the infinity of God t s being beyond •. So 
we are beginning to build up a ooncept ot inf'ini ty that is non-physioal, that 
has nothing to do with time or matter or physioal sense or space, but tha t ~s 
wholly within oonsoiousness, and beoause it is incorporeal and divine it is·:· , 
apart from.~ independent of, physioal spaoe. And on that aooount eaoh one ~~':US 
can rightly understand himself as the focus point of the infinite, as at "the 
very centre, the very heart of being. 

That is a simple statement. but a most profound one. He "taught ~de~n
stra ted the inf'ini te as one I and not as two...... Now tha t is wha t ~ ~ I doing 
this week: we are awakening in a measure we have never done before to ~h~., t~<?:t 
that the inf'ini te is one, and not two. : .' 

Mess. '01.6:5-8. 
" ;. ~ . ."'~ i . 

This is dealing with the problem ot the trinity. " •••• Ohristian ~~ienae, 
which reckons one as one and this one infinite" - and not as one wit~ .. s~e.t1i1ng 
foreign attached. So you see in true Christian Soienoe there is no b~~:t~ .~~ 
ever for pantheism; the infinite is one, is to be understood and de~oris'~a,ted (as 
one, and not as two, and if we allow alW admixture whatever of an o~po'site, ~. 
~ devie. ting from the straight line ot Spirit. . ,,' ". ~ . . ... 

Rea. 4:2-3. 

The infinite is Ulimi table. 
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Thore you have one, and all, and inf'ini te, oonjoined in o'ile; 's~~:~~~en'~~~':" .'. 
"But God is inf'ini te J and so include s !!! in one. II ~ '~ .. "'.: :! ... ,. ,.' .,' _ 

'." . . ." 

I have taken those referenoes to strengthen the proPOsitiO~:'Wi~~ ~Oh. ~'.:~ 
began: that God is . One , All, Only, and Infinite. And then we ,~ed .. ~~ ,.', ' .. 
transitional idea of noumenon and phenomenon to build up a s,ystem of-~~~s 
terms, without which the infinite would be indetinable. But beoa~~ .. :~i. ~t ." 
setting' out to define God to our own consciousness, we must have ~he.,me~s ... of .: 
de,fining. "'. :'. :: I •• ' 

Now we have just seen that the.infinite is one and noi; ~, ·and ye~ 'an,·",·· 
definition requiros oanparison,' 'oontrast, or relationship. How!: ~:!~·,~v:~.,'a:t 
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a method of dcfini tion? If we oan see how we oome by these synonymous terms" then 
we have the means within our hands, the means whereby to understand. and define the 
infini te to our own oonsoiousness. And so we used this idea of noumenon and 
phenomenon to serve as a transition from the oneness of being to a system of 
synonymous terms" and when it has served its purpose we oan largcly drop it. We 
may use it oocasionally to help someone, but for our own immediate purpose we can 
discard it. Mrs. Eddy puts it in the textbook this way, - "In Science, lund is 
o~e, including noumenon and phenomena, God and His thoughtstt (114:10-11.) So 
Mind is one 1 and that one is nownenon and phenomona conjoined, and it serves to 
give us a transition from the absolute oneness into these diversified conceptions 
that build up in our thought tb.rough the synonymous terms. 

And so it becomes clear that without consciousness we cannot even begin; 
without the individual consciousness you and I would have no knowledge of our own 
being, or of each other, or of the world around us. And from the basis of oon
sciousness we begin to perceive and conoeive of God as Life, or being, - that is 
self-evident. In aqy soientific investigation" particularly when thought is 
reaching out into the hitherto unknown, it has to postulate something and then 
set out to prove that it is so. And so we postulate the proposition that God is 
being, or Life. Then we sce tha t tho. t Life must of nace ssi ty, from the nature of 
our proposition, be eternally self-existent if it is in the nature of cause or 
noumenon, beoause if it is a product or a manifestation, then it is not oause or 
noumenon. And to be self-existent it must have the nature of Life and being. 
But in order to have the propert,y of perpetual being, eternally self-perpetuating 
being, it must likewise have expression. And so we arrive at the oonception of 
the infinite as Life and the Word. 

Let us be olear that Life and the Word are not ~vo separate entities: they 
are two conceptions of the one infinite, one as it were higher in degree than the 
other, in the sense that noumenon is higher than phenomenon, or Principle is 
higher in degree than idea. In one sense, but in one sense only, they are 00-
equal. Life and the Word are oo-equal in the sense that a reflection posse~ses 
ever.y quality and property of its original. Similarly Truth and Christ are 00-

equal in the sense that the expression or reflection has by derivation, - not in 
a primary, self-existent sense,-everything belonging to its original. In that 
sense they are co-equal. But doni t let us think of Life and Word as two entities. 
We oonceive of tho infinite as Life, It the Being who was and is and shall be, whom 
nothing oan erasen (8.& H. 290:1-2)" and in the sense that I've spoken of we see 
the divine Word as co-equal with it and as wi thin it, as an integral offioe of 
its own being, as a constituent of its aNn being. 

Of oourse in Life our thought is concerned with the conoept of noumenon, but 
since Life muot of neoessity have perpetuol being, and it just is, - and it is in 
the sense that it is absolute Being, - it is Truth, and it is the whole Truth and. 
nothing but the Truth; it is the rock, imperishable, innnovable, - nothing oan 
attaoh itself like the shell to the rock, - it is just itself, irresistible and 
immovable. But when we oonceive of the infinite as Truth, (whereas Life is the 
whole of that infini to, Truth is the whole of that infinite)" we ore 0 onoei ving 
of the infinite more from the standpoint of expression. And Love denotes the 
whole of that infinite vdth the acoent of thought on the idea of relationship as 
betweon noumenon and phenomenon, or ns bC~Neen Life and Truth, or as be~NCen 
Word e.nd Christ. Love is the whole, and the term that arises out of that to 
donote relationship itself is Christianity, and then finally we see the infinite 
as Principle and SCience, the inherent offioe of eternal government interpreting 
Principle to itself. And so we arrive at four tenns for this infinite One. And 
arising out of those four parallel terms we arrive at Life, Truth, Love, and the 
divine PrinCiple, Love, - and remember those terms are there for all eternity, 
and they are so absolute that Life is Life, Truth is Truth, Love is Love, 
Principle is Prinoiple" and as such they are there in divine Soience for all 
eternity, and as such they have no power of reduction. They don't reduoe them
selves; that whioh does appear to reduce itself is the idoa proceeding from thom. 
So that when we conceive of Life and the Word, the Word is the offioe that appears 
to oome dm~ bocause it posesses of itself the property of infinite adaptation to 
the human need. Similarly, in that pa.rticular sense only, Christ is oo-cqUD.+ with 
Truth, but Truth docs not come down, the idea of Truth, the ideal or Christ that 
has this offico· of adaptation appears thereby to oome to the hUll'lrul need. Likewise 
Love as Love is there, and the Christianity that derives from it appears to oome 
down with infini to . adapta non J and likewise Principle and Science. . 
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Now are you olear on that? The infinite is one and not two in that is has 
of neoessity the propert,y of eternal self-existenoe, perpetual being; it is Life, 
and that which arises out of it is the Wordo And in speaking of the infinite 
as Life, the accent of our thought is on oause, or noumenon. When we oonceive 
of the infinite as Truth, the accent of our thought is on expression, more the 
nature of phenomenon, and that whioh derives from it, which in that partioular 
sense is co-equal with it and is Christ, because Mrs. Eddy writes without 
reserva tion: nChrist is Truth" - tho Christ that derives from it appears to come 
down and a.dapt. itself to the htnnan need. Similarly with Love and its Christian
i ty, and the divine Principle and Science. 

So you see we have four conceptions that are alw~s inherently themselves: 
Life, Truth, Love, and divine Principle, Love. 

i1Jl.en we have four derived concepts: Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science. 
Now acoording to our viEn7point we can oonoeive of those terms in sequenoe as 
Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science, and Life, Truth, Love, and divine 
Principle, Love, in sequence or \ve oan consider them in four pa~s: Life and the 
Word, Truth and Christ, Love and Christianity, Principle and Science. Once we 
grasp those oonceptions we are able so to combine them that they define the 
infinite to our 0\Y.n consoiousness. That is a statement or a conception of being 
in tho realm of divino Science. Beyond these statements of divine Soience that 
Mrs. Eddy has given us - and they are comparatively few - we know' very little of 
the nature of being j we know that it is harmonious, a t the point of pertec tion; 
that it is perpetual; that it is perfect in that it has within itself a divine 
order with ever,y idea and conception in right plaoe and position in relation with 
ever,y other. You and I this week are beginning to demonstrate, and in some 
measure achieving, one of the most profound things in Atonement and Eucharist: 
trTho nature of Christianity is peaoeful and blessed." You and I have fore
gathered here 'With a great measure of peace and blessedness and love and regard 
and estoem for each other, and such is the nature'of Christianity. liThe nature 
of Christianity is peaceful and blessed, but" .. and here's the reservation to I .•. ', 

that oonoept - It~ in order to enter into the kingdom, tho anchor of hope must I::' OJ 

be cast beyond the veil of matter into the Shekinah" (40:31-2) - and that's what .... : 
you and I have begun to do this wack: wo have begun to cast the anchor of our .. ' 
hope beyond matter, to break through the veil of matter, to reaoh out into a 
realm of pure being that is being inoreasingly brought to light through the 
understanding of Life, Truth, Love, and the divine Principle through the idea 
that derives from it, the idea being ~efinod to our own thought through Word, 
Christ, Christianity, and Science. We are breaking through the limitations of ° 

time and matter into a realm of being tho. t is infini te, a roalm of boing too t is 0: 

outside physioal spaoe. Wha tit holds for us" we know little, but we know that. 
itt s there. But until we begin to break through this orust of 'matter and 
physical sonse we shall never gain the kingdom; sooner or later vre shall have to .: 
break the walls of matter and go through. The Bible speaks constantly of the 
gates, and passing through the gatos, at the altitude of absolute Soience. I 
perhaps put it rather more crudely when I spoke of breaking through a orust of 
ma teriali t,y, '.. that I S a very reIn tive sense; it's how it may appear in our im
mature knowledge and experience, but it serves to show what we I ro doing. 

Now", there is the conception of being in divine Soienoe. At this stage I . 
want to introduce the idea of order and discuss order with you, because it is on~ 
of the most important conceptions in the whole textbook, and I would like to 
discuss order with you in tho same way, that is, deduotively. We are working, 
remember, from divine Scienco, and we shall proceed dO\m through the absolute 
into Christian Science where we will discuss everyday work and demonstration. 
But for the moment we are in divine Soience and we are holding our thought the:r~. 
Now let's begin to discuss order at the s~e altitude, and I donlt know a better 
referenoe to introduoe that than the one we've mentioned, S. & H. 337:14-19. 

Line 16. 

"Puri tylJ means something far more than good morality: metaphysical purl ty 
means freedom fram the admixture of opposites; no foreign element in oonsoious
ness. That's the nature of purity. "In proportion to his purity is man perfect" 
- notice that is a. relative statemont rising upward - "in proportion to his 
purity" and the marginal heading is "Purity tho path to perfoction." And noW 
this magnifioent statement: "and perfeotion is the order of oelestial being whioh 
demonstrates Life in Christ, Life's spiritual ideal." 
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As we grasp the significance of the ~s of Genesis our thought begins to 
appreoiate the nature of divine order, and thought begins to rise in ascending 
states and stages and thereby human experience increasingly conforms to divine 
order. Hence "in proportion to his purity is man perfect." And when we have 
demonstrated completely those ~s of Genesis whereby we achieve the absolute, 
then our concept of divine order becomes increasingly subjeotive and we see order 
from the standpoint of Principle. Hence uper£'ection is tho order of celestial 

. being." 

There are several inspired phrases to donote what we mean by the Word. In 
Christian Science we speak: of the Word as the creative impulsion of being, or the 
Word of Revelation, tho light of seven days, in absolute Soienoe we speak of it 
as the Word of Life, Truth, and Love; in divine Scienoe it becomes the order that 
is perfection itself. Let us sec if we oan grasp a little more of the Word of 
Lifo. Can we conceive or discern in our spiritual sense and vision order as pre
oonceived in Life? I quoted yeste~ a passage from Proverbs 8 - can you con
oeive of order as an office of the Word in this passage? - "Tho Lord possessed me 
in the beginning of his way, bofore his works of old." You see the works them
selves, analogous to creation, to man and the universe, follow on; but in a prior 
sense, - "Tho Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way" - if we oan put that 
into our modern terminology: the one divine Life preconoeived the order of oeles
tial being in order that man and tho universe as called into expression should 
fulfil that divine oonception. Can you think of order as preoonceived in the 
eternal Mind, in tho infinite Life, in order that man and the universe as called 
into expression fit into the preoonceived plan? 

You see, here a little, and there a little, something drops into plaoe in 
our thought and the Word of Lifo begins to take on meaning, and it has a much 
fuller meaning to us than it's ever had before. So with Life and the Word, liTho 
Lord" as Life, "possessed me ll - the divine Word. - "in the beginning of his wa:y, 
bofore his works of oldo" Life and its Word, or the divine Word, inoludos order 
as a preoonoeived idea that man and the universe as oalled into expression find 
their place alreo.~ prepared. Now doe s that give you an idea of order as it is 

. ·found in divine Science? You soe, we have to think of these things one by one 
beoause language can oniy conceivo of one idea at a time; but in real being the 
whole thing tokes place simultanoously as one conoeption. So Life and the divine 
Word include order as n preconooived idea in order that man and the universe as 
oalled into expression find th?ir place already prepared and Life and its Word 
and Truth and its Christ thorofore go together in correlation. Now do you see it 
in divine Soience? I grant you I'm stretching your thought a little" but that t s 
what you've oome foro If I vrere just to rehearse ever,ything you're aware of, it 
wouldn't be very helpful; the important thing is that we oome hero together to 
enlarge our capaoi tie s, so tha t as we take the se wonderful oonceptions home with 
us we ponder them" and they become part of us until they become us and we are tho 
oonsciousness of them, and when we become the consoiousness of those oonceptions 
we have cast the anohor of our hope beyond the veil of matter and we are entering 
the kingdom. One day we've got to achieve it: why not begin now? Why put it off 
until "the day after"? Thero's no point in putting it off, none whatever. Let's 
grapple with it now, let's so expand our oapacities that we oan begin to enjoy 
these things now. So II the na. ture of Christianity is peaoeful and blessed" and we 
are grateful for that measure of peaoe and blessedness. But "in order to enter 
into the kingdom, the anchor of hope must be cast beyond the veil of matter.1t 
And hero is the wonderful thing: our Leader has given us the means whereby to do 
it. 

Take that idea of divine order, and think of it in acoord with PToverbs: 
ItThe Lord possessed me in tho beginning of his way," so that we in tems of the 
divine Word can discern order as the "perfection of oelestial being," preconceiv
ed in order that man and the universe called into expression find their plaoe 
prepared, and then tho divine order and man and the universe come together in 
oorrelation. And then we see that Lifo and its Word, and Truth and its Christ, 
aro synonymous J two p~~irs of parallel terms tha t are synonymous - not identical, 
but synol\YDlous. 

Similnrly we oan proceed from Life and Word and Truth and Christ to the samo 
conception in terms of Love and Ohristianit,y. Love denotes the whole of the 
infinite and Christianity denotes that correlation of Life and Truth and Word and 
Ohrist, and so when we enter the domain of Christianity the aocent of our thought 
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is on the perfection of relationship. And of course as that conception of 
relationship reduces itself to the human need it serves to uut all our human 
affairs into good order, including the human body and what We oall heal th. IIl
heal th is only disorder. And so even the human body comes "under the divine 
control and manifests a better standard of good order or divine, order. 

So tlPuri ty is the path to perfection," and "perfection is the order of 
celestial being" - notice that perfeotion in the preconoeived sense that I have 
just discussed "demonstrates Life in Christ," - and that has no reference what
ever to a human problem, it has nothing to do with time or mortality or a human 
problem. This perfection that is the order of oelestial being demonstrates Lite 
in Christ. Hmv does it demonstrate Lifo in Christ? When we take demonstration 
outside of matter, time, and spacq, demonstration becomes proof through a 
sequence of' ideas that have logical relationship, and that becomes Life in 
Christ, and we seo how the eternal order of the Word fulfils itself by demon
strating itself in Ohrist. In other words, all the identities of being that 
oonstitute the ideal man and the universe in Christ, arc fulfilleq.. And so the 
divino order of the eternal Word demonstrates itself in Christ by fUlfilling its 
logical relations in Christ, "Life's spiritual ideal. 1I 

Now, don't labour that, it's a profound conception; tako it lovingly, 
cherish it, treasuro it, - take it as l\'.LB.ry of old, and treasuro these things in 
your heart; it doesn't require intelleot: it oalls for vision, and vision is 
God-given. So we all have the ability to see it quite apart from human educa
tion. It may re quire some measure of hlmlan eduoa tion to expound it, but we all 
have the ability to see it and to demonstrate it, which is far more important. 
"Perfection is the order of celestial being" - that is order as preconceived in 
the eternal Word, which demonstrates itself as Lifo in Christ through fulfilling 
its own logical relationships, whereby ever,y idea finds its predestined and 
divinely appointed place, and there is no second power to dislodge or disrupt or 
disintegrate. Now do you sec the transition? Just as we saw the transition 
from Life to Truth, you sec the transition from Word to Chl~ist, and it just 
requires following through to see the same transition from Ohrist to Christian
ity, and from Christianit,y to Science, where Principle as Soience determines th 
those relations and holds them, so that tho infinite is eternally self-governing, 
eternally self-interpreting; it's forever interpreting ~tself to itself, and 
it's wholly subjoctive beoause thero's nothing beyond or outside the focal 
radiation of the infinite, it is all within. 

Now what arc we doing? We are learning to oast the anchor of our hope 
beyond matter, and to grasp the eternal verities, and the oonsciousness of those 
demonstrates them. Discussing them, writing about them, listening to them, are 
all vcr,y necossar,y in their place, but the oonsciousness of them is tho vital 
and essentia.l thing. 

Mrs. Eddy also speaks of ordor in divine Soience on page 334, and she 
brings out eternnl order now in conjunction with the Christ. 

Notice Uetcrnal Christ.1t ItThe spiritual self, or Christ,t' is the individ
ual constituent of the eternal Christ, and it "continues to exist in the eternal 
order of divine Soience" - a profound conception. Now how doos tho spiritual 
self, or tho individual Ohrist, a constituent of the et'e'r'"""nal Christ" continue to 
exist in the eternal order c,f divine Soience, - how does it still take away the 
sins of the world? " It is like this: if there were no divine order within tho 
realm of the Word, or if that divine order were no'b fulfilled through all ident
ity finding its place in that divine order, thero could be no Christ to appear 
to you and me in order to set in motion reconciliation, in ordar to oause human 
thought and exp~rience to oonform to the divine pa.ttern. If' there were no 
eternal Word, no eternal Ohrist, no eternal order and its fulfilment, there 
could not possibly be a Christ to the flesh. And because that is so, this taot 
of an eternal Christ fulfilling an eternal Word makes possible the apparent 
reduction whereby the Christ takes away the sins of the world even before the 
inoarnate Jesus WllS visible to mortal eyes. I know wo are talking about pro
found conceptions and it takes time and spiritual growth to mature these; what 
we need is to liv~ with them, to cherish them, to treasure them, and littlo by 
little tho mists of material sonse thin out and the eternal verities begin to 
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shine through, so that spiritual sense and vision are far more important than an 
intellectual equipment - in fact I have seen examples where an intellectual 
equipment alone can be a curse and a hindrance. I mow people who say they love 
Christian Science, but their god is their own intellect, and their gods many are 
the great Greek philosophers and all the great intellects of the ages, - and if 
we worship intellect and we make a god of our own intellect we p~ a terrible 
price: the tcmporar,y loss of spiritual sight and vision. So spiritual sense 
makes possible the reality of all things being brought to light. Happily we 
have it; you and I ha.ve spiritual sense, but let' s watch that we don I t lose it, 
- "And what I say unto you I say unto all, Watch" (Mark 13:37). Jesus constant
ly protected and warned his disciples lest the wiles and guiles of animal magnmr 
ism should draw their thought aside and destroy their vision. Vision is'as a 
line of light, and it allows' of no deviation. 

So, there is our ooncept of the divine order. 

When we come to order in absolute Science we find that }fa's. Eddy has other 
references. She speaks of the "scientific order." Now what ,do we mean by 
"order"? We have been talking about order in a very subjective sense. Let me 
give you a simpler conoept of it to serve as an introduction to a better under
standing of order. As children we leam to oount, and we think that learning to 
oount is a mechanical process; it may appear like that, but what the school 
teacher is really doing is to introduce us to the idea of number, to the value 
of ntnnbcr, to the idea that these values have an invariable order, that they 
follow each other in an established sequence. And so tho sohool teacher intro
duces the child to the art of oounting first, then to the idea of number, and to 
the meaning of nmnber, and thirdly to the order or the naturally established 
suooession of number; so gradually a transition takes plaoe from the child's 
idea of number as balls or marbles or simple images, to an image or a symbol on 
the blackboard. In other words the teacher gradual~ ohanges or lifts the 
child's concept of number fram a simple objective sense so that gradually the 
idea of number is established in his mentality, and those ideas oan be symbolis
ed through the numerals on the blackboard. You oan't explain that to a child, 
but that's what you nre doing for him. 

The prophets of old must have understood much of tho nature of divine 
order. Those prophets were often men of the desert, often they were outlawed, 
sometimes they had to flce for their lives. Why? Because they were thinkers J 
beoause they devoted their lives to meditating on the etornal verities. And in 
order to introduce to their fellows and to posterity the idea of divine order 
they oonceived this idea that has oome down to us as the reoord of seven ~s. 
Falling back upon the no.tural symbols of their <loy, they conoeived a record 
which they established in numerical or mathematical order, built around the 
symbols of their day, - "Let there be light" - what more natural than to start 
with light? "Let there be 0. fiI'l'lnlllentttetc. They ,saw that through those symbols 
they had the means of introducing the simple idea of a genesis order, and by a 
genesis order we mean a simple and natural succession: the first leading to the 
seoond, the second to the third, the third to the fourth, and so on. And so 
this genesis ooncept of order is a natural and simple introduction to this 
profound oonception that you nnd I have just been disoussing, - the eternal 
Word, and divine order preconceived in the eternal Word, so that man and the 
universe find their place alren~ prepared. 

That is tho nnture of theso ~s,of Genesis, and that is part of their 
office: to servo as a simple introduction and to provide the means whereby human 
thought and experienoe oan rise to those altitudes of absolute Science and 
divine Science in a simple, direct, and orderly way. And as we grasp tha.t, we 
first of 0.11 resolve the oonstituents of human oonsoiousness into good order, so 
that a Christian Scientist should be, - and Mrs. Ed~ expeoted it - the most 
orderly person in the world. We have to trute the whole domain of human oons
oiousness with all its oonstituent thoughts and ideas and resolve them into good 
order, and the way to resolve them into good order is to learn the moaning of 
those days of Genesis, and to resolve to ~~e them usable and praotical in daily 
experience. And if we resolve all the' cansti tuents of our ovm consciousness 
into good order in tho. t wny, our whole outward experience of life likewise con
forms to good ordor. And that is a preliminnry whereby consciousness is made 
free, our oapacities are enlarged, and thought rises apontaneously and becomes 
~h more flexible and nCk~ptable. That doesn't mean we become loose and dis
orderly, but we let go this rigidity and fixedness of physical sense and we 
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learn to think in tenns of eternal being, oontinuous flow" unfolding movement 
and action. In other words, we find that these days of Genesis prepare our . 
thought to think in terms of a divine calculus. You see, calculus is but sigh 
and symbol - and possibly one of the highest VIC have available. In the whole of 
God'·s universe throughout that infinite range from the infinitesimal to the 
infinite, there is no such possibilit,y as a rigid, stagnant, static, or fixed 
idea. Fixed - yes" in the sense that ideas are invariable, but not stationary. 
All ideas have life, they are living, moving conceptions, they have endless un
foldment. Mrs. Eddy gives a hint of that when she writes of "the rotations and 
revolutions of the universe of Mind" (S. & H. 240:15-16). There is no such 
thing as a broken, fragmentary, or disconnected idea. Likewise there is no such 
thing as an idea without movement" without aotion, without life and being; even 
the natural world bears that out: from tho particle of the atom to the vastness 
of the stellar universe there is not a stationar,y particle; everything is moving 
- Y~lether the hun~ eye can see it or not is immaterial; the fact is that from 
the infinite simal to the infinite everything is moving, and even in the natural 
world that is but sYL'l'lbolio of the fac t that overy thing has life; every idea from 
the infinitesimal to the infinite has life beoause the infinite is Life. Well 
then, how necessary it is that throl~hout that infinite range ever,y idea, . 
whether an infinitesimal one or an infinite one, should have its duly appointed 
place and relation with over,y other\ How indispensable is divine orderl And 
without divine ordor there would be nothing but chaos and self-destruction -
oblivion. Nor., do you see how indispensable is this profound oonception of 
divine order? And to human experience no less indispensable is the Genesis 
ooncept of it. And that's the nature of our seven days. I would love to go 
through these days of Genesis in detail, but if you ca.n see where they lead and 
whe. t th0ir office is, they beoome so natural. But 1 t' s not enough to learn 
them or to 1010\7 sotleth1ng about them: what we need is the consoiousness of them, 
and when we have the consciousness of them all the individual constituents of 
consciousness and. daily life and experience conform to that order. And. so 
little by little, as we rise, we approximate the absolute and the symbols dis
appear. As we rise our symbols change, they become finer, more ethereal, less 
physical" until finally when we grasp the ultimate realit.Y a~thing in the 
nature of finite sign and ~bol has served its purpose and just dissolves. 

That is a summar,y of what we discussed yester~. 

Lot us reoall that as we take our thought more and more into divine meta
physics the need is for an awakened spiritual sense and vision, not human intel
lect. This work docs not depend on human intellect. In so far as we recognise 
that we are working with the Mind. of Christ or divine intelligence, this Christ
consoiousness provides us with all the intelligence we need, and intelligenoe is 
0. God-given bestowal; human intellect is something qui to different; human intel
lect is based on brain. The Christ-consciousness provides us 1v.Lth intelligence, 
o.nd intelligence provides us with all the vision we need, and spiritual sense 
enables us to discern spiritual idea.s. And then our spiritual sense matures and 
it becomes an enlarging capacity to hold these ideas subjeotive~ so that they 
constituto spiritual understanding. 

INTERVAL 

This morning we have soon Word, Christ, and Christianity in divine Science. 
When "ire cone to Science itself, it bccooos clear from l\~s. Eddy's 'writings that 
in certain texts or statements she sperucs of the divine Principle and Science as 
a fourth concept following Word, Christ, and Christianity, and in another context 
speaks of PrinCiple and Scienoe oocprehonsively as inoluding all that has gone 
before. So that in a oertain context divine Principle and Science appear to be 
oumulative, and of course if we take divino Principle and Science in a oumulative 
aense, then Principle beooracs comprehensive and vre find our Word and Christ and 
Christiani ty, as it wore, all compounded wi thin that wonderful oonception we oall 
Science. 

An example of that appears in S. & H. 574:6-16; 575:7-10. Note on page 574 
the descending conception. 
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Now go across to 575:7·-10. There the oity is taken as a whole to represent 
the light and glor.y of divine Soienoe, ioe., divine Soience i~ the cumulative 
and comprehensive sense. 

Lines 16-19. 

There divine Science appears in its natural sequence as one of those four 
sides. 

Now remember, because the city is foursquare - and such is the nature of it 
-as a symbol - going round those sides there is just as much continuity from div
ine Science to the Word as from the Word to Christ, or Christ to Christianity. 
You see, in lines 16-19 divine Science is taken in its natural sequence -Word, 
Christ, Christianity, divine Science, and itt s a complete thing and has its 
place in that rhythzric round. But in lines 9-10 the city as a whole represents 
the light and glory of divine Science. There it is collective or otmlulative, so 
tha t there are two texts of divine Science giving us two views, and I think the 
second one is a Genesis concept. As wu grasp the significance of the Word, it 
leads to Christ, Christ leads to Christianity, and Christianity leads to divino 
Science, and when thought is flowing in that way divino Scienoe takes its plaoe 
in the sequenoe, and it's the fulfilment of a natural sequence. 

Now as our thought matures and becomes inoreasingly sub jeotive , divine 
Soience becomes the whole, and it includes the Word and Christ and Christianity. 
And I think those two passages indicate that. I have pondered them many times 
over the months and years, and I cant t sec any al tornative. Sometimes our 
thought is running naturally from these oonceptions of Word and Christ and 
Christiani ty, and. it· follO';{s on na. turally into divine Scienoe 0 But there comes 
a time when our thought is so poised in Prinoiple that we oan sce it all in one 
view, and when we do that, the wonderful conoeption of divine Science is one 
oonoeption of which the city as a whole is the symbol. 

Mrs. Eddy must have had many difficulties whore human languago was concern
ed, in finding the right symbol, the right word and phrase to oonvey what God 
had given to her. Tho time vvill come when this oonception of divine Science goes 
beyond the English language. In the days of early Christianity, thero was no 
English language as we know it today, not even Anglo-Saxon, so in those primitive 
days the idea oame through Hebrew beoause it had no other channel. Then as time 
wont on it was discussed in the Syrian dialeots of the Near East; it found its 
recorded presentation in New Testament Greek - and still there was no English 
tongue. But you and I to~ havo the blessing and the privilege of direct 
revelation through the English language. And as the ages roll on htnnan language 
will become richer. But although English today may be the richest language we 
possess for the presentation of metaphysical ideas, even so it is still in
ll.dequa te. Mrs. Eddy in the textbook slJeaks of "philological inadequacy" 
(115:3 M.H.) so that even ,Y±th the wonderful tool we h~~e in metaphysical 
English, we still have a tool that is somewhat orude and heavy for the finer 
points of divine Science. Vihat we h~vc to do, therefore, is to ponder these 
things through 1-4rs. Eddy's written text, and pray over them. 

And. so here we find tha.t just as this morning our thought has been running 
through Life and the divino Word, Truth and Christ the ideo.! Love and Christ
ianity, if it is running in a genesis sense, then the divinc'Principle and 
Science became the fulfilment of all thnt has gono before. And divine Science 
therefore hes the office of eternally interpreting and governing infinite being. 

. N~~ whc~ o~ thought is not running along a genesis sequence but is just 
p01sed ~ Pr1no1ple, and our vision is becoming wholly subjective, then we 
should nave the concept on 575:8 in which this saored cit,y is described as one 
that Ulioth foursquare" and oometh "dovm from God out of heaven It and "repre
sents the light and glory of divine Science": divine Science is therefore the 
whole •. Tha~ is in line with what Mrs. Eddy speaks of as oompound idea: a com
potmd 1dea 1S ~ conoeption that includes ,vithin itself lessor ideas. You and I 
a,t'\) familiar with man as compound idea, whose consciousness has the o.bilit,y to 
hold lesser conoeptions \vithin itself; and if we multiply that up to tho 
met'_sure of the infinite, then it would appear from this text that the mos t oom
potUld conception of all is divino Science that includes Word Christ and 
Christianity subjectively within itself. So for one purpose '~s. Eddy lays them 
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out as 1~2,3,4; for another purpose she takes divine Soience comprehensively as 
the aggregate of the whole in one vast compound oonoeption. . 

It's good for you and me to ponder these things, but let I s realize that we 
don I t rise to the full demonstration of these wonderful oonoeptions until we 
demonstra te the meelmess and the humility that is willing to olimb uphill .. all 
the way •. Notioe on pages 574-5 that although the whole vision is a vision 
coming down, a spiritual outpouring, it is adapted to meet the need of the 
weary pilgrim journeying uphill all the way. Now the uphill journey again is 
symbolio of the rising consoiousness. You and I are the pilgrims of to~ 
journeying uphill all the wayJ in other words, we are rising to the higher alti
tudes· of consoiousness, and we are ablo to do so beoause of this spiritual out
pouring whioh is forever presenting and adapting itself to the human need. We 
might Sa::! this: that at the highest possible level vre have divine Prinoiple and 
nothing olse; Prinoiple is all-inolusive, there' a nothing beyond it. Then di
versifying that somewhat we have with it the divine idea or divine Soience whioh 
in the most oomprehensive sense is just divine Soience; take it a stage-further, 
and 'riO arrive at Word, Christ, Christianity, and divine Soienoe as a diversified 
oonoeption, and that's where it appears to the Revelator's tho~lt as the oit,y 
foursquare, the holy oityo The Revelator then takes in a lower viev/, whioh Mrs. 
Eddy interprets as lithe oity of our Godtt (577:15 M.Ho), and it is presented now 
through a oi ty with four cardinal points. Life and the Word of Life are 
diversified until this divino Word becomes a cardinal point as the Word of Life, 
Truth, and. Love; Christ becomes more diversified until as a cardinal point it 
becomes the spiritual idea, and ~so Ed~' s language makos it olear that Christ 
as a oardinal point is symbolizod by Truth, Life, and Love; Love and Christian
ity como down to be a oardinal point symbolised by tho terms Lite and Love, tho 
outcome of th0 divine Principle of the Christ-idea .in Christian history. And 
for the first time in this process of descent we notice eternity,as it were 
touohing time; the idea in its descent touches time and it beoomes operative in 
Christian history. And our fourth cardinal point is Science interpre ting the 
example and the Exemplar - the Exemplar of course was Christ Jesus; the example 
was his lifework which brought forth Christianity. 

You may rightly ask: Wby do we now conceive of the Word of Life, Truth, and 
Love, and Christ as Truth, Lifo, and Love, whereas in divine Scienoe we had only 
the simple conoeption Lite and the Word, or Truth and Christ, and so on? For 
this reason: that as we diversify and reduce .our oonceptions we must be quite 
olear that they arc still all inter-relatod: we can't split the infinite, we 
can't divide Lifo into lives, Truth into truths,Word into words,· or Christ into 
Christs: there is no duality in being. And so as we trace this prooess of des
cent we begin to seo anotherwondorful thing: that all these oonceptions are so 
inseparable thnt they reflect each other; and that we can't conceive of the Word 
wi thout Christ and Christianity and Science; we cannot rightly conceive of 
Christ without Word, and Christianity and Soience and so ano They arc all so 
inter-related and inseparable from eaoh other, that they of necessit,y reflect 
the tones of cuch other. 

Let me use an illustration that I have used before, to try to establish in 
perhaps a somewhat human way the nature of this inter-relationship: I haVG 
spoken of an artist who one morning finds his thought so quickened that there 
ari~es a conception of beaut,y in his thought, and he foels tho creative urge or 
impulsion tha.t causes him to go to work. Thera the artist will be responding to 
something which divinely is the Word: that oreativo impulsion whereby the 
heavens were made. There then w.kes plaoe a process of translating a mnss of 
colour on his palette to a canvas before him, and with each stroke of his brush 
he translates a mass of colour into an order~ oonception that gradually blrl1ds 
U!?, and "7hich appears on the oanvas as the natural outcome of that crea ti ve 
action. And so his work is translating a mass of heterogeneous colour into un 
orderly conception thD.. t we oall 0. painting. Now suppose that whioh appears on 
the canvas oorrespon.ds to Christ, the fulfilment of the artist I s ideal. And 
whilst he is at work thoro is also being established a olose relationship 
be~voen him and his portrait, whioh indioa.tes in a simple w~ something of what 
we mann by Christianity. But the artist must also be obediont to all the laws 
of design and arrangement, light and shn.de, and technique, that go to build up 
the portrni t nnd that l11D .. ko pninting possible. So his obedienoe to law makes 
possible nnd oo-ordinntes all that he has been doing: and that will correspond 
in a simple way to Science. So there we have an artist at work, and we can take 
those four concepts of his work ~rogrossively: the creative impulse, the trans-
10. tion of colour from pale tte to canvas, the rela. tionship that is being built up 
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between him and r.u.s work and his conoeption, and finally his obedienoe to the 
laws that govern the whole work. 

Now in a simple wa:y that illustrates Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science 
as a simple sequence, but when the artist is at work all those four are conjoin
ed in one operation. We explain them in a simple sequenoe of one, two, three, 
four, but they operate as one. 

I was thinking the other day that one can take that illustration and reduce 
it a stage further, and 1-11 a lower degree. Suppose for the moment we regard that 
illustration as at the altitude of absolute Science; let us. take it over again in 
another form: the artist at worle would correspond to the creative impulsion we 
call the Word; then tho artist may have in view a client, or he may give his work 
to someone who is a lover of pictures, so that we have the collector; thirdly, we 
may have the curator in the art gallery; and fourthly, we have the ori tic who 
understands and interprets the whole teohnique. Now in those four men we have 
the artist, the collector, the ourator, and tho oritio. The artist's office is 
creative, it's inspired; the oolleotor is the one who holds the work of art it
self, he loves it and he cherishes it; the curator dispenses it, makes it avail
able to a wide public; and the critic interprets it. Now let's see how those 
four types are inter-related: the artist at the back of his thought knows when he 
is palllting tha t one day his 'work will find its way into the hands of the co1-
leotor or the ourator or the oritic; the collector couldn't operate as a collect
or without an artist; neither could the curator, nor the critic. In one sense 
they all depend on the artist, and yet they all have their respeotive offioes. 
And so the artist in himself, intrinsioally, would oorrespond in sane faint way 
to the Word; in his relation to the oollector or the ourator or the critio he 
would possibly have in his thought something of their points of view. Well now, 

. when the art lover oomes along he tries to see the artist's point. of view; the 
cura tor may be concerned primarily with· his public and making this work available 
to the public; the oritio is concerned with the teclmique that lies behind it, 
the interpretation of it. 

I don't lmow to what oxtent those illustrations are helpful: for D\Y own part 
I prefer to work entirely without illustrations, I prefer to work with N..ind, 
Spirit, Soul, Prinoiple, Life, Truth, and Love, and Word, Christ, Christ~ty, 
and Science, and to keep lI\Y thought working wholly wi thin those inspired terms • 
.But ocoasionally, partioularly in introduoing this to someone who knows nothing 
of' it, it's helpful to use a human illustration - with the warning, of course, 
that you can't push a human illustration beyond a certain point: if' you do, it 
breaks d~m, it oan even become a hindrance. But often a human illustration, 
aptly used "ldth I'Cstraint and then dropped, oan be helpful. 

The cit-.f foursquare urepresents the light and glory of divine Science" 
(575:9-10). Then Mrs. E~" takes this city foursquare, and from it she derives 

. ·these four conoeptions, Word, Christ, Christianity, and divine Scienoe. Then 
lov{or dO'.m the page she has a paragraph the marginal heading of whioh is "The 
royally divine gates," and throughout the Scriptures and frequently in her text
book, because her textbook is based on the Soriptures, such symbols as doors and 
ga te s .. and there are several example s in tho Psalms - serve as a wonderful 
symbol 'of the transition. from the divine to the absolute and from the absolute 
to the human. We have an e~le in S. & H. 15: .3-5, - you sec, as we enter the 
sanotua.rY of Spirit and we gain audience with Spirit, we have one-to-one relation 
with Spirit in perfeot refleotion; then the door, which .is but a symbol, Itshuts 
out sinful sense but lets in Truth, Life, and Love" whioh is Christ in absolute 
Science: 0. symbol of shutting out the one and letting in tho other. We saw 
another eXD..lllPlo on page 10:15-16. And then when we como to this city whose go.tea 
open within and without, they serve as a symbol of transition whereby in absolute 
Scionce they' open within, implying a conoeption that is wholly subjective and 
that JIk'lkes available divine Science, and they open without, indicating a concep
tion that is objective and that makes available Christian .Soience to the human 
thought. And so as thought passes from divine Science through the gates it is 
able to present to human thought the idea ooming down, and this Life and the Word 
of Life thereby coming down as the Word of revelation, is defined humanly as the 
Word of Lifo, Truth, and Love. 
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Now why the Word of Life, Truth, and Love, and not just the Word of Life? 
Tomorrow, when we have the blackboard, I will illustrate in some simple graphic 
way haw the idea comes down as reve.lation and is seen by the ascending thought, 
the nweary pilgrim journeying uphill all the way, II as a cardinal point, which 
define s itself to him in language as the Word of Life, Truth, and Love. And 
for this reason: that the Word of Life, Truth, and'Love constitutes this triply 
divine Principle, and we begin to see that Life, Truth, and Love denote struc
ture, the cohesion of being D You see, we are able to discuss Life and the 
Word, and Truth and the Christ, in simple terminology beoause we alread3r have a 
good deal of baokground understanding; but in presenting the idea of this text
book to our fellow man we introduoe it to him supposing that he knows nothing, 
- we have to introduce tho idea of order as a simple suooession, and naturally 
we begin with the Word of' Revelation through the days of Genesis. Then as 
thought rises and he gains the ability to think in terms of absolute values he 
begins to sec that being has struoture, substance, essence, cohesion, and 
similar qualities and properties. And so as his thought rises from the simple 
days of Genesis to take in a more absolute concept, this uprising or ascending 
oonoept of the divine Word fixes or defines itself in his thought as a cardinal 
point which is given to us as tho Word of Life, Truth, and Love. That is pos
sible because the Word oomes down from divine Soience as the Word of Revelatio~ 
and it cames down all the ~; the desoent is a oomplete descent from divine 
Scienoe right down to human experienoe - otherwise there would be no Christian 
Soience and there would be no Christ to the flesh. Then as htnnan oonsoiousness 
takes hold of that as it were tram a base line and begins to rise through these 
days of Gene sis, it become s rarefied, le ss material, its oapaoi ties enlarge, it 
beoomes Christianized and spiritualized, and that which hitherto had been the 
Word of Rovelation operating as the days of Genesis, as precept and oommandment, 
now becomes a more rarefied conception fixing itself in thought as the Word of 
Life, Truth, and Love, and instead of' thinking through the fully expanded state
men t of Mind, Spiri t , Soul, Principle, Lif'e, Truth, and Love, it begins to work 
wi thin a much more rarefied conoeption, namely Life, Truth, and Love. And so 
at the altitude of the absolute this divine Word in its descent beoomes a 
cardinal point. And similarly the Christ comes down from Truth and tho divino 
ideal, and to the rising thought it be'oomes fixod in consciousness as a second 
cardinal point, - Truth, Life, and Love. And similarly as Christianity comes 
down it becomes to the rising thought a third cardinal point denoted by Lifo 
and Love.' Now you may say: Why only two terms? Beoause invariably man is al
r0a~ implied in the next. 

NOV{ verses 29 and 30 of the first chapter of Genesis aro of some length, 
so we will take them as rond.e lIrs. Eddyf s oommont on them on page 518 gives us 
the most wonderful sense of reIn tionship, which of course is the ideal of 
Christianity. 

518:13 - 19 

Notice the reoiprocal relation there. 

Taking that opening statement nGod gives the lesser idea of Himself for a 
link to the greater," as we look over the oenturies of Biblical unfoldment we 
sec how the breaking of the divine Word led to the Christ, and there we have an 
example of the Ie sser idea serving as a link to the graa ter. And similarly we 
observe how the Christ opens the way to Soience, and Soience includos the lesser 
and protects it. (Roads lines 19-23.) 

If we examine closely all Mrs. Eddyf·,S examples of Life and Love, man is 
cither mentioned or implied in the context. The third member is always there in 
the context by inference - sometimes by a direot mention - because this trinity 
is an indcstruotiblotrini ty , it runs all tho way through these oardinal points, 
but in the third one we have only tho two terms Life and Love with the other 
there for those who see it. And similarly in the fourth where we have Truth and 
Love, Life is implied. Here the ideal Truth is oomprehended in the motherhood 
of Love, which is a muoh more sub jeotive conception than say, the Word of Life, 
Truth, and Love. 

This becomes clear when we take pages 575 and 577. Taking these two pages 
oomparatively you notice we have three groups of four terms: first, "The four 
sides of our city are the Word, Christ, Christianity, and divino Science; I and 
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the gates of it shall not be shut at all by ~: for there shall be no night 
there.' This city is wholly spiritual, as its four sides indicate ll (575:17-21). 

Now we come on lines 22-2 to a second group of four conceptions, and here 
the gate s are opening as it were outwardly and upwardly. HtUllan vision can only 
look up to a star, it can t t look dmm to it. And so you. see the adapta. tion is 
now increasingly to the human need. "Northward, its gates open to the North 
star, the Word, the polar magnet of Revelation" - so that the uprising conscious
ness can see the Word of Life and can see it coming down as the Word of Revela
tion, and this Word of Revelation that comes down is fixed and defined as the 
Word of bife, Truth, and Love which becomes a oardinal point in consciousness. 
"Eastward, to the star seen by the Wisemen of the Orient, who followed it to the 
manger of Jesus;" this Christ-ideal comes down as Messiah, and as it reduces it
self as 1fiessiah it is discerned by the uprising consciousness and it becomes the 
seoond oardinal point of the Christ, the spiritual idea, and throughout her text 
Mrs. Eddy denotes it by Truth, Life, and Love. And so here the aocent is on 
Truth, no longer on Life, but on Truth. "Southward, to the genial tropios, with 
the Southern Cross in the skies, - the Cross of Calvary}" there Christianity is 
ooming to light, - ltV1hich binds human society into solemn mdon." As Love and 
Christianit.y appear to oome down they are disoerned by the uprising thought and 
fixed in oonsciousne ss as a third oardinal point, and of oourse the significance 
of Calvary is the oomplete laying off of mortal selfhood, and the outcome of 
that is that it "binds human society into solemn union." And union means a 
state of oonneotion or a state of relationship deemed never to have been broken. 
In other words, divinely and spiritually, all the relations of being ·are intaot, 
unbroken, so the signifioance of Christianity and its power to lay d.mm mortal 
selfhood is tha tit "binds human society into solemn union" - tha t is to say it 
holds and gathers all ideas into one union and in turn binds them to their 
Principle, - in other words, proves the relations of being ne~er to have been 
broken. . 

Now here is a most signifioant thing: the fourth oardinal point is no 
longer a star but is the shore: "westward, to the grand realization of tho Gold
en Shore of Love and the Peaoeful Sea of Harmo:rw. tt The old conoeption of the 
sea as a symbol of tempest-tossed human ooncepts has now gone, beoause thought 
has attained the absolute and it becomes the "Peaoeful Sea of Hannony, II and 
IIshore" is that line where land and water meet; it's not a territory, only a 
line where land and water meet, and as such it serves as a perfect symbol of 
this coincidenoe where the idea ooining down and having defined itself as cardin
al points is met by the uprising consciousness, and the two beoome one in coin
cidenoe. Mrs. Eddy speaks of John the Revelator on page 561 :16, - "John saw the 
human and divine coincidence, shmm L."1. the man Jesus, as divinity embracing 
humanity in Life and. its demonstration" - you sec Jesus' office vms to fulfil 
the days of creation, to fulfil the divine Word, to present the Christ, and to 
make possible Chris tiani ty as its outcome. And so Je sus in his lifeV10rk provid
ed this ooincidence of the divine coming down and the hum.an rising to fulfil 
those days of Genesis so that they become one in coincidence as "divinity em
bracing humanity in Life and its demonstrationu - that is to sfJ3, Life and the 
divine Word come by revelation right down to human experience through preoept 
and commandment. As human consciousness, having accepted the Word as precept 
and oommandment, rises to gain the Word as a cardinal point, the Word of Life, 
Truth, and Love, then at that al ti tude the human has as it were laid off all 
IDa teriali ty, all evidenco of rna tter and sense, and has gained what Mrs. Eddy 
oalls "sinless hl.Dllallhood." So that at the altitude of absolute Science man 
demonstrates sinless humanhood. Mrs. Ed~ only refers to absolute Science five 
times in the textbook: on· one ocoasion she writes "During the sensual ages, 
absolute Christian Science may not be achieved prior to the ohange oalled den th" 
(254-:16-17), but she clearly implies that one day man must gain and demonstrate 
absolute Soience. On page 573:28 she speaks of the demonstration of this as a 
"foretaste of absolute Christian Scienoe." 

I think if we take pages 572 and 573 ,va sho.ll see this conception of 
absolute Science a little more olear~. (Reads 572:19-24). It is interesting 
that Mrs. Eddy speaks of deo.th as a "transitional stage" to inspired consoious
ness; death is not the thing it is commonly thought to be. Her writings make it 
clear that a mortal, through the experienoe of death, eithor passes from droac 
to dream and the awakening is still to come, or he passes from life to Life, and 
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if we are gaJ.m.ng the a1 ti tude of absolute Soienoe here and now, we shall not 
pass from dream to dream: we shall pass from life to Life. Until all mortality 
is finally laid off, there may be some evidence of a ohange oalled death but it 
will not be anything to be feared; it will not be a change from dream to dream: 
it will be a transition from life to a still further expanding oonception of 
Life, and if it's a change from life to Life we shall have little or no con
soiousness of the experience oalled.death; it is certainly nothing to be fearede 
So in the measure that we cast our anchor of hope beyond the veil of matter and 
grasp these eternal verities, this phase of experience that mortals call death 
will have no terror for us, no fear for us; indeed we shall have no consciousnc ss of' 
it, it will be a passage or a transition fram life to Life. You and I in some 
measure are already beginning to live outside of time and matter; matter is not 
tho solid impenetrable stuff we once thought it was; it· s beooming more and 
more evanescent. lilrs. Eddy spoke of this time-world which "flutters in Il\Y 
thought as an unreal shadow" (My. 268:20-21). Well in her case this transition 
was certainly from life to Life. And so matter is not this impenetrable and 
d9solating substance that mortals would have it. 

The Revelator had not yet passed the transitional stage in human experience 
called death, but he already saw a new heaven and a new earth. (Reads 572:25-2). 
Can you seo' that our sense of space as the result of these two ~s' work is 
already changing? We are no longer thinking of space as geometric space deter
mined by length and breadth and height: you and I are beginning to think of 
space as universal consciousness in which there is no p~sical measurement of 
space, - "Honce the eternal wonder, - that infinite space is peopled with God' s 
ideas, refleoting H:L'1l in countless spiritual forms." (503:15-17.) That trans
oends p~sical space completely. 

513:3-9 

Notice there the difference: it's a human oonsciousness but so devoid of 
materiality through laying off the mortal sense that Mrs. Ed~ speaks of it as 
"that oonsciousness whioh God bestows." Why? Because it's a consdiousness 
attained through the desoent of the Holy Ghost. 

Lines 9-12 

Those states and stages arc determined by the measure in which we are will
ing to l~ off the mortal sense of things. 

So John was htm18.nly here, i.e., in a htnnan or bodily sense he was still 
here on our plane of existence, and yet he was carried as it were in spirit to 
the mount of vision. Now do you see what we mean by coincidence and what we 
mean by sinless humanhood? He 'Was humanly on our planoe of existence: mentally 
and spiritually he was on the mount of vision looking deep into reality. And 
that is the htnnan consoiousness that God bestows through our willingness to lay 
off the mortalo 

No longer do wc need to regard ourselves as miserable sinners. If 
perchancc we indulge sin, we have got to admit it honestly and the.n put it off, 
but we don't need any longer to hold ourselves as miserable sinners, "but a~ 
the blessed child of God. Why? Because st. John's corporeal sense of the 
hea.vens and earth had vanished" (Lines 18-20) - his sonse of physical spaoe had 
gone, and the uhysical embodiments that it contains •. (Reads Lines 19-23.) So 
at the altitu~ of absolute Soience, our oonsoiousness is sinless, it is God
bestowed and our concept of the universe is becoming subjective. And in place 
of this false sense was the spiritual sense, the subjectiv9 state by which he 
could see the new heaven and new oarth which involve the spiritual idea and 
consoiousness of reality. 

Lines 23-27. 

This is becoming possible to you and me. We can become conscious ~erc and 
now of a cessation of denth sorrow, and pain, and when we become consC10US of 
this, until death finally a.isappears it will assume such diminishing proportions 
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tha tit is no more than a transition from a growing sense of Life here to a fur
ther and higher still expanding sense of Life - i t ~ s no more than Do transition 
from. life to Life. 

"This is indeed a forestate of a.bsolute Christian Science fl (line 28) - now 
do you see what we mean by absolute Christian Science? When earlier this morn
ing we were discussing divine Science we were discussing Life and the Word of 
Life, Truth and Christ, Love and Christianity I a.nd the divine Principle and 
Science, at an altitude that for the moment we regarded as having no relation to 
a human problem. Then we began to take into account this concept of descent, 
the idea coming down, the descent of the Holy Ghost, andr:we began to see that 
the divine Word comes down through revelation until ultimately it culminates in 
commandment and precept: Christ the ideal comes all the way down until it cul
minates in Christ as manifestation to the flesh; Christianity comes down from 
)that ideal of relationship to become Christian healing resolving-disorder into 
good order, or divine order; and Science comes down to give us the law whereby 
being is governed - Mrs. Eddy defines Christian Science as the tllaw of God. 1I And 
so we are able to discern a complete desoent and a complete adaptation of the 
idea to the human need. Then as consciousness rises and mortals lay off mortal
it,y inoreasingly - as consciousness rises the degree of adaptation becomes less 
and less until finally when mortals he.ve laid off mortality" time and rna tter, 
and'they attain this altitude spoken of as absolute SCience, the degree of 
a.daptation now necessary is no more than that of a cardinal point. Do you see 
now whY we havo thoso cardinal points? The cardinal points are in the inter
mediate stage, and when we have risen and have laid off that measure of mortal
ity we are so free from it that we can continue our demonstration wholly within 
the terms Life, Truth, and Love, and through cardinal points instead of through 
a fully expanded terminology of synotlJ1mOus terms. And so at this point the 
divine and the human appear to meet. 

The perfect example of this demonstration of ooincidence I believe is given 
by John in the 21 st chapter of his gospel. Here Jesus had timo and matter and 
0.11 physical sense under his feet, he had complete dominion over them, and had 
attained sinless humanhood; like the Revelator, he was demonstrating a God
bestowed consciousness; like the Revelator, his corporeal sense of the heavens 
and earth had vanished and in its plaoe was a spiritual sense, a subjective 
state; and Jesus was now demonstrating at the altitude of the absolute. The 
more I ponder his lifework through the gospels the more it becomes clear to me 
that 0.11 the way through his lifework he never lost sight of the fact that as 0. 

demons tra tor he was ru.Wl3Ys thinking and demons tra ting from the standard of the 
absolute; as a teacher and a preacher he elucidated his mission or his truth 
relatively; he always crone dO\"m to meet the people's need just where he found 
them. What spiritual genius lies behind those parables! And so in the life of 
Jesus we find two conceptions blending with each other: the relative conception 

. that me t the noed of the people through healing and evidence and parable; and 
the absolute conception that met his mm need as a demonstrator. In other 'Words, 
he was able to demonstrate in the absolute and in the relative us the ocoasion 
required. I think particularly in the olosing phase of his mission from tho 
point of his declaration to Ju.do.s, "That thou doest, do quickly"(John 13:27) -
from that point on he was a dcmon..c:;trator in absolute Science. But as a teacher 
and a preacher he came dmv.n and taught them relatively at the level of their own 
understanding. 

Nmv hero, at the IlOrning breakfc.st, we find the Master with his students on 
the Shore, - taking the shore as the symbol of the Peaoeful Sea of Harmony, the 
Golden Shore of Love, - he was poised in terms of sinless humanhood with u co~ 
sciousne ss wi thin which heaven and earth were so sub jec ti ve tha. t he had full and 
final dominion. And so from that standpoint he was elevating the thought of his 
students more and more to the absolute, with matter, time, and sense under his 
feet, but infinity and eternity opening out before him. And I think there we 
have the perfect example of absolute Christian Science. r'During the sensual 
ageSea •• 1I that· "may not be achieved prior to the change called death" (S.&.H.254: 
16-17), but if you and I are preparing thought now and learning to lay off the 
mortal sense of things and to make these deeper truths so familiar that they 
become natural to us, then although we may not achieve the ascension, when the 
change called death presents itself we shall have little or no consciousness of 
it, it will be no more than a transition to a fUrther and expanding consoious
ness of Life, and it will be nothing to fear. 
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There Mrs. Eddy gives us through John the Revelator her concept of absolute 
Scienoe. And so our Word and Christ and Christianity and Science now define 
themselves as cardinal points wi thin the terminology Life, Truth, and Love; 
Truth, Life, and Love; Life alld Love; and Truth and Love, and more and more we 
shall find ourselves working wi thin the simple framework of Life, Truth, and· 
Love. Then" of oourse, in presenting the idea relatively to humanity we have to 
come down further still and it expands out into the further diversified state
ment that brings in Mind, Spirit, and Soul. Once we find ourselves working 
relatively in Christian Scienoe through the fully diversified statement of seven 
synol\Ylllous terms, this wonderful conoeption we call the matrix comes into view. 
We shall spend some time tomorr~N in discussing the matrix. 

I have felt for some time past the significanoe of Mrs. Eddyt s statement 
that "Truth oannot be stereotyped; it unfoldeth forever." (No. 45:27-28.) And 
whereas she herself stated of her textbook in the Preface that she had IIbluntly 
and honestly given the text of Truth" and had "made no effort to embellish, 
elabora te, or trea t in full de tail so infinite a theme ,It she herself was fully 
aware that her textbook was a blunt and honest presentation of the text of 
Truth without embellishment and without elaboration. And I believe therefore 
tha t Mrs 0 Eddy fully realized that as the generations rolled on her text of 
Truth would be further embellished; I believe that is what we have been doing 
this week: we have been expanding this text not by re-wri ting it but rather 
through revelation allowing it to expand in our thought, and that is both the 
true embellishment and elaboration. 

Elsewhere in the book she has written: "Gradually this evidence will ga thor .. 
momentmn" - i.e., the statement of this book - "until it reaf?hes its culmination 
of scientifio statement and proof" (380:25-28) olearly indioating that in her 
day, i.e., up to 1910, she realized that it had not yet gained sufficient 
momentum to be fully stated and proved. No one realized more than Mrs. Eddy . 
tha t she had to leave much to further unfoldment and development, for that's the 
nature of Truth - "it unfoldeth forever." And I believe, and am oonvinoed of 
this, that the greatest unfoldmont of Truth in reoent years - and this is wholly· 
in acoord with this textbook, and within the framework of this textbook - has 
been in this conception that we conveniently call the matrix. 

Now what is the matrix? It is a simple means of summarizing the inter
relationship of Word, Christ, Christianity, and Soienoe with each other, and to 
illustrate those inter-relationships through the medium of the synonymous terms. 
Novi just as Word, Christ, Christianity" and Soienoe have indissoluble inter
relationship with each other, and those inter-relationships are prosented through 
the SynO~OUfl terms in certain given sequences or orders, oonversely the synon
ymous tonns in their inter-relationship with each other provide us with Word, 
Christ, Christianity, and Science. You see, the whole conoeption is so logical 
that just as the inter-relationship of the four terms is illustrated by the seven 
synonymous terms, conversely the inter-relationship of the seven syno~ous 
terms provides us with the four terms. 

And so I regard the matrix as the proof of Mrs'. Eddy' s system. Christian 
healing is the demonstration of her system where evidence is o onc erne d , and the 
matrix is the demonstration of her system whore proof is ooncerned. Do you 
follo'17 that? Let me give you a working example: turn over to page 108:19-29. 
Think of what an awakening that is to the invalid or to the sufferer: that all 
real being is in God, the divine Mind. And then notice how immediately Mrs. 
Eddy couples with it the absolute values! "and that Life, Truth, and Love are 
all-powerful and ever-present; ••••• tt (Lines 22-29). 

What a revelation that can be to the world of medioino if they will o~ 
accept it - th~t all the organism and action of the mortal bo~ is produced by 
this negative mind, this minus mindt IlMind is All and matter is naught is the 
leading factor in Mind-science. It There is no connoction between, the two. 

'1; 

109:4 - 10. 

We have one divine Principle, and we have one divine operatipn, and that 
divine operation applied to a mass of human belief produces a change of evidence 
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that we call healing. That same divine operation as a sequenoe of ideas operat
ive in logioal relationship provides proof. Now then: Christian healing, as 
such, is the demonstration of Prinoiple applied to a mass of human belief: the 
matrix is the proof' of Principle in terms of Soienoe and system. Do you see the 
difference? There is one Principle, and one operation, but that operation applied 
to a mass of' human belief effects ohange of evidence and we oall it healing; that 
same operation through a sequence of ideas having logical relationsbip provides 
us with the rna trix, and thc rna trix is the proof of Principle and Science and 
system. 

And so we have one Principle, one operation, and that operation becomes 
demonstration - demonstration of evidence on the one hand; demonstration of proof 
on the other hand. So evidence and proof balance on operation and demonstration. 
To the sufferer the demonstration is a change of evidence that means a surcease 
or a cessation of sorrow, pain, and death; to the demonstrator and the student 
tha t demonstration means the opera tion of ideas in logical rela tionship, which we 
call Science and system. That is wholly within Mrs. Eddy's textbook, and it 
doe an I t in any way trespass on her writings: rather does it fulfil them. 

I want us to treasure these things so lovingly and so naturally and so im
personally that they flow into consciousness without resistance, and as they 
flaw into oonsoiousness in that way they g~adually and increasingly become part 
of us until finally they oonstitute our consciousness and we gain the conscious
ness of reality; and as we gain the consoiousness of roality we are increasingly 
glad to shed the mortal sense; oonsciousness rises and our spiritual sense . 
beoomes increasingly subjeotive, and as it does that the physical sense of matter, 
time, and space, and the limitations that go with them, begin to fall awa:y and 
assume diminishing proportions, and the reality of the idea assumes expanding 
proportions until we ga.in the al ti tudo of absolute Science. And as we go f'oI'W'ard 
we shall gain the ability to meet the need of our fellow man relatively through 
oon:mandmont and preoept, and divine manifestation and Christian healing; but as 
students and thinkers and demonstrators we shall· find our own thought poised 
increasingly in tho absolute so that we oan look through the veil of matter to 
the Shekinah, we can achieve increasingly sinless humanhood, an increasingly sub
jeotive state of being. This divine Word roveo.ling spiritual unaerstanding and 
the consciousness of man's dominion over the whole earth, is what enables us 
relatively to speak with authorit,y. 

Now let me read a para.graph from a book that has interested me very much 
recently. It's called "Readings from. st. John t s Gospel It by William Temple, and 
it is a very fine commentar,y on Jobn1s gospel. 

II 'In the beginning.' Of' course the words tako up the opening of 
Genesis. But they do this so as to suggest at once the transition 
from temporal event to eternal realit,y whioh is the essence of this 
Gospel. For the Greek words oan also be translated I In principle.' 
.0. a •• So the word. really means both things; and here the expression 

. used means both 'in the beginning of history' and 'at the root of the 
universe.' It 

"Wh~t is said so to exist is 'the Word. I This term again com
bines two meanings. It is the Word of the Lord by which the heavens 
were made, and which came to the Prophets. It is also the Rational 
Principlc which give s unity and significance to all existing things •• II 

(Page 3.) 

~en a lit~le ear~ier I spoke of Life and the divine Word as oo-equal in a 
certa.J.n s?nse, J.t was Just that. Life and Word are co-equal in the sonse that 
a . refleo~J.on . rcprodu~e ~ i t~ original but does not exhaust that original. Like
nse C~J.st loS the dJ.vme J.deal and is co-equal with Truth in the sense that a 
reflectl.on ::eproduces all its original, but it does not exhaust that Truth. 
Temple contl.nues: 

"~Us f::om. the ~utset vve are to understand that the Word has its whole 
beJ.ng VlJ.thJ.:'- DeJ.ty, but that it does not exhaust the being of Deity. 
Or, to put l.t from the other side, God is essentially self-revealing; 
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but He is first of all a Self capable of being revealed. This same 
Word, or Self-revelation, is then again said to exist in essential 
relationship to God. 

list. John has thus established connnon ground with all his 
readers. If they are Jews they will recognise and assent to the 
familiar doctrine of the Old Testament concerning the Word of God. 
If they are Greeks they will recognise and assent to the deolara
tion that the ultimate reality is Mind expressing itself. To 
both alike he has announced in language easily reoeived that the 
subject for which he is claiming their attention is the ultimate 
and supreme prinoiple of the universe. 

1t ••• The supreme principle of the universe is not only its 
bond of unity, but its ground of existence. In other words, only 
because it is God's Nature to reveal or communioate Himself is 
there a world at all; ever,ything in it, ever,y single occurence in 
time and space, is subject to this controlling fact, that the 
world exists as the arena of God's self-revelation." (Page 5.) 

.:'. 

I think that is wonderful. And it is an indication of how the most en
lightened thought today is thinking 0 Many may think that Temple is breaking new 
ground: to you and me he is amplifying what has alrea~ been recordedo 

And in closing, one line from Pond and PUrpose which illustrates perfectly 
wha t we have been discussing as coincidence: "Mortals who on the shores of time" 
- notice shores in the plural, and the the shores of time signify our human 
starting point, - "learn Christian Science, and live what they learn" take rapid 
transit to heaven, - the hingen - and a door swings on its hinges - lion which 
have turned all revolutions.o •• from extremes to intermediate" - and absolute 
Science is the intermediate. "Above the waves of Jordan, dashing against the 
receding shore, II - notice the symbol of shore is now a receding shore, and even 
the absolute becomes a receding shore when we go on into the divine, - lIis 
heard the Father and Mother's welcome •• o ••• beloved Son. So as mortals we begin 
on the shores of time and we rise and gain the intermediate "from flux to 
permanonce, from foul to pure, from torpid to serene, It a.nd even beyond that, 
"dashing against the receding shore, is heard the Father and Mother's vrelcome, 
"and that is the welcome of divine Science forever saying "This is D\Y beloved 
Son. It And it is true of all of us here; all we have to do is to learn to open 
thought and to accept it without resistance. (see :Mis. 205:31-8.) 

I believe we are being ne"tv-born in a way we have never knovm before. Let 
it continue, - and it will if we will only let go allY' sense of resistance. 



Thursday, July 27 th. 

The thought that we neeq, to hold above all others is that God is All, and 
our necessit.y is to gain the consoiousness of that, and as we gain the cons
oiousness of it and it becomes mature and pellnanent, we find ourselves living 
in the consoiousness of God's allness, in the "seoret plaoe of the most High," 
and that secret place is not something far dim and distant: it is here and now. 
Tha t secret place is divine Love "underlying, overlying, and enoompassing all 
true being." (S. &. H. 496: 18-19.) And its panoply is the armour of divinity, 
and it is impenetrable. That is our armanent, and it's an armanent that fa:r: 
exceeds the armanent of matter. 

So let us each mqrning begin the day's work, - from the moment of our 
wakening let us realize divine Love as "underlying, overlying, and encompassing 
all true being, II and tha t we are in it and of it and hence divinely const! tuted 
- constituted of the Mind of Christ to whom Life, Truth, and Love are as natural 
as sunlight to the eye. Let us have a sense of the naturalness of this. 

Today I am going to revise what we have already done, beoause this oonstant 
revision is so helpful. We set out with the proposition that God is One, and 
All, and Only, and tnfinit'e., Let me give you just a few Biblioal examples: 

God as One. 

Deut. 6:4 and quoted by Jesus in Mark 12:29: "Hear, 0 Israel: The Lord our 
God is one Lord. It . 

Zeoh. 14:9 
Mal. 2:10 
llatt. 23:9 
John 8:41 
I Cor. 8:4,6 
Gal. 3:20 
Eph. 4:5,6 

Those are just a few examples to show that this great fact ot one and one .. 
ness pervades the Scriptureso There are ~ more. 

God as All, and allness. 

Rom. 9:5 
10:12 

I Cor. 12 :6. 

"Diversities of operations" - that's just what we have been ·doing. Itt s a 
perfect phraso for the work of the last three days. We have been taking these 
diversified oonceptions of what the infinite is, and of what it does, - and 
there is Scriptural authori t.y for it. 
Col. 3:11 

God as Only. 

John 17:3 
Rom. 16:27 
I Tim. 1 :17 

6:15 
Jude 1:25 
Rev. 15:4 

Isaiah, you know, had a unique way of stn;ngthening these oonceptions. 
(See Isa. 45: 6-22; 46~9.) 

God as Infinite. 

Ps. 147:5 
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Then we have a phrase like this echoing from the textbook: nThe divine 
understanding reigns, is all,and there is no other oonsciousness." (536:8-9.) 

That is the proposition in a diversified form to which we have been addres
sing ourselves these last few days. Today we are going to carry it fOIWard and 
bring this whole conception down into Christian Science. I have used here the 
cirole or sphere to whioh Mrs. Eddy sometime s refers to illustrate the infinite, 
and the cirole is designed to represent God as One, All, Only, and Infinite, and 
in the highest and simplest sense there is but Principle and nothing else. 

And then we come to the point where we see that this infinite One is both 
eternally self-existent and eternally self-expressed, and in order to arrive at 
a prooess and a method whereby we can define the infinite to our own conscious
ness - and to define wo need comparison, contrast, or relationship - we employ 
the simple oonoeptions of noumenon and phenomenon as transitional to thi~ in
finite One as Life and the Word of Life; and when we oonoeive of the infinite as 
Life our thought is concerned with a creative office, the divine impulsion of 
being. Then we use noumenon and phenomenon as transitional to a oonception of 
the j.nfinite as Truth and Christ, and here our thought is concerned with expres
sion. Similarly, we take the infinite in terms of Love and Christianity, and 
here our thought is concerned with the relationship of Principle and idea, or 
noumenon and phenomena. And then in a muoh more comprehensive sense, in a sense 
that, as it \vcre, aggregates the whole, gathers it, and co-ordinates it, we con
oeive of the infinite as the divine Principle, Love and Science. 

Now those conceptions of Life, Truth, Love, and Principle denote what the 
infinite is: Life, Truth, and Love denote it in terms of essence and structure, 
and Principle denotes the co-ordination of Life, Truth, and Love as a trinit,y. 
I will expand that later. 

Similarly Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science denote what Paul calls 
diversities of operation. Since noumenon and phenomenon are not two, but are 
indivisibly one with each othor, likewise Life and Word, Truth and Christ, Love 
and Christianity, Principle and Science arc one with each other; they .cannot be 
spli t or divided into 't'NO conceptions having independent entity or being. We 
oonsidered the whole of that oonception at the altitude of divine Soienceo 

A most important point to remember here is that Life, Truth, Love, and 
Principle remain intrinsically Life, Truth, Love, and Principle, and they do not, 
as it were, roduce; they are the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth, and they are a rook, irresistible, ~ovable, imperishable, indestruct
ible, - they are themselves. When we consider reduction or adaptation it comes 
through Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science. 

Now in order to appreciate more easily what we moan by absolute Christian 
Science, let us for a moment take for granted this reduction right down to the 
human need, in Christian Science. So in Christian Science we have the inspired 
Word of the Bibler Christ as divine manifestation; Christianity operative as 
Christian heuling; and Science elucidated as Christian Science through our text
book. So this is what the awakening human thought begins to take hold of, and 
as the grosser\clements of materiality begin to fall away, human consciousness 
begins to rise through thoso states and stages analogous to seven ~s. Simil
arly, the concept of Christ would be from manifestation and through the Christ
consoiousness gains some sense of Christ in its absolute sense. Just as thought 
rises from the Word of the Bible to gain something of the more absolute nature 
of the Word, so thought rises through Christ and Christianity or Christian heal
ing and the stu~ of the textbook to gain something of the more absolute nature 
of Soience. So what really takes place is this: that as we are able to follm1 
this process of reduction and adaptation, the lower the adaptation comes to the 
human need,. the more diversified is the type of sign and symbol. And as human 
oonsciousness rises to the divine, the measure of adaptation is consequently 
less and less. So as these four conoeptions corresponding to the sides of the 
cit,y - Word, Christ, Christianity, and divine Science, - begin to reduce them
selves through this process and come down through the Word of Revelation, sy
mbolized by the pole-star; through Christ the Messiah, symbolized by the Beth
lehem star; through Christianity, symbolized by Calvary, the laying off of 
mortal selfhood; and through Science the interpreter, symbolized by the Shore 
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coming down to interpret - these four are apprehended by ascending thought and 
defined as the Word of Life, Truth, and Love; Ohrist coming down is discerned 
by the asoending thought and defined in the absolute as Truth, Life, and Love; 
Ohristianity ooming down is disoerned by asoending thought and defined as Life 
and Love; Soienoe ooming down and disoerned by asoending thought is defined as 
Truth and Love. And oonsequently through the textbook and the prose works we 
have soores of examples in which Life" Truth, and Love; Truth, Life, and Love; 
Life and Love; and Truth and Love, appear oonjoined in those w~s. 

Remember that the matrix lies in the domain of Ohristian Soienoe. 

This divine impartation oame to Mrs. Edd3r as revelation, and the revela
tion in her oonsoiousness preoipitated the textbook into human experienoe, and 
so you and I go the the textbook in order to prepara thought for revelation. 
The revelation ooming down preoipitated Soience and Health: you and I begin 
with Science and Health and thought rises. And by the same analogy, revela
tion preoipitated what we oall the matrix, whioh is just a simple means of 
summarizing oertain oo-ordina ted ideas. So just as revelation preoipi ta ted 
that matrix first in the thought of John Doorly, - and to~ htmdreds both 
understand it and love it and see what it means, - we begin to use that matrix 
not as an end in itself but in order to gain further revelation, just as we go 
to the textbook to gain further revelation. So let us be quite clear just 
where it belongs, - in Ohristian Soience. 

I think the helpful thing now would be to return to our textbook. And 
remember when you stuqy Revelation XII in the Key to the Scriptures, you are 
studying the reduotion of Ohristiani ty to the human need. When we study the 
~s of Genosis we are able to disoern a reduction to the human need through 
the divine Word, the Word of Revelation, and human oonsoiousness responding 
and rising to it. When we understand the gospels and the life of Ohrist Jesu~ 
we are able to understand hmv the Ohrist oomas down to tho human need and 'how 
we respond to it in what we oall translation. 

When we come to Revelation XII we are stud3ring the application of Ohristi~ 
ity to the human need, and beoause most of us are familiar with the Word of 
Revelation and with the Christ translation, I will take that tor the moment as 
done, and we vall go over to Christianity beoause it really is most profound 
and we are not so familiar with it. 

560:6-21 • 

1I •••• the Principle of heavenly harmOl'\Y." You see it's the office of 
divine Soience to interpret the Principle of heavenly har.mo~. 

It •• o.we can n0vcr tmderstand the divine Prinoiple.n That is axiomatic: 
Principle can be understood only through tho idea expressing it, and in no 
other way • 

.2§1.:S-10. 

t' •••• ang01 standing in tho sun." The equivalent of that is the idea 
found in its Prinoiple, and tho Revelator behold that possibly for the first 
time in human history, apart from Jesus, and undoubtedly Jesus disclosed it 
for him. 

It •••• mount of vision. It Tha t is to say, from the al ti tude of the absolute, 
looking up from the mount of vision. 

Hold that page, and return to 517:8-10. The ideal man appears proportion
ately as consciousness rises to creation, intelligence, and Trutp.,. In other 
words, the ideal man includes process. But the lIideal woman cOlTOsponds to 
Life and to Love II and is poised at the absoI ute, and consequently is more sub
jective than the ideal man, it is a higher type of manhood. 

And so whereas purity in Ohristian Science is the Itpath to perfection" 
rising up, the Revelator had gained thn t and to him purity was a symbol of 
Life and Love. In other words, he had gained his womanhood, and having gained 
his \vomanhood on the InOtmt of vision, he was able to behold the idea in its 



Prinoiple, as nan angel standing in the sun. 1t You see how orderly it is, how 
perfectly ever.ything drops into place. 

561:10-13 (reads). Hold this page, and turn to 574:25 - 30 
It ••• dove descending upon you. 11 Dove is the symbol of divine Soience and it 

is ooming down. 
II ••• angel entertained unawares." Remember Love denotes Christianity in 

divine Scienoe. 

Also note on 574:22-24 - we "behold the great oity, the four equal sides of 
which were l)eaven-bestowed and heaven-bestowing.1I - "heaven-bestowed" in that 
they come dovm from their divine Principle, and "heaven-bestowing" in that they 
confer on each individual consciousness the union of his true manhood and woman
hood and his union with his Principle, because to bestow is to oonfer in marriage. 
And notice the marginal heading, "Spiritual wedlock." 

574:30-6 (reads). 

Now let's go back to 561 :10-15. The other day we said that correlation 
denoted a one-to-one relationship, and was the absolute fact of relationship; it 
was so absolute it stood above process. John, from the standpoint of his woman
hood in absolute Science boheld the "angel standing in the sunil and he began to 
reduce it to human experience, - the bride wedded to the Lamb denoting the cor
relation of Princi~le and idea, - and he brought it down from the altitude .of 
divine Science to the altitude of absolute Christian Science through coincidence. 

561 :16-20. 
It •••• divini ty embracing humanity" - the descent is complete, so that divinely 
Jesus I life and demonstration would illustrate the full descent, and his ministr,y 
would illustrato the ascent to the altitude of absolute Christian Science. So 
his life illustrates udivinity embra.cing humanity" together with the human demon
stration where thought rises and the two become one in coincidence. 

Remember this: correlation is the absolute fact of the union between 
Principle and idea in divine Science; coincidence is that union at the altitude 
of the absolute, but includes the ~rocess of attaining it. 

Notice also: "divinity embracing humanity in Life and its demonstration" 
because Jesus fulfilled the days of GenosisJ he fulfilled the idea in terms of -
the divine Word coming down, and he fulfilled those days of Genesis which took 
him up to the altitude of absolute Christian Science. 

tI •••• the spiritual idea is understood." Now we have coincidence repeated in 
terms of womanhood; whereas manhood includes the process of attaining it, woman
hood, l~~c the previous example, is subjective. 

" •••• by the sun. II The text is becoming more relative. 
". 0 •• mattor is put under her foet. II Matter brought in, and wholly tlunder 

her foet." Consequently the altitude is at the absolute because matter is "under 
her feet.1I 

"" ••• the light of men. tt The light of the Word again, the light of Life. 
II •••• to bear witness of that Light.n The Light of Life. 
n •••• John the Baptist •••• " - now we come right down into the doma.in of 

Christian Science. 
II •••• bt'.ptize with the Holy Ghosttl - the Messiah had come right down to the 

level of Christian Science. 
II •••• The moon is under her feet.1I Earlier matter was undor her feet, in the 

altitude of the absolute. 
tI •••• borrows its reflected light" - man shinos by reflected light, we have 

no original light of' our own. 
liThe spiritual idell ...... - in this paragraph we are concerned with tho 

operation of this Principle in Christian Science and the blessing it brings to 
hUlJUUli ty • 

" •••• 0.11 mortals, - separated by belief from manls divine origin and the 
true idea, II - that is the roo terror: the belief thn t the idea oan be separated 
from its Principle. 

II 0 ••• in the hc.rmony of Science. II Isn't that exactly what we are doing to
day? Have we not already reoeived enough of the Christ that vre have DUlde our 
decision, and we ourselves are yielding to lithe activities of the divine Princi
ple of man in the he.rmony of Science?" You know, I wonder sometimes if we 
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realise the measure of harmony and joy and peaoe that we truce for granted oom
pared with the desolations and the disoord and the dismay whioh are so apparent 
in the outer world of material sense. If we see the oontrast between our 
present measure of harmony and peaoe and joy compared with the desolation of the 
material world we soon see how far we have oome in this journey, - and we've 
come a good long way. 

II •••• spiri tual heavens of the age" - our lives and our demonstration ought 
to be those l~s, and I believe they are. 

When we understand this Key to the Soriptures beginning with Genesis, and 
we understand our ~s of creation, they lift consciousness from Christian 
Science to absolute Christian SCience, and when behind those days of oreation 
we discern the Word of Life, Truth, and Love as a cardinal point, we see how the 
divine idea cames d~N.n through the Word, the whole distance and so makes possi
ble the complete asoent.The days of creation as suoh would only t~ce us so 
far, but when we see behind those days of creation the cardinal point of Life, 
Truth" and Love, that oardinal point makes possible the full asoent through the 
gates and into divine Soienoe. 

When we understand the translation order, whioh we shall oome to a little 
later, namely, Principle, Life" Truth, Love, Soul, Spirit" Wand, and we respond 
to that scientific translation, it will oarry us u!' to the absolute. And when 
behind that translation we discern our seoond oardinal point, the gates open 
and. make possible the full asoent into the oi ty. 

And in Christianity we traoe the descent from the correlation of Principle 
and idea in the harmony of Soienoe to coincidenoe - ooincidence in terms of 
manhood and womanhood coming right down to the fatherhood and motherhood denoted 
by Elias and the Revelator; and we see how that understood through the workings 
of the spiritual idea will oarry us baok to tho altitude of absolute Christian 
Soience. And when behind the. t we discern the third oardinal point, Christian! ty 
in absolute Science, the gates open and make possible the full nscent. 

Similarly, the divine Prinoiple and Science oome right down to give us the 
text. of Science and Health. When we understand the Science and system embodied 
in that textbook, it enables us to rise to this altitude denoted by the Shore. 
But when behind that we discern and understand the fourth cardinal point of 
Truth and Love, the gates open, and we have the full ascent right baok into 
divine Science. 

N~7 as we rise we learn to depend less and less on the symbol. We use the 
symbol in so far as it's helpful, but the sooner vre oan depend upon the highest 
symbol of all - the synonymous terms, and Word, Christ, Christianity, and 
Science - and we oan employ those entirely within the domain of-oonsoiousness 
without graphical representation, ,- so much the better. 

I ha.ve endeavoured to show you what we mean by divine Science and absolute 
Science" and now wo oome to Christian Science. In order to understand Science 
and system" I must go baok to this question of order and strengthen the whole 
idea of order, because when we understand order and the distinction between 
order and system" then we understand what Soionce really means. 

Before we can discuss order, we must have ideas or oonooptions with whioh 
to work. We oan't oonsider order intelligently as an abstraotion. It is more 
than that. And thus we sea tlult underlying order is the faot of idea" and that 
idea or ideas must first be diversifiedo If all ideas were identioal, we should 
have a colourless, monotonous universe: order and Soienoe and systom would be 
impossible. And that is why in the sixth day of Genesis Mrs. Eddy gives us that 
most important statement: "Spirit diversifies, classifies" and individualizes 
all thoughts, which are as eternal as the Mind oonceiving them;n notioe they are 
oonoeived and brought forth in Mind, and Spirit takes them and diversifies them" 
- that is to ~, it gives them distinctive qualities, properties, and offioes. 
Without diversification we oould never oonceive of comparison or relationship. 
There are no contrasts in Science because there are no oppositos in Science, but 
we oan oonsider comparisons and relationship. And because all ideas from the 
infinitesimal to the infinite are diversified, they oan be seen in order; hence 
they can be classifiedo And so to introduce the idea of order in school, 
children are taught to oount. 
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Now you and I are beooming familiar with the fact that simple ideas have a 
natural sequenoe. Then there comes a time when we see that those ideas must be 
understood more deep~ than· in a simple sequence - they must be understood sub
jeotive~; otherwise we should never arrive at Scienoe and system. 

You see, we began with Prinoiple and idea, and then we took Life, TrUth, and 
Love as oonoeptions of this infinite Ona. If we take Life, Truth, and Love as 
three individual conceptions, we shall not achieve order and we shall not aohieve 
system. Now if we can take Life, Truth, and Love in a simple sequence, we have a 
simple sense of order. But Life, Truth, and Love regarded individually and with
out any oonnection, w1.ll not give us order. If we oan see that Life leads into 
Truth, and Truth into Love, we arrive at a simple sense of order, a Genesis un
folding oonoept of order, although even that does not give us Science and system. 
But it you oan see that Life is related to Truth, and that Life is also related 
to Love, and then you can also see that Truth is related to Life, and Trdth is 
related to Lova, and Love is related to Life and to Truth, then ~ havo them all 
oonjoined, and together in those several oonceptions they oonstitute Prinoiple. 
Now do you see how we have to advance from Life, Truth, and Love as individual 
unrelated oonoeptions to acoept them in terms of order? But even to see them in 
a s:imple sequence is not enough: Life is related to Truth, and Life is related 
to Love, etc., and when we see them inter-related or inter-oonneoted in that w~, 
fram ever,y possible aspeot, thoy constitute a trinit.y that we have alreaqy refer
red to on page .331:26-3: uLife, Truth, and Love constitute ••••• represent •••••• 
express •••• indicate." The first three conceptions are wholly subjective, and 
then to the seeking human thought Life, Truth, and Love indioate Principle. 

And so it is olear that Mrs. Eddy attaches to Lifo, Truth, and Love many 
conceptions and many offices, and she does it with the utmost eoon~ of language. 
Why? Because sooner or la tar vision goe s beyond language, and we shall work and 
demonstrate wholly within the domain of divine Scienoe where human language as 
such is superseded. . 

When we have the oonception of Life, Truth J and Love; Truth, Life, and Love; 
Lite and Love, with Truth implied; and Truth and Love, with Life implied, we havo 
a oonstitution of divine Principle through Word and Christ and Christianity and 
Scienoe. And how much more subjeotive that is than rising to Principle through 
Mind, Spirit, and Soul~ When we take our first four days of Genosis, Mind says 
"Let there be light: and there was light;" Spirit gives us unfoldment and ex
pansion and firmament; Soul gives us definition, tangibility, identity, and the 
approach to Principle whereby human consciousness becomes identified with 
Principle. So you sce the offices of Mind, Spirit, and Soul are very much more 
relative thD.n those of' Life, Truth, and Love. Mind, Spirit, and Soul serve to 
lift human consoiousness to the point where it can identify itself' with Principle, 
and when it docs that it begins to think of itself within Principle and to work 
wi thin the terminology of Lifo, Truth, and Love. So the approaoh to Principle 
through Mind, S:9irit, and Soul is objective: the conception of the idea found in 
its Principle is wholly subjective. And "t7hcn you and I can think from that 
basis we arc thinking from 'Within the "secret place of' the most High." That 
becomes the realm of harmony that can never be invaded nor contaminated; it can 
never become pantheistic; it admits of no foreign element. So you see, the 
office of seven ~s is to give us an approach to Principle through the progres
sive understanding of Mind, Spirit, and Soul whereby we arrive in our fourth day 
at a concept of Principle in which darkness is scattered, and our fifth ~ 
gives us a conception of Life, our sixth n conception of Truth, and our seventh 
a conception of Lovc. But increasingly those t~ee - Mind, Spirit, and Soul, 
lend into Life, Truth, and Love. Mind, Spirit, and Soul are tho equivalent of 
our first day, our second day, and our third day, and in our fourth day darkness 
is scattered, and we gain the full effulgenoe of being, and from that point on 
we have some faint sense of ourselves as in Prinoiple and of Principle, and then 
we begin to consider Principle in terms of Life, and Truth, and Love presented 
through the fourth and fifth and sixth and seventh days. But when we go to tho 
Platform - and particularly in paragraph VII, that most important of all para
graphs - these conceptions of Mind, Spirit, and Soul give place to Life, Truth, 
and Love. And so Mrs. Eddy says a t the beginning of Geno sis: IIEven thus tho 
orude forms of human thought take on higher symbols and significations, when 
scientifically Christian views of the universe appear, illuminating time with 
the glory of eternity.1I (502:14-17.) So the daJrs of Genesis serve to lift con
soiousness into some sense of at-one-ment with Principle, and with that growing 
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sense of at-one-ment comes the awakening that we are not merel~ human minds 
based on corporeality and not human minds trying to learn something humanly, but 
rather are we divinely identified as idea in and of our Principle, - that is the 
point to attain and to hold, and having attained it and holding it we then begin 
to consider what Principle is as Life, what it is as Truth and as Love, and then 
comes the point 'when we must co-ordinate them and see' that Prinoiple is constit
uted of Life, Truth, and Love. If our conception of Prinoiple is Life, - and 
Truth, - and Love it is not oomplete; it must beco~ Life, Truth, Love in onc. 
And then when it has beoome Life, Truth, Love all in one, then we oan begin to 
understand it as operative through our oardinal point, the Word of Lifo, Truth, 
and Love; we are no longer concerned with the approach through the first three 
days of Genesis. The divine Word is now the Word of Life, Truth, and Love, and 
it operates as a oardinal point; our Christ now operates as Truth, Life, and 
Love; Christianity is denoted by Life and Love with Truth implied; and when we 
come to Scienoe, from the sixth d~ of Genosis we leam that all theso rising 
conceptions are oo-ordinated in Truth, and they are just held in their mother
hood. So in Science, Truth and Love servo to give us the ultima. to, the idea in 
its Prinoiple" or the "angel standing in the sun." 

Now I know the question alw~s arises: But how, do we practise this? We 
can practise it in only ~ne w~: by geining and holding tho consciousness of it. 
And when we gain and hold the consciousness of it, we don't tr,y to practise it 
humanly: ,re so place our thought at the disposal of Prinoiple that Principle 
demonstrates itself in us and through us. We have to begin of course, just 
where we find ourselves" and I doni t believe there ere any short cuts. Let us 
be so honest ,vi th ourselv~s that just where VIC are, we resolve to put our lives 
at the disposal of Principle and to lot the unfoldment and the rhythm of seven 
days and nll that they denote flow through consoiousness naturally and divinely, 
and then TiC shan't attempt to leap from tho humo.n to the divine and to leave 
something undone. Remember" 'WE) have all eternity before us, and to understand 
God is the ~ork of eternity, and theroforo we don't have to take short cuts: to 
be tempted to tnke short cuts is one of the subtle suggestions of animal magnet
ism. A short cut is a human temptation, but when we understand the all-embrao
ing nAture of divine order, and that each one can only occupy his appointed 
placo in the divine order" we see that the temptation to a short cut is ndevico 
of animal magnetism. Let this unfoldment take plaoe naturally and divinely in 
terms of divine order, and we shanl t attempt to push our paoe unnaturally; we 
shan I t be tempted to lag behind through apathy or indulgence, but we she~l let 
it tnke plaoe at God's disposal, and when it takes plaoe through being at His 
disposal, it nlT~s takes place in divine order. 

And so we introduce - or Principle introduces us to - this idea of divine 
order through the simple sequence of seven ~s. Those prophetic symbols in 
tho first chapter of Genesis indicate increasing measures of light, - and if 
you notice the toxt of those seven ~s carefully, you will soo that light 
appears in every do.y. Mrs. Eddy speaks of tho presentation of light in the 
first dE~; sho speaks of the reality of boing brought to light and the dawn 
of ideas going on in the second do.yi she speaks of rising to the light in the 
resurrected sonse in the' third ~; she speruts of dnrkness scattered and the 
full effulgence of the fourth day; in the fifth ~ she speaks of the whole 
universe of being moving into light; in the sixth ~ Love bathes all in 
beaut.y and light - it hus become wholly subjective, and there is no toil in 
that. The toil concerned with overcoming DUltter is finished. So these days 
of Genesis advance from tho prophetic ~bols to measures of light; those 
increasing mensures of light in turn become qualities and propertie~; and as 
we grasp the qualities and properties of being they in turn co-ordinate and 
crystallise in our thought as synol'ij'JIlous terms. And thus we see an orderly 
rolo.tion between "Let thoro 'be light," "Lot there bo l\. firmament," "Let the 
dry land appear," with Mind, and Spirit, and Soul that identifies us .with 
Principle wherein do.rkness is scattered. Then we advance into the fJ.fth and 
sixth and seventh days whereby we begin to consider what Principle is. And 
then aomes the co-ordination of those into Life, Truth, and Love oonstituting 
this triply divine Prinoiple, representing its trinity and giving us same'idea 
of the structure of being, representing its essential naturo and giving us the 
essence of being, end lastly and to meet the human need" indicating tho divine 
Principle. ' 

Well now, that's the' nature of Genesis, and that is something of tho nature 



of divine order. And it is clear that if there were no ideas or identities in 
the universe, the idea of order would be impossible. Order can only obtain bet
ween ideas, and those ideas of necessity must be diversified. And so this un
folding conception of divine order through the ~s of Genesis, together with 
these further conceptions of order throu~h Christ and Christianit.y and Science, 
all serve to introduce us to the fact of' divine order itself: to what Mrs. Eddy 
oalls tt the eternal order of divine Science." 

And whilst mentioning tha t, I would like to refer back to a point from yest
erday. 'You remember on page 3~ of the textbook we read of Jesus' place in 
divine order. Reads 334:12-20. How is it that tvro thousand years after Jesus 
achieved the ascension and found his place in the eternal order of divine Soience, 
tho individual Christ, "the spiritual self, or Christ," still continues to take 
away the sins of the world? Because of the example he left behind. 

Take a modern example: it r s forty years since Mary Baker Eddy left us, and 
her thought must naturally and necessarily go on and on in the eternal order of 
divine Soience. How is it that after forty years her life, her individual self, 
still oontinues to take away the sin of the wo~ld? Because she left this text-
book behind. . .. 

Now can you see that this becomes cumulative? The prophets left their example 
behind; Christ Jesus left his example behind; the apostles left theirs; Mary Baker 
Edqy has left hers. Doesn't that lead to the proposition that if you and I are 
true to what we know, we cannot help but leave our example behind? As we rise to 
take our place in the divine order of being, our attaimnent of that and our 
demonstration of it is inseparnble from the example we leave behind; we oan't at
tain it and fail to leave an example behind, it' s impossible. So in the measure 
that WC3 o.ttain this for ourselves, the example that is inseparable f'rom it will 
help take away the sins of the v·,orld. In other words, beoause you and I are 
living today in the age of' SOienoe, reality is becoming an expanding conoeption 
until it will become All-in-all, and mortality and rna teriali ty and death and hell 
itself is a diminishing conception and is destined to disappear. So let us see we 
have nn imperishable identity, and consequently we have our plo.ce in that whioh is 
taking place today. And that which is taking place is the forever coming of' the 
Ohrist-ideo. which preCipitates a new birth, a spiritual birth, that is irresistib
Ie. If VIC kick o.gainst the pricks ond try to work against Principle, we pay the 
pencl. ty of that rcsistnnce until '7e learn our lesson. But the moment that we have 
learned our lesson nnd resolve to go on nnd fulfil our place in divine order, then 
we of necessity leave an exrunple behind .tha t is inseparable f'rom ourselves o.nd our 
demonstration. So VIe ore living in wonderful days. If we take all our observat
ions from the newspapers and the ro.dio and such like, we soem to be living in 
dangerous lllld even disastrous dD.ys; but if' we measure what is taking plaoe through 
vision and spiri tuol sense, on the one side 'lle have "Science and peace, tt on tho 
other side there Il'k.V be "discord o.nd diSI!layU (See S. & Ho 96:13-15), but aocording 
to our deCisions, so will be our lifework, and so will be our place on one side or 
the other of that line. 

Take this question of order through the textbook, and you will find that Mrs. 
Ed~ uses it in numerous ways. Let me give you II few working examples - but just 
before tho.t, one word more on order and system: Who.t is the distinction between 
order and system? Order relates to relationship, it is concerned with logico.l 
relations or relationship; but system includes the ideas or identities between 
which order obtains and operates. So system is the aggregate of all our ooncept
ions, whereas order is concerned with relationship alone, and in that sense order 
is lower in degree, nnd thus ,,:re find order wi thin system. System is a torm to 
denote what Principle contains and hmv it opero.tes, and that is the concept of 
system in divine metaphysics. In Science and Health we rend of "the systems of 
Mindtt and those systems of Mind refer to the vnst systems of idens which constit
ute the universe, and nre quite distinct from the mctap~sica1 system spoken of in 
the text of Science and Heultho 

Perhnps o.t this sto.ge I ought o.1so to comment on "day" and "numeral" and 
synonym. II We cannot this W'0e~ toke those days of Genesis in any detail, and so I 
must toke it for granted that you are familiar with the text of those days, and so 
I will comment only in passing. If we turn over to the Glossary definition of day, 
notice two poragro.phs, the first divided by a semi-colon. "DAY. The irradiance 
of Lifo; light, the spirituo.l idco. of Truth and Love." And then the second para
graph is wholly relative: n t And the evening and the morning were the first day. f 
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(Genesis i.5.) The objeots of time and sense disappear in the illumination of 
spiritual understanding, and Mind measures time according to the good that is 
unfolded. It Do you notioe, in proportion to the measure of illumination objects 
of time and sense disappear. Now in the next three days I want us to beoome 
increasingly familiar with such pairs of terms as inooming and outgoing, expand
ing and diminishing, appear:iong and disappearing - there are dozens of examples. 
Mrs. Ed~ takes these pairs of terms and brings them ~ogether to illustrate that 
as the divine idea oomes into oonsoiousness through Word, Christ, Christianit,y, 
and Soience, so its apparent opposite goes out. And here is just one example. 
You see, the "objeots of time and sense disappear in the illumination ot spirit
ual understanding," and it is olear that in the measure that oonsoiousness is 
illumined, those objects of time and sense disappear. That is the prooess that 
takes plaoe in consoiousness as we rise through these ~s. 

Now at first we considered those ~s as measures of progress, uprising, 
asoending states and stages; measures of' light. And then those measures of 
light mature into qualitios and properties, and as we begin to grasp them in' 
terms of qualities and properties they begin to represent the infinite. Re
member, "numeral" is a representation of number; "number" is the mental ooncept
ion that we hold, and numeral is its representation on the page or the blaok
board. You see, I mention "three," and you can conoeive of three montally but 
when we denote it as tho figure 3, that is the numeral. The number is the ment
al oonception. Similarly, when we can grasp the ideas, the propertios, that 
re~rcsent the infinite, then those representations of tho infinite are tho 
numerals of infinity, they represent the infinite. And then as these numerals 
of infinity begin to take on assooiation and classification in our own con-. 
soiousness, they cr,ystallise in a higher form of representation that we call 
Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love. And so as we rise the crude 
forms of human thought give w~ and take on higher symbols and signifioations, 
as I'scientifically Christian views of the universe appear, illuminating time 
wi th the glory of e terni ty It (502: 14-17). The symbol change s as we rise, and as 
these ~s illumine time, time diminishes and the objects of time and sense 
disappear, and we begin to realize that wo are living in God's eternity. And 
then as we appronch the absolute, those ~s became the light that is the 
spiritual idea of Truth and Love, and when from that altitude we look even 
further we achieve tho irradiance of Life. Now do you see three stages "in that 
definition? The purely relative one in the second paragraph, and then in the 
first paragraph the highest and the intermodiate are"much closer together. 
tiThe irradiance of Lif'e tt would be the divine conoept; 'Ilight, the spiritual 
idea of Truth and Lovett is the absolute ooncept; and thon the second paragraph 
gives us the rolativo concept. 

Now, a word about oalculus. In simple terminology, the calculus is the 
mathematics of flow, movement, continuously evolving relationship, and so on. 
Webster defines it as "a process of reasoning by symbols. 1t It is that certain
ly, it begins as such, but as we become more familiar with it we bring the 
symbol nearer to the fact of being, and we see that just as the mathematical 
calculus is the mathematics of continuous flow, continuous movement, contin
uously evolving relationship, and there is nothing st~tic or stagnant in it but 
it is forever moving, it servos as a perfect symbol to illustrate the infinite 
progression of being which is going on from everlasting to everlasting. And so 
we begin with days; we rise to the se conceptions that we oall the ntnnero.ls of 
infinity, - II high~r form of representation; they in turn associate and olassify 
wi thin the syno:rxvmous terms; and we become so familiar with the continuity of 
being that even those six hundred pages of text in Science and Health become a 
representation of the continuity of divine operation, and before we realize it 
we are thinking in terms of the divine calculus. Now it's not diffioul t, we are 
often doing it and are unaware of it. 

Let me take just one example from Recapitulation. 
487:19-20. 
"Christian evidence" - you remember we spoke the other day of evidence as 

belonging to demonstration where the sufferer is concerned. 
It •••• flowing from immortal Mind" - Truth is not rigid, fixed, nor static 

like a. lump of stone; Truth flows. Mrs. Edcl¥ says: It Truth cannot be stereo
typed; it unfoldeth forever." (No. 45:27-28.) Now here's the same idea. 

Let us o.d.o.pt our thought to the naturalness of divine flow, divine move
ment, the continuit,y of divino operation, leading us in turn to the infinito 
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progression of being. But to grasp these conceptions we feel the need of a start
ing point, and the Bible provides us with one in the opening page: "In the begin
ning God oreated the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without form, and 
void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep.n There we have just primitive, 
elementary mortal mind. "And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the 
waters.tt It moved. Let us get such a -natural, easy, flowing sense of Science, 
and then we shall see that the Spirit of God moved upon the face of tho waters. 

Here in passing is a ver,y interesting detail that I noticed reoently: if 
you take the thirt,y-one verses of this first chapter of Genesis, you will notice 
that from verse 2 to the end, ever,y verse, with the exception of verse 27 is 
introduoed with the oonjunction "and" - "And God said, Let the earth bring forth," 
etc. And so it goe s on wi th and, and., and, all the way through wi th the exoept
ion of verse 27. So I went back to theOriginal, and found that "So" is not in 
the original; in the original verse 27 would be "And God created man. 1t So really 
these thirty-one verses IiU'C all oonneoted together with "And God said, II - and 

-did, - and blessed, giving the idea of oontinuity without one interruption. The 
only apparent interruption is the translator's lioenoe with the original in verse 
27. That is only a detail, but the reoord in time becomes so oumulative that it 
just forms an irresistible oonolusion in one's oonsoiousness, - namely, that the 
prophets knew what they were talking about, they understood it, and they under
stood it far more than we do. But we are making wonderful headway, and the signs 
are most encouraging. 

INTERVAL 

What I focI is significant is that this work is beooming so natural. The 
~ense of struggle is passing, and it is beooming natural because we are gaining 
the oonsoiousness of it, and we are gaining an increasing sense of Prinoiple 
demonstrating itself, just taking us - even humanly - and enabling us to see our 
place in the divine order. 

The two references on 334 and 337 are, I believe, the most profound refer
ences we have on divine order. But let us toke a few working examples of this 
idea of divine ordor. Thore are three in the Platform, two of whioh we have al
rcn~ discussed, ~nd there is also another on page 336:27-30. (Reads.) II God 
and man arc not the same, II - that is to say, not identical; they arc the same in 
the senso that the reflection reproduces the original, but not the same in degree, 
because God, the divine Principle, is primary, whereas idea Vlould be secondary. 

Similarly, when VIC spoke yesterday of Word, Christ, Christianity, and 
Science being co-equal with Life, Truth, Lovo, and divine Principle, we menn that 
they are co-equal in the sense thk~t tho refloction reproduces the original, but 
not the same in that they r.re identical, because Life is primary, Truth is 
primary, Love is pritnary - the synonyms all have primary value. So II in the 
order of divine Soience, God and man co-exist and are eternal." 

Notice thAt those three references to order in the Platform are references 
concerning divine Soience. Let us take other examples that are much more rela
tive. Here we have divine order as applied to human experience: 

S.&.H. 20:20~23. -
It •••• tho po. th from sin to holine ss It - the path of seven days. If we obey, 

and oonsequently watch, there will be no f!ll{Crvc from divine order; we shall 
never have to repeo. t work well done. Notioe that this roference to swerving from 
divine order is written with referenoe to Jesus and his demonstration, and that 
it appears in Atonement o.nd Eucharist - it couldn't appear in any other chapter. 

73:15-180 

We ore nmv in Christian Science versus Spiritualism, and consequently the 
text is quite different. 

If we allovred the slightest contamination of mattor in our spiritual sense 
and our conception of Spirit, our thought would be pantheistio in that degree, 
and if tho. t were on increasing degree, Spirit would be increasingly obscured un
til our spiri tua.l sense of -it would be los t. Similarly, if' Spirit II communed with 
mortals or controlled them through eleotricity or any other form of matter, the 
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divine order and the Science of omnipotent, omnipresent Spirit would be destroy
ed" - Spirit has no connection with an opposite, its infinitude precludes an 
opposite. And so the divine order of Spirit precludes ~ amalgam of Spirit and 
matter, it precludes a~ foreign element, and the impartation is always fram God 
to man, or Spirit to idea, without the medium of matter; it is independent of 
electricit,y, because electricity is but the most ethereal form of matter. But 
you notice that this reference appears in Spiritualism, and the governing syno
~ is Spirit, and the passage is really off-setting the whole claim of spirit
ualism with reference to connnunica tiono C onnnuni on , oonnnunioa tion, and impart
ation, are always fram Principle to idea, fram Spirit to its reflection, and the 
impartation or communication has nothing whatever to do with matter, it does not 
touch matter at anY point, - not even through electricit,y, - otherwise the 
divine order would be obscured and lost. 

106:6-14 - Animal Magnetism Unmasked. 
" •••• divine order is interfered with" - happily we know that in· Science the 

divine ordor can never be interfered with. In relative human experienoe the 
argument is that man's rights can be invaded. 

" •••• due this crime" - isn't that context natural to the chapter, when we 
read about animal magnetism and the mental nature of orime and the invasion of 
man's rights? 

118:26-32. 

Soience soc tion of Scienoe, Theology, Medicine. The great theme of this 
ohapter is translation, the divine ooming down to the human. 

II •••• the natural order of heaven oomes down to earthll - why? Because it is 
the nature of the divine to translate itself to the human consciousnoss, and if 
there were no scientific translation of tho divine to the human, there would be 
no Christ, no redemption, no salvation, and no emergence from matter into 
Spirit. 

123:19-29. 

The revelation consists of two parts: one is the discover,y, and one the 
proof. That is a statement that fits naturally into the Science seotion. 

135:6-10. ' 
We are in the Theology section, and the text now conoerns order in relation 

to the miracle. In the Science section it was order in relation to the operat
ion of Principle. 

During the interval someone made a remark that is ver,y true, and it is 
something that I have been increasingly aware of for months- past: that this work 
enables us not to be afraid of change. You see, being, divinely and absolutely, 
is understood as an infinite progression. As the infinite progression of tho 
divine is translated by the Christ and becomes operative in human experienoe, 
one factor is inescapable - the faotor of adjustment, oonsequently change, hence 
spiri tunl evolution. And once we see that ohange and ndjustment are inevitnble, 
and once we nre avm.re tho. t those chango s are from the operation of Principle, we 
need never bo afraid of them, - rather can be welcome them. Change that comes by 
chance or llocident is of physical sense and has no place in Scienoe a.nd should 
have no place in our human lives; but change that is of God resulting from the 
natural order of heaven coming down to earth, - that change is to be welcomed. 
And if we weloome it rather than resist it, we shall never suffer; we shall find 
that each change that comes in that Wf.l.Y will bring a botterment of human thought 
and oonsciousness and life itself. So "Spiritual evolution alono is worthy of 
the exercise of divine power." 

240:10-17. 
We ore now oonoerned with the movement of being • 
...... 0.11 is one grand concord" - order is now concerned with the concord 

of being. In Atonement and Euoharist it was concerned with swerving from the 
. divine order, and the swerve is the equivalent of sin. In Christian Scienoe 

versus Spiritualism, we are concerned with communioa tion and seeing that the 
communication or importation is a.lways from God to man and has nothing to do 
wi th electricity. In A.nimo.l Magnetism Unmasked, we were concerned with the 
rights of man, and the wo.y that the physical senses and aggressive evil would 
invade even the h'UIl13ll rights of man. In the Soience section of Soience J 

Theology, Medioine, it was divine order in relation to Prinoiple and operatio~i 
in the Theology soc tion it was in relation to the miracle; here it is in 
relation to the ooncord of being - do you see now how wonderfully diverse this 

'. whole question of order really is? 
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Lines 11-17. And it is one office of the divine infinite oaloulus to reveal 
tha t and to make it real and natural to us and to enable us to come into acoord 
with it. 

275:10-12 

We are now in the Science of Being. Notice it is not a question of grasp
ing the reality and order of being in its genesis, but in its Scienoe. In its 
genesis would imply an objective concept, but to grasp it in its Soience is a 
subjective concept, and. hence we begin "by reckoning God as the divine Principle 
ot all that really is. It 

275:6-9 

This is an interesting point, - liThe starting-point of divine Science is 
that God, Spirit, is All-in-all •••• " You may say, Why not Mind? If you take the 
paragraph closely, you will observe that it is disposing of pantheism. 

Lines 1-3 In order to dispose of the partnership, Spirit is tho starting
point; to grasp the order of being in its genesis, Mind is the starting-point; to 
grasp the order of being in its Science, Principle is the starting-point. These 
conceptions are becoming tools in our hands. 

274:25-32 

This paragraph is s till concerned with partnership. So when we arc concern
ed with breaking up this partnership, Spirit is our starting-point; when we are 
concerned with natural unfoldment, Mind is' our starting-point; when the subject 
beoomes subjective, and we· can work from the centre to grasp the reality and 
order of being in its Science, then Principle is our starting-point. According 
to the need so does the syno~ change. 

470:32-5 

The chaptor is Recapitulation, and we are noVl concerned with tho relation
ships of being, and consequently with Christianity. 

" ••• eternal history." An eternal history is in the nature of progression, 
it is not a time histor.y. 

470:21-31 

Clearly that is relationship concerned with the Word, it's the creative 
sense. We might say (the marginal heading is "Indestructible relationshiptt) that 
the all-pcrvnding tone of the paragraph is Christianity, if we're ooncerned with 
relationship. The opening statement would be Christianity refleoting the Word, 
because "God is the creator of man ••• " If relationship perva.des the whole text, 
then we onn say that Christio.ni ty pervades the whole text and is the governing 
tone. And so it opens with Christianit,y refleoting tho Word, God the crentor. 

Lines 23-31 Here we oome to the Christ seotion: man the expression of God's 
being. 

Lines 32-1 The ver,y heart of the passage: relationship itself. 
471 :1-5 

Christianity reflecting Science, the interpretation of it and showing hrnv it 
is all oo-ordinated and held togethero 

The pith and heart of the passage is that relationship is indestructible -
"Indestructible relationship" - o.nd consequently when we see these relations of 
God nnd mun we ho.ve the ver.y heart of Christianity. And we have Christianity 
reflecting the Word through God the creator; Christianity reflecting the Christ 
through IIk'Ul the expression; Christianity itself; and Christianity reflecting 
Scienco through IIno lapse from nor return to harmony," but holdirg divine order 
unchanged in its eternAl histor,y. 

Now do you see how this text, in inspired thought, precipitates the ~trix? 
Take those ~HO paragraphs us an example, and you will begin to see how this 
inspired text precipituted thnt wonderful conception we call the mctrix. So 
don't let us toke the matrix as something that is difficult and thnt baffles us; 
let's win the matrix from the text rather than pore over its diagrammatic for.m. 
Win it through vision, through the text - don't tr,y to memorize it from a post
oard. The diagrornIllQ. tic form is 'Vlonderful because it or.ystallizos so much in so 
little; but to understand it, gnin it through spiritual sense, through vision, 
fram the text, and then the text ~dll preoipitate the matrix in your mv.n con
sciousness us idea and you vdll see it and s~: Why of course it is~ And then 
you have it, as God gives it. 
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531 :15-19 
Those are the leading examples of divine order in the textbook. 

Let me read you a note I have here on the distinction between order and 
system: system is system because it consists of ordered elements - ordered 
identities - and order is order in that it is the relation that determines the 
members of a class in a certain way 0 To simplify that: order is concerned with 
relationship, whereas system includes the identities, their relations, and all 
combined. System is comprehensive; it is a compounding of the elements them
selves and their arrangement. Order concerns relationship alone. A collection 
of disconnected facts does not constitute Science a~ more than a mob constit-· 
utes a regiment; isolated facts are useless to Science. You s~e, when a build
er I s truck tips the bricks on to a building site there is a conglomeration of 
bricks, - there is no ordor,; but Vlhen brick and stone and timber are in their 
duly appointed places order begins to appear and structure arises. So a col
lection of disconnected facts docs not constitute Science a~ more than a mob 
constitutes a regiment or a pile of bricks constitutes a building; isolated 
facts are useless to Science: that is why we have this matrix. All these con .. 
cepts, - classifications, system, order, - dopend on the propert.y of diversifi
oation; without diversification these properties of being cannot be conceived. 
If men and women were not diversified in every way, if' they had all things in 
conunon, then identity, individuality, classification, order I and system, would 
be impossible of conception. 

How does this work heal? The art of demonstration lies at tho very heart 
. of' Christianity; the Word opens the way, Christ is the divine manifestation, 

Christia.ni t.y restores order, and Soience holds it and dotermines it. Here is 
an example of these four in the text: 

MY. 160:1-8 

Notice liThe Christian abides in a right purpose" - we ga.in purposo through 
the revel~tion of' tho Word. 

tiThe henrt that bents mostly for self ••• " - no Christ. 
Lines 5-7 Christio.ni ty: constant relation. 

" ••• to individucl.izc Wini to power" - Science. 

Now do you sec how the rhythm of Word, Christ, Christia.nity, and Science 
runs through these books? Mrs. Eddy, one can rightly sny I has elucidated her 
discovery through the co-ordine. tion of tho seven terms with the four terms, the 
o.lmos~ endless co-ordination of'Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, 
Love, 'with Word, Christ, Christian! ty, and Science. When we understand these 
co-ordinations we read these books anew, they live in our consciousness. 
Another e:x:runple: 

Un.7:6-12. Notice this whole passage is the ver.y heart of Christianity. 
Lines 8 - 10 Thero we hn.ve the operation of the spiritual senses thnt 

enable Principle to commune with idea and idea to respond to Principle. 
Lines 10-11 We nre so bound to Principle that our lives ore tlbid with 

Christ in God" f'm we understa.nd ourselves as in and of Principle, as within 
Principle, ,,11th the consciousness of divine Love" underlying, overlying, and 
encompassing 0.11 true being." You seo, the whole pa.ssage is the epitome of' 
Christiani ty in its highest sense, - not separated, but bound to Principle 
through seeing and feeling, through union and conmrunion. . 

And so we sho.ll find o.s we go along that these passages tho.t Vie have knm-m 
and loved for yeo.rs take on new light, and we read them afresh because we nre 
nble to read them in terms of' co-ordination. Not for 0. moment does the fact 
thn. t we cOn co-ordina to the se ideas mechanize them or tabulate them; they are 
incorporeal and divine, and they are infinite in their diversification and 
quo.li ty; they con't be mechanized, but they can be undorstood in co-ordina.tion. 
And ~ihen thought is working in its most inspired way, a.nd consciousness is 
listening and waiting on God, since the infinite never repeats itself either in 
identity or in opero.tion, ideally no Christian Science treatment should ever 
repent itself; it should be fresh every morning, perennia.lly new. Why? Because 
tho. t is the no. ture . of the infinite. Well. then, how can the se co-ordina. tions of' 
synonymous terms with Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science ever be necho.nized 
or reduced to f'oroula? It's impossible if thought is inspired. What these co
ordinations do for us is to enable us to understand something of' the infinitude 
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of divine order. To regard the oo-ordinations of the seven terms with the four 
terms as formulae, vrould be a very poor shift for Christian Soienoe, and it 
would reduce human consciousne ss to mental poverty; but to understand them as 
opening the way to the infinitude of d.i vine order, and to the fac t that wi thin 
that infinitude the infinite never repeats itself, puts Christian Scienoe treat
ment on to a new basis. And I would that we understood it suffioient1y and with 
enough of the Christ-Mind to demonstrate it in that degree~ But let's take 
oomfort in this: the fact that we are seeing it is opening the way to aohieving 
it. Much as I long for the higher standards of practioe and demonstration, and 
manifestations of progress that indicate translation out of matter into Spirit, 
I always take comfort in the faot that the inoreasing understanding of divine 
co-ordination is enabling us to understand the infinitude of divine order and 
its perfection, and to see tho impossibility of ever mechanizing this or of 
reduoing it to formula. 

NO'H I would like to turn baok to the Word of Life, Truth, and Love; Christ 
as Truth, Life, and Love; Christianity as Life and Love; and Scienoe as Truth 
and Love, to give you a fevi examples from Mrs.Ec1ctrrs text to show how they beoome 
opera tive as cardinal points. 
The Word of Life, Truth, and Love. 

14.:12-18 

The first chapter of our textbook is written in the tone of the Word; it 
begins with desire, the desire that is "tho first oonscious movement of thought 
(notice desire is not statio, it is moving) towards an object, the attainment of 
which promises satisfaction. 1I And the chapter closes on the note of "Loftiest 
adoration." So from desire to loftiest adoration is the full range of seven 
days within the idiom and tho meaning of Prayer. Consequently this first ohapter 
is concerned with ~he approach to Prinoip1e and mants identifioation with 
Principle through the divine Word. So when wo beoome conscious for a single 
moment that Life and intelligence are purely spin tua1, then this divine Word 
tha t is fully expanded through seven days becomes focused as a oardina1 point in 
our consciousness, and it becomes the Word of Life, Truth, and Love. 

17: 14-15 Tho prayer that is the prayer of Soul has brought us through seven 
~s until consciousness is really discerning the Word and is fixed on the Word 
as a oardinal point, - the Word of Life, Truth, and Love. 

107:1-3 U~s. Ed~'s discovery, even so early as that, had fixed itself in 
her oonsciousness in terms of Life, Truth, and Love. 

108:19-24 
It •••• God, the divine Mind" - a purely relative statement. 
1t •••• Life, Truth, and Love are all-powerful and ever-present"- there's the 

oardinal point shining out in her oonsciousness, the divine Word as Life, Truth, 
and Love. 

There are nu:my example s like that, in which this divine revelation that 
oomes down from Life begins to fix itself as the Word of Life, Truth, and Lovo. 

Now you may say: Why the Word of Life, Truth, and Love? Why not still the 
Word of Life? The more we reduce our revelation the more diversified it becomes. 
Take, for example, on engineer who is mature and successful in his profession: 
one day he thinks beck to the ~s of college and appren~lceship; then he reviews 
his present position and whn.t he is doing; then he goes to his Institution and 
thinks of himself in relation to all his fellow engineers; and then together they 
discuss the profession as a whole and what it means, - can you see there four 
tones of thought? As student and apprentioe he is learning his profession; then 
he becomes the mature engineer; then he considers himself in relation to all his 
fe11~N engineers; and then he considers the profession as a profession, the 
profession intrinsically. Now we oan take a parallel from that: when he, from 
the standpoint of a rna turo engineer thinks baok to the days of apprentioeship 
and college, the analogy would be Christ reflecting the Word; thinking of him
self as a qualified engineer would be the Christ intrinsically; thinking of him
self in relation to his fellaH men in the profession the analogy would be the 
Christ reflecting or in relation to Christianit,y; but thinking of the profession 
itself would be the Christ reflecting Science. There are dozens of ex~p1es. 

Let these inter-related conceptions break on your thought through inspirat
ion, through prayer, through waiting and listening, and you will find that when 
they came that way you will observe them in the text and wonder why you haven't 
seen them before ~ You will avoid the difficulties of trying to frame something 
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within a square. That it is framed in a square is the most wonderful thing, 
don't try to ge tit from the square: ga tit by inspiration, - and when you do 
that it comes so naturally. 

107:7-14 
"apodictical" means possessing the power of demonstration, "established on 

incontrovertible evidence; absolutely demonstrable, having absolute certainty.u 
(Oxford.) 

11 ••• revelation of Immanuel" - the tone of the Word - "points." When this 
Innnanuel, "God with us," is the sovereign ever-presence we are in the tone of 
.the Christ, and when it is IIdelivering the children of men from every ill, livre 
,are in the tone of Christian! ty, and when It thoughts acquaint themselves intel
ligently with God, II and "fresh pinions are given to faith and understandingtt _ 
'pinions remember, are the flight feathers of a bird, and they represent those 
'ascending states of consciousness through seven ~s - we are in the domain of 
Science. 

You can find scores of examples throughout Mrs. Eddy's writings, until it 
becomes an absolute conviction that the whole of her discovery and its present
a tion is around seven synonymous terms and their co-ordination 'Vii th four terms. 

I remember a few years ago tha t when studying I would try to think of every
thing in terms of Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle" Life, Truth, and Love, - and it 
was satisfying to a point. Then it became clear that certain things would not 
work· or fit that way, and it was no use trying to make them do so. So what· did 
tho. t mean? It meant that that, as far as we had gone, had served its purpose 
and we hn.d to widen our base. And gradually we began to see evidence of a new 
sequence: PrinCiple, Life, Truth, Love, Soul, Spirit" and Mind. And then that 
magnificent ~velfth chapter of Revelation broke on our thought, and we saw the 
sequence of Principle, Mind" Soul, Spirit, Life" Truth, and Love. Then the whole 
thing began to balo.nce, we began to see the co-ordinations between Soul and Life, 
Spirit and Truth, Mind and Love, - all poised in Principle. And then it became 
clear that those four examples of divine order were indicative of Word, Christ, 
Christia.ni ty, and Science. And so the seven and the four all co-ordina te wi thin 
the infinite oneness of being, and it is quite clear that Mrs. Eddy's whole 
presentation is based on the absolute oneness of being elucidated through the 
co-ordination of those seven synonymous terms with these four terms. And when 
we lift thnt from the relative to the absolute, the co-ordination then is between 
Life, Truth, Love, and Principle, and Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science. 
And ns we rise the terminology and the symbolism simplify until finally there is 
nothing left but Principle. Tha t' s how simple and natural it is J one doesn't 
have to force ~thing; the only need is to be willing to wait, to listen, to 
gather, to observe, ~nd to let PrinCiple fit ever.ything into plnce and not to 
a ttempt to force nnything humanly. 

300:31-4 
502:27-28 There's an example of the cardinal point, Life, Truth, and Love, 

underlying and determining the Genesis record. 

All the time our reading of the days of Gene si s is changing in the sense 
that it is maturing and bocoming richer. We have to begin with the full display 
and presentation of seven days, and we take them as seven ascending stntes and 
stages of consciousness; those days then mature into measures of light; then they 
mature into numerals of infinity; they crystallise in synonymous terms; and then 
behind tho whole of the. t record we discern the cnrdinal point as the governing 
factor - the creative Principle that is Life, Truth, and Love. And so, as we 
rise, these fully diversified ~s are determined by the Word coming down and 
defining itself o.s the Word of Life" Truth, and Love, and behind these days of 
Genesis undoubtedly is this cardinal point. I think that is why Mrs. Eddy so 
frequently through these days associates Mind with.L~fe, Truth, and Lov~, - there 
are fre quen t exrunple s , - showing the natural transJ. tJ.on from the unfolding concept 
to the much more absolute onet hat is the cardinal point and tho. t is of course 
operating from behind the text as the governing factor. 

Then in the Glossary, under the heading Orea tor, we have another example 
(583:20-22.) 

Returning for a moment to the Genesis record: 
508:7-8 we begin with Mind" and then as thought rises the governing factor 

beco~es the cardinal point. 
515:19-20 
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518:13-23 
The more we ponder this combination of Life, Truth, and Love through the 

text the olearer it becomes that it- constitutes the governing or cardinal point. 

588:7-8 
593:20-22 

Take those examples and ponder them and wait on God for the idea to reveal 
itself • 
Truth, Life, and Love. 

26:14-16 
We are now in A tonemen t and Euchari s t, and are mainly concerned with the 

lite and demonstration of Jesus. 
41 :14-16 
There is the Christ in absolute Scienoe - the proofs of Truth, Life, and 

Love in absolute Science completed his earthly mission, and he completed his 
earthly mission beoause he had fulfilled these seven days and had risen to the 
absolute. 

49:21-25 
Notice to triumph over mortality through Truth, Life, and Love. 
94:1-6 
Here we are in Christian Science versus Spiritualism, and are concerned with 

the scientific man, and immediately the tone of the text changes because we are 
in a new chapter. 

It ••• The nature of man" is always ooncerned with the Christ. 
I" image' and 'likeness t as used in Scripture" - image and likeness appear in 

tho sixth day whore matter comes to a close and where the fulness and perfection 
of being appear. 

98:1 ~-21 
137:1 -21 

Thore are many more, but I think it is becoming clear that when the text is 
at the altitude of tho absolute, the Word is the cardinal point of Lifo, Truth, 
and Love, and tho Christ is the cardinal point of Truth, Life, and Love. 

Life and Love. 
22:11-17 
Immediately we havo the tone of Christianity. But where is man, the third 

constituent, uhen it says "the demand of Life and Love"? Well, Life and Love is 
addressing you and me, and you and I implied in the text are the third consti t
uent. But the tone of it is Christianity - " Work out your own salvation" -
Life gives us the tone of fatherhood, Love of motherhood, and sonship is implied. 

" ••• a sluggard in the race" - y{hat encouragement there is there when some~ 
times we appear to be making heavy "ire a ther~ 

26:28-32 
Jesus' proof of Christianity ";/as Christian Science. Wha t is Christian 

Science doing? Working out the hnrmony of Life and Love; and the proof that we 
gain in Christian Science so embles us to rise that we work out the harmony of 
Life and Love, and tha.t is the third oardinal point. 

You sec, we are learning the art of deep metaphysical analysis; we are 
learning to extract ideas from the text, instead of repeating the text pa.rrot
wise or learning it by heart; we are loarning to ponder the text and to gather 
idea.s repre sented by it; and through that wonderful property of analysis we are 
able to gather those ideas, and see them co-ordina.ted 'within Principle. That is 
the difference between reading that is belief and reading that is understanding, 
- analysis makes the difference. 

91 :5-8 
It ••• sepn.ro.ted from God" - the root error is the belief of separation. 
II" • •• Life I).nd Love II - make that our cardinal point; no separation from 

Principle, only the union ~nd communion with Principle that is the ver,y highest 
concept of relationship and ~he heart of Christianity. 

108:1-18 

Here is an example of the four in a. wider concept, - turning back to 107 
you saw the elements of these four on lines 7-14. You know, if you are sorting 
potatoes on a farm you have different sizes of mesh and a.ccording to the size of 
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meSh the potatoes fall through. Well, according to the mesh of our conscious
ness do these ideas appear as lesser or greater conceptions. If we have a small 
mesh, we bring out the detail; if we have a wider mesh, we bring out the wider 
conceptions. On 107:7-14 we had a comparatively small mesh when we saw the four 
within that one paragraph. Now take the whole of p. 107 as representing tho 
Word, and then overleaf you have the Christ as "the gift." 

Line s 3-4 - there is the Christ coming in as "the gift. n 

And then on 108:5 the tone changes to Christianity, because now it is con
cerned with demonstration. (Lines 5-11.) 

108:12-18 
The tone of Science. 

Going back to the illustration of potatoes: we see how according to the 
mesh this text reveals ideas either in detail or in their grandeur and magnific
encoo There is an example of the latter on pages 107-108. The text opens in 
the rhythm of the Word, goes on to the gift that is the Christ, then the divine 
law of Life o.nd Love unfold the demonstrable fact, - and we arc concerned with 
demonstration, - and then these conclusions multiply with mathematical ccrtain
ity. 

323:24-27 
Christianity, at the altitude of the absolute, "robs the grave." 
34-8: 14-16 
381 :17-19 
430:7-9 
517:10 

Truth and Love 

12:13-15 
14:19-22 
Lines 20-21 The I goes unto the Father when Soul identifies evcr,ything 

wi th Principle. When all idea is identified with its Principle, then .. the Ego 
is absent from the body, and present with Truth and Love" and we gain the fourth 
cnrdinal point. 

15 :16-20 
21 :1-5 
When the warfare is accomplished, and Christian Science is fulfilled, then 

we gain at-one-ment with Truth and Love. 
24:32-2 
It is not only evidence now, it is proof. Proof is concerned rl th Science: 

evidence is concerned with Christianity. 
28:6-8 
31:12-24 
Jesus vms alwnys 'Working from the standpoint of the absolute, and through 

the cexdinal points. Notice the descent from the absolute to the relative 
(17-18) • 

" • •• npprchend it, II - thero is the way in Christian Science. 
"we drink ••• purity" - Christianity in Christian Science. 
"and at last ••• over death" - nnd there is Christian Science itself. But 

standing above those four conceptions is "First in the list of Christian duties, 
he taught his follo"~7ers the healing power of Truth and Love." 

I 'am sure tho.t as we understand our textbook more we shall see tho.t it is 
the most reDk~kuble blending of the divine, the absolute, and the relative, und 
what I have beon showing you in this paragraph and in other examples, is how 
the cardinal points of the Word of Life, Truth, and Love, or the Christ of 
Truth, Lifo, and Love, or the Christianit.y of Life and Love, or the Science of 
Truth and Love are all underlying the text, operating as the governing factors, 
determining the tcxt relativoly in Christian Science. 

Remember, these cardinal points are .here to be understood. Doni t tr,y to 
jump to them; let them unfold; let them come naturally into consciousness; and 
let us be humble enough and patient enough to work our way through Christian 
Science. And ns we work our way through the Word in Christian Science, through 
the Christ in science, through Christianity in Christian Science, we shall find 
thnt these ccrdinal points become clearer and clearer until finnlly they begin 
to steer our liv~s for us; they begin to make our decisions for us: in other 
words, Principle is taking over, - the govermellt is increasingly on His shoulder. 
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Friday Morning, July 28th. 

Here is a very pertinent paragraph from My: 127:19-5 written in 1899. 

"We should thank God for persecution and for prosecution, if' 
from these ensue a purer Protestantism and monotheism for the 
latter days of the nineteenth centur,y. A siege of the com
bined centuries" culminating in fierce attack, cannot demolish 
our s:trongholds. 1t 

What is "a siege of the combined centuries"? In our textbook we have the state
ment that "Spirituality lays open siege to materialismtl (216:9), - not closcd 
siege, but open siege • That is a most unusual phrase, because siege is general
ly regarded closed, as when in olden days a city was besieged by surrounding 
armies. But "Spirituality lays open siege. 1t Why? Because it is the activity ot 
ideas in consciousness. 

"The forts of Christian Soienoe, garrisoned by God's ohosen 
ones, can never surrender. Unlike Russia" s armament, ours 
is not costly as men count oost, but it is rioh boyond prioe, 
staunch and. indestructible on land or sea; it is not curtail
ed in peace, surrondered in conquest, nor laid down at the 
feet of progress through the hands of omnipotence. And why? 
Because it is Ion earth peace, good will toward men,' - a 
cover and a defence adapted to all men, all nations, all 
times, climes, and raoes. I cannot quench D\Y desire to say 
this; and words are not vain when the depth of desire can 
find no other outlet to liberty. 'Therf'ore •••• let us go on 
unto perfection; not laying again the foundation of repent-
:mce from dee.d works.' (Hebrews 6: 1 ) It . 

(My: 127:19-5) 

So no matter what the senses DUlY tell us outwardly, wo have only one goo.1 
and only one duty. Our goal is perfection and our duty is to go on unto per
fection, not laying again "the foundation of repentanco from dead works. II In 
other words, when we, or as we, outgrow this belief of life, substance, and 
intelligence in matter, - and we do it with tho deepest desire and consecration, 
- what we have once attained we never have to repeat. With true progross one 
can no more return to old conditions than the oak tree con return to its acorn. 

What we are witnessing in the world today is regarded by the physical sen
ses as upheaval in terms of one type of civilization versus another; one nation 
versus another. What we are really witnessing metaphysico.1ly is the belief of 
lite, substance, and intelligence in matter boiling up to an aggravated state, 
into upheo.val, because of the advance of the spiritual idea, - because the 
spirit'\.k'\l ideo. is laying open siege upon materialism. And so who.t we arc wit
nessing is really a chemical condition of animal mngnetism. So lot· s not put 
it on to Russia. versus the West, or on to any other personal tom, but let us 
see that it is the age-old belief of life, substnnce, and intelligenoe, alias 
a.nimal magnetism, chemicalizing under the advance of the spiritual idea. Let us 
see tha. t the spiritual idea is coming as never before, and that its coming is 
irresistible, and tha.t £1.11 we have to do is to stand fast" unyielding, and take 
up our position that man is idea, in and of his divine Principle; and from that 
posi tion we can never tall away. If we will do tho. t we can make 0. wonderful 
contribution towards stabilizing the situation, preparator,y to the whole claim 
folding up. One day, sC'oner or later, that claim we call a.nimo.l magnetism has 
to fold up, admit its own nothingness, and dissolve. Mrs. Eddy in .the textbook 
gives us 0. clue to this. (542:29-7.) .But do remember tha.t passage in Misoel
lnny, for it gives us a stan~p. to think by and to work by in these ~s. 

Let us see that because the Christ-idea is coming to our own consciousness, 
the ver,y quality and substance of our thinking, in one sense, almost causes this 
upheaval. But let us also see that it is a painless chemicalisation, - it can 
be, particularly where we ourselves are concerned. We have the right to expect 
Science and peace, ra ther than disoord and. dismay; nod if we will work and 
watch and proy, these latter days can be shortened and the chemioalization of 
them con be restrained and a.nirnal magnetism or the carnal mind made to aclmi tits 
own nothingness and be prepared to fold up without desolating humanity once more. 
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These days are days of ohemicalized thought. I don't think we get very far 
by trying to measure them historically. If we take Matthew 23 and 24, and we 
understand those chapters metaphysically, we have the key to what is happening 
in this twentieth century. But let us lift the whole conoeption out of time and 
deal with it in metaphysics. 

This afternoon we shall return to this question of animal magnetism and 
tum it inside out, but let us remember that it is not language, talking around 
it or about it that solves the problem: it is the consciousness of God's allness, 
and that consciousness of' God's allness must tower up in our thought until it 
overNhelms everything else. When we have the consciousness of Godt s allnasa, we 
begin to demonstrate it, and to demonstrate it is likewise to demonstrate the 
nothingness of a so-called opposite, and it is that which differentiates Christ
ian Science from all other metaphysical or semi-metaphysical systems: the oon
soiousness of God's allness, whereby we know the nothingness of matter. And let 
us go on to perfection not having to lay again "the foundation of repontance 
from dead works." . 

Yesterday we discussed the rudiments of divine order. N'J.rs. Eddy has told 
us: "In its genosis, the Science of creation is stated in mathematical order, 
beginning 'With the lowest form and asoending the scale of b.eing up to man." 
(Mis. 57:27-29.) Thore we have the introduction to order. And she completes 
the paragraph with a further statement that is very subjective. She continuos: 
"But all that really is, always was and forever is; for it existed in and of the 
:Mind that is God, wherein man is foremost.1t So the Genesis ordGr is o.n irltrodu
ction to this wonderful conception of divine order, and divine order in turn 
leads us to comprehend tho whole in its divine system, and thus we arrive at the 
idealism of which she speaks on three occasions in her textbook. 

Idealism: "That system of reflective thinking which interprets and explains 
the entire universe, its phe nome ne. and their relations, as the reo.lization 
of n system of ide['.s or as the progressive evolution of an ideo.l. 1I Funk & 

. Wagnn.lls. 
References to ide~lism: xii:20-22 

132:24-27 
571:22-26 

When we come in this descent from divine Science through the absolute to 
touch Christi~n Science, we enter the system of divine metaphysics thnt Mrs. 
Eddy has expanded throughout the whole six hundred page s of her textbook. And 
of oourse when vro follow this descent of the divine ideo. into Christian Science, 
and we undorstcnd this divine system in some measure, we find, quite nnturally 
that by far the grenter portion of Mrs. Eddy's work is devoted to the human need. 
And so we rend our textbook at tho level of Christian Science and its adaptation 
to the hUIIlLUl need, a.nd as thought rises we begin to observe the cardinal points 
breaking through the text, which in themselves constitute the governing factors 
determining tho text of Christian Soience. And then as we rise still higher r'le 
see something of the nature of Li~e, Truth, and Love as they constitute this 
triply divine Principle. And in tho.t wo.y thought begins to attain something of 
the me~sure of divine Science. And as we can trace the idea in its descent, 
equally so we ourselves must make the ascent. So the descending of the idea and 
the ascending of human consciousness become coincident with each other. 

A helpful thing to rCr:lcmbcr is this: that ul though the full fuct of coin
cidence lies in the domnin of absolute Science, we don't have to wuit a long 
time in order to nchicve some mensure of coincidence. You and I have already 
achieved it in soce mensure, for this renson: that from the moment vro o.ccept the 
spiritual idea ~d from the moment the. spiritual iden is o.ctive and operative in 
oonsciousness, in thnt measure we attain coincidence. So coincidence begins 
from the moment oonsciousness begins to rise, and it culminates in absolute 
Science when sinless humnnhood requires no symbol or metaphor or adr~to.tion to 
understand the spiritual idea. When the idea comes d~nl from the divine to the 
absolute, it doesn't po.rtake of any form of sign or symbol or metaphor that is 
o.t all associated ~vith matter or time or sense, and consequently thore is no 
human compromise in adaptation; and o.s consciousness rises to the absolute tho 
two become one in absolute Science.· But the comforting thing is that from the 
moment consciousness accepts the idoa, responds to it and begins to rise, we 
begin to oxperience coincidence, and whether we're nware of it or not, every one 
of us hore, because he has nccepted the idea and hns in same measure responded 
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to it, has already attained some measure of coincidence, and that is outwardly 
fel t or experienced in an inoreasing comfort, assurance, poise, freedom, balanoe 
and harmony - in other words, the oonsoiousness of harmony that oonstitutes the 
true health is already ours in some good measure. And so I think that t S a 
wonderful thing to be aware of, and it is a wonderful. comfort these days, that 
from the mo~ent demonstration begins and oonsoiousness begins to rise - from 
that moment ooinoidence sets in, and it reaches its oulmination as we attain 
absolute Scienoe. 

Yesterday we spoke of the difference between the ~s of creation, and 
the synonymous terms - Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love. Mind, 
Spirit, and Soul bring us into the consciousness of oneness and unity with 
Prinoiple, sufficiently so that where the individual oonsciousness is ooncerned 
we oan regard darkness as scattered. And so Mind presents the idea in terms of 
light; Spirit presents the idea in terms of firmament, separation, unfoldment, 
expansion; Soul presents the idea in torms of good becoming tangible, definite, 
having identity, and in addition to that it takes the individual consciousness' 
and resurrects it, brings it to the point where through the resurrection of our 
na ture we become consoious of an inoreasing a t-one-ment with Prinoiple and we 
begin to awaken to the fact that the idea is in its Principle. That enables ~ 
to consider what Principle is, and then we begin to consider Prinoiple in toms 
of Lite, and Truth, a.nd Love; and then there oomes the point where we see that 
Life, Truth, and Love are not 'just three oonceptions but that they are so inter
rela ted that Life has relation to Truth and it has rela tion to Love; Truth has 
relation to Life and also to Love; and Love has relation to Life and also to 
Truth. The three oombine in our thought to oonstitute Principle in its trinity. 
NoW it's helpful to remember that Principle is the only term that Mrs. Edc\Y 
states is "triune," and I think this morning it might be helpful to strengthen 
tha t oonoeption by tald..ng a few working examples from her own text. 

256:9-12 
You see, Mrs. Eddy does not attach much value to a personal trinity, in 

fact, it almost requires mental distortion to conceive of it; but there is a 
soientific trinity, which is the un~on of Life, Truth, and Love in logioal rela
tionship. 

Nmv an interesting thing is this: that two oonoeptions alone - Life and 
Truth,Truth and Love, or Life and tove - oan never provide us with system; we 
require a minimum of three oonceptions - Life, ~th, ~ Love - to disoern 
structure and system and order. Two constituents ~one are logically incapable 
of providing us with order and. system, and so we see that Prinoiple has inherent 
structure and cohesion through its constituents Life, Truth, and Love. 

Now, whereas Life, Truth, and Love conoern structure, essence" substance, 
cohesion, and so on, Word, Christ, Christ1anit,y, and Science concern aotion and 
operation. They ore two distinct conceptions. And that is why our leading oon
oeptions in the textbook, - and of course this is equally true of the Bible 
because the textbook is derived from the Bible, - our leading conceptions are 
around the synbols one, three, and four. There are also the symbols seven, ton, 
and twelve, but we shall come to those later; at the moment we are conoerned 
with one, three, and four. 

Beoause tw'o conceptions alone cannot give us either order or system, noum
enon and phenomenon servo as a transition, and are useful in a limited sense to 
provide thought with a means of advancing from the oneness of being to the tri
unity, which enablos us to disoern structure. 

331:26-3 . 
Let us remind ourselves once more that Life, Truth, and Love constitute, 

they rcnresent the trinity, - and this trinity is a trinity of scientific' and 
logical relationship, - they express its threefold, essential ·natuve" and last~ 
and relatively they indicate the divine Principle. 

469:8-11 
Notice there that in Christian.Scienoe intelligenoe is the primal quality 

of infinite Mind, and thon immediately Mrs. Eddy exalts it to the a1 t1 tude of 0-

oardinal point, and it breaks out as II the triune Principle, - Life, Truth, and 
Love." 

.515:17-20 
ROt'lct'lber too that just as Life, iruth, and Love oonstitute the trinity, we 

must take tho four of tho Word" Christ, Christip.n.ity, and Scienco and advance 
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beyond regarding them as a simple sequenoe; we do not begin with the WQrd and 
tinish with Soienoe in a simple sequenoe - otherwise there would be a breakdown 
in system. The Word has relation to Christ, it has relation to Christianity, 
and it has relation to Soienoe; Christ has relation to the Word, it has relation 
to Christianity, and it has relation to Soience; Christianity has relation to 
the Word, to the Christ, and to Soienoe; Science likewise has relation to the 
Word, to the Christ, and to Christianity. So that whiohever way you look at it 
thought is introduoed to the idea of system through a genesis ooncept of order; 
and this is a genesis oonoept of order: Word, Christ, Christianity, Sciencej 
but . sooner or la tar the Gene sis ooncept ot order has to mature into a more 
advanoed oonoept of order, just as the oonoept of Lite " Truth. Love has to 
mature into the trinity of Life, Truth, Love. Then equally this trinity 
(represented by the triangle) has relation to the advanced oonoept of order 
within Word, Christ, Christianity, and Soienoe; and it is all one and ~t One 
is Prinoiple •. Now do you see what Prinoiple really is? These are just diver
sified oonceptsof an intini te, indivisible One, and we take nothing out of 
Prinoiple; it·we oould extrao t an idea from it, that idea would disappear and 
the perfeotion of Prinoiple would be lost. An idea by its very nature has no 
property of independent existence. That is ~omatio. No idea, no matter what 
its nature, whether it is an intinitesiJDal or an infinite one in that vast 
range, has the property of independent existence. So that throughout the whole 
ot this infinitude every single idea, every single 'identity, every single office 
has relation to every other, and when we understand all those relations in their 
aggregate they provide us with Christianity; when we understand the Soience and 
the law that holds, integrates, determines, and governs them, that gives them 
aotion and operation l then we have a divine infinite oaloulus J to whioh these 
two genesis conoepts we have bean disoussing are an introduction. 

That is the nature of the impersonal trinity of Life, Truth, and Love and 
of Word, Christ, Christianity, and Soience in their logioal relationships and 
they all have inter-relationShip with eaoh other; and the Genesis oonoepts and 
the advanoed ooncepts have relationship with eaoh other; ·and they all aggregate 
wi thin one Prinoiple. 

Mis. 63:7-10 Prinoiple alone is triune. 
Rud • .,:8-10; 4:1-5 
No 1:18-2 

An interesting point in passing is this: I am not aware from Mrs. Eddyt s 
writings that she ever associates the idea of a trinity with Mind, Spirit and 
Soul as she does with Life, Truth, and Love. Mind represents the allness of 
the infinite, the allness of Principle J Spirit denotes substance; Soul denotes 
sinlessness and ohangelessness; but I am not aware that Mrs. Eddy brings these 
three together in the same sense. (See S.&.H. 34<):18) Life, Truth, and Love in 
their o on june tion and co-ordination with each other, have unique value although 
there is a oertain measure of absoluteness attached to Mind, Spirit, and Soul. 
The term Life, Truth, and Love as a trinity" is in a olass by itself, and of 
oourse the referenoe s to trinity bear the. t out. 

Rea. 3:24-26 
My. 185:14-16 
'01. 4:24-27, 28-10 

Notioe that the Christian Soientist's conoeption is of "one infinite triune 
Prinoiple, named in the Bible Life, Truth, Love." "For eaoh one of these posses
ses the nature of all," - you see, eaoh one refleots the nature and oharaoter of 
the others. 

S.&.H.468:16-24 

We have the question: "What is substanoe?" An interesting point here is 
tha t in the paragraph we have two defini tions: we have the New Tes tament oonc
ept - "Truth, Life, and Love a.rc substance, as the SC:iptures use. this word in 
Hebrews ••• n there is the seoond cardinal. point breaking ;hro~h J.n the gospel 
to the Hebrews. And then we have a more relative one .. - Spir1t, the synonym 
of Mind, Soul .. or God, is the only real substanoe." 

One ck'\Y take those three terms, Life, Truth, and Lo,,:e individ~ly. and 
ga.ther their outstanding qualities and ~roperties. Fo: 1nstan:e,.L1f~ 1S the 
divine Father, the Father of all; Life 1.S the everlast1ng I am, L1fe 1S eternal, 
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deathless,- indestruotible; organization and time have nothing to do with Life; 
Life is ,being and is eternal. And Truth is the ideal, and Christ, and Son; and. 
with Truth is associated the ideal man and consoiousness and standard; Truth is 
affirmative; Truth has the reme~; Truth pierces and penetrates - those are 
relative uses or offices of Truth. So learn to distinguish between the relat
ive office (e.g. Truth as remedy, Truth piercing and penetrating error) and the 
divine trinity wherein Life, Truth, and Love combine to oonsti tute the divine 
Principle. You see, the text in which these syno~ous terms appear determines 
the oftioe, just as in the matrix Mind in a oertain position has an offioe 
different from Mind in another position, and we need to be aware of that; and 
when we are aware of it and we also understand the JIl8l'lY quali tie s and proper
ties of the synonymous terms, then the matrix gives us no diffioulties, -
rather does it enlarge our understanding ver,y oonsiderably. 

Now I want to discuss the IDa trix with you this morning, and I want to 
discuss it in two ways, if we havo time; but oertainly in one way that is 
ra ther different from the way we have disoussed it before. We have in the past 
largely disoussed the matrix and illustrated and strengthened it through refer
ences that may embody three or tour lines or perhaps a paragraph; but you 
remember the point I made yester~ that the size of the meSh determines the 
size of the potatoes falling through; the breadth of our context determines the 
picture we see in our inspired thought. An~ so I want to disouss tho matrix 
with you first of all in terms of chapters rather than in t~r.ms of paragraphs. 

Now let us be quite clear as to what we mean by the matrix. 

When we speak of the Word and its relationship to Christ, Christianity, 
and Soienoe it leads to this proposi tion: that we oannot consider the Word in 
an isolated capacit,y. We cannot put the Word in a little box of its own; nor 
can we put the Christ into a little 'box of its own. Christ, the divine. Christ, 
must have relationship to the Word, and it must have ~lationship to Christian
it.y, and it must have relationship to Soienoe, and so with Christianity and 
Science. So we soon begin to see that eaoh one of these four is inseparable 
trom the other three, and being inseparable must, in addition to its own 
inherent identity, reflect the tone and quality of the other three. Now that 
is just what the matrix is designed to illustrate, and it is amply oonfirmed in 
Mrs. Edd¥' s writings. If the matrix is giving diffioulty to anyone, instead ot 
trying to unravel it from the diagram, go right baok to Prinoiple and let 
Prinoiple reveal itself through Mind, Spirit and Soul in your own consciousness. 
And when ft oome s by revelation it preoipi tate s the IDa trix into our oonsoious
ness, and then it becomes subjeotive to us; but if we try to unravel it by 
working out diagrams it is otten a barren process. When it oomes by inspirat
ion then the diagram is natural in consciousness. The whole thing is divinely 
mental and spiritual; it is an idea of' inter-relationship 'between Word, Christ, 
Christiani ty and Scionoe, and we employ the synonymous terms to indicate the 
type of relationship between these four. Conversely, when we Wlderstand the 
synonymous terms in their inter-relationships with each other, they oonstitute 
Word, Christ, Christianity and Science in consciousness. The two are insepara
ble from each other. Why? Because the infinite is an indivisible whole, and 
beoause thore is no suoh thing as an isolated idea or an isolated office that 
has no role. tion to any other. Every offioe is inter-rela. ted to every other. 

Now,' you lmow the nature of the matrix. Let us start with the determin
ant or the diagonal; in this way we see the struoture of it and how we arrive 
at it. (Made diagram on board.) 

As we have gone along through the years we have become increasingly oon
scious of the divine Word of Revolation; of Christ, the ideal; of Christianit.y, 
tho perfection and the ideal of relationship; and of Science, the law that 
governs and interprets, and so on. And as we ponder these four it beoomes 
clear that we cannot think of them in an isolated capaoit.y. Because the Word 
has relation to the Christ it must refleot the Christ and so we oonceive of 
Word refleoting Christ. This Word has relationship to Christianity, and so 
VIC oonceive of the Word refleoting Christianity. And this Word has relation
ship to Science, and so we oonceive of Word reflecting Soience. Do you see 
how this begins to build up? 



·Now to illustrate these relations of Word reflecting Christ, Word reflecting 
Christian! ty, Word reflecting Science, we introduce the synonymous terms. And 
since the Word in Christian Science - remember this is all in Christian Soience, 
not in divine Science - gives us the initial approaoh to Principle, that initial 
approaoh appears through Mind, Spirit, and. Soul. When through Mind, Spirit; and 
Soul human consciousness is moving towards Principle and beooming inoreasingly 
conscious of its oneness within Principle, this Word partakes of the nature of 
Christ and reflects Christ, and so this conception is illustrated through Soul 
and Principle and Life. Now you notice that there is an apparent overlap. Tha t 
is because these terms, whilst intrinsioally one in themselves, represent more 
than one· office. Just, for instance, as Soul beoause of its sinlessness promotes 
a sinless nature in man, which enables man to beoome oonscious of his identity, 
Soul also identifies each one of us with Principle. So we soon begin to see that 
these terms have more than one office according to the context; they are one in 
essence and multiform in office. Soul leads one to Principle and an increasing 
sense of oneness with Principle, and that consciousness of oneness with Principle 
immediately promotes Life, and we become conscious of ourselves in an expanding 
multiplying sense of Life, - It! am come that they might have life, and that they 
might have it more abundantly.1t And so when the Word reflects Christianity it is 
illustrated through Life and Truth, because when we gain the fifth ~ qualities 
and. propertie s of being, which may be summarized by the willingne ss and evon the 
eagerness to layoff the mortal sense, the growing sense of power that comes with 
Principle matures into that spontaneity of action we call grace - a property of 
Lite; and so that in turn gives us Truth, - "Grace and Truth are potent beyond 
all other means and methods." And so in Word reflecting Christianity we find 
ourselves beginning to demonstrate, because Life provides us with the grace and 
spontaneity of divine action, the outpouring of divine Principle that becomes 
operative in consciousness ~s Truth, - and the consciousness of Truth is health. 
Hoal th is defined as It the absolute consciousness of harmony. II And then as Word 
reaches Science and reflects Science, and we gain an understanding of the law 
that determines and governs the whole, this Word reflecting Science is illustrat
ed by Life, Truth, and Love. And when the Word reflects Science and reaches a 
oomplete concept of Lifo, Truth, and Love we are rea~ to acoept the Word as a 
oardinal point and thought is reaching the absolute. 

Now do you see how the natural flow and sequence of the syno~ous ter.ms 
illustrate the Word, the Word reflecting Christ, the Word reflecting Christian
ity, and the Word reflecting Science? 

A wonderful thing is that the first four chapters of Science and Health 
illustrate respectively those first four conceptions of the matrix. For instanc~ 
we have the first chapter, Pra.yer. We know that Prayer opens with desire, and, 
after the introductor,y paragraph we have the statement on desire. (1:10-14.) And 
as thought proceeds through tho chapter and rises from desire to gain exaltod 
consciousness and loftiest adoration through ascending states that correspond to 
the ~s of Genesis, and it gains the vision of the Word in its full range, the 
action of the Word in consciousness in a subjective sense is to give us the human 
progre ss that brings us to the point of Soul where we have the Lord's Prayer -
tithe prayer of Soul" - the prayer that di.stingu.i.shes Truth tha.t is sinless from 
the errors of sinful sense. On pagE) 1 6: 3 we have the marginal heading "Loftie s t 
adoration," - reads lines 1-6. Now "the falsity of sinfill sense" is clearly ~he 
opposite of Soul - to distinguish between "Truth that is sinloss and the falsJ.ty 
of sinful sense." So our vision of seven days ranging from desiro to loftiest 
adoration, gives us in subjective experience an advance from the acceptance of 
Mind to sinless identity and the understanding and demonstration of the Lord's 
Pr~-er - the pr~or of Soul. 

Now 'Vie come to the second chapter, Atonement and Eucharist. And if we take 
those nages from 18 - 55 a.nd don't lose ourselves in the detail but can see them 
in one'" vimV' it becomes ~lco.r from pages 18 - 34 that Soul is operating to des
troy sin t~ough the process of atonement becoming at-one-ment •. You see atone
ment denotes process· it·is the Old Testament process of shedd1ng the errors of 
sense through repont~co, and, as we do that, consciousness is becoming recon
ciled vri th Principle. Notice in the 0e..rly portion of the chapter the frequent 
references to repente~ce and reconcilation. And so through repentance Soul 
reoonciles man with his Principle, and atonemont becomes at-one-mont, and the 
full at-one-ment of being breaks out on the communion page o~ po3~. Of course, I 
don' t ~hink you can fix an arbitrary line and say that at thl.s p01nt ~o~ ends 
and Principle begins, for the reason I explained yesterday, - that this l.S a 



divine calculus, and oalculus denotes flow, continuous movement. Take a man's 
character: can you put a line through his charaoter and distinguish the point 
where honesty becomes righteousness, or where love beoomes tenderness or c~ 
passion? Each of those qualities has its distinot identit,y, and the living of 
one leads naturally into the other, but you oan't divide them by drawing lines 
across oonsciousness. Because we oan otten disoern a distinct ohange in the 
text, I don't think much is gained by trying to break it up and saying that this 
must be so and so up to that line, etc. I prefer to think of eaoh tone having 
its distinct identity but lea.ding imperceptibly into the next, just like the 
colours in the rainbow lead one into another, but without distinct divisions. 
This is not arithmetical a.nd it is not rigid: it is the ~bolic representation 

.ot a divine flow, a divine continuity; so let us enter upon the oonsciousness of 
it rather than labour the text of it, - that is far more important. 

Now when we come to the bottom of page 35 the text goes back to reformatio~ 
and from that point on the whole ohapter breaks out into Life and Christianity, 
and we have those ~ references to Christian histor,y and to the development of 
the idea through Christian history. So the ohapter as a whole can be summarized 
through Soul, Principle, Life, whereby Soul establishes the reconoiliation with 
Prinoiple through repentance; then we have union and cozmnunion with Principle, 
and that is the true atonemeni; and the true Euoharist. It is also helpful to 
remember that atonement denotes a process, and at-one-ment is the absolute fact 
of a one-to-one relationship. But that relationship is not abstract: it's a 
living, conscious, communing relationship whereby the impartation is always fram 
Prinoiple to idea, and man's response is in retleotion. That concept ot oom
munion is our Eucharist is spiri tual cODDDunion with the one God. And so in a 
higher and more rational sense Eucharist is not an occasion in which we endeav
our to establish a unique communion with Principle twioe a year: Eucharist is 
conscious being, consoious union and communion with Principle; every day, every 
moment should be a oontinuous union and oommunion with Principle I of whioh the 
halt-yearly service is but sign and symbol. 

And then of course the chapter goe s on and breaks out into Life. And so 
the second chapter wherein the Word reflects Christ is summarized in Soul, 
Principle, Life. 

Then we come to the third chapter, Marriage, and each one reads it aocord.
ing to the altitude of his own thought. The highest concept of marriage, towh:ich 
we referred ye s terday, is the one that appears in Revelation a.s the idea found in 
its Principle; and that is what God hath joined together. The idea in its 
Principle is an indivisible and an indissoluble relationship, and is the highest 
concept of marriage. Now the Church all down the centuries has used these words 
of Jesus: "What therefore God hath joined together let no man put asunder," -
but what God hath joined together is idea with idea, ideal manhood with ideal 
womanhood wedded to its Principle, of which the human institution of marriage is 
again but sign and symbol. But by all means let it be a sign and symbol with' 
higher ideals and purer motives I and then the human symbol will lead us morc and 
more to the realization of ideal relationship. 

When consciousness becomes inoreasingly aware' of the idea found in its 
Principle, it is that which provides us with the power becondng grace; it prov
ides us with the love which is willing to lay down the mortal, and thereby we 
oan demonstrate the oonsciousness of Truth. And if' you take that third chapter 
in the light of the idea found in its Prinoiple, you will see that the Word 
reflecting Christianit,y,-the Word of Revelation touching the whole question of 
relationship, - works out in human demonstration as grace and the love that lays 
off the mortal self or sense of things, making possible the consciousness of 
Truth that becomes irresistible in demonstration, so that grace and Truth are 
potent beyond all other means and methods. And it is in this chapter where Mrs. 
Eddy gives us the statement, assooiating it with spiritual ascendancy, - "The 
notion that animal. natures can possibly give force to character is too absurd 
for consideration, when we remember that through spiritual ascendancy our Lord 
and Master healed the sick, raised the dead, and commanded even the winds and 
waves to obey him.1I (67:18-23.) Well, now, isn't spiritual ascendanoy one of 
the great qualities of the fifth day? We have an example on p.511 :28-3: "The 
fowls whioh fly above the earth in the open tinnament of heaven, correspond to 
aspir~ tiona soaring beyond. and above corporeality to the understanding of the 
incorporeal and divine Principle, Love." There is an example of spiritual as-
cendancy. 



And then we come to Christian Science versus Spiritualism, $lld another in
teresting point is this: that at first sight ·these ohapter titles seem to be 
titles that never helped the beginner and they appear to have little or no rela
tion to this process of soientifio analysis, - and yet it isn't so. One of the 
great qualities of the fourth ohapter, Christian Scienoe versus Spiritualism, is 
this: when the Word of Revelation which brings light increasingly reaohes Science 
and refleots Science and reaches the al ti tude of the cardinal point, it brings to 
our notice more than ever before the necessit,y for analyzing the whole problem of 
evil. And possibly the ol~est error of all is the belief that Spirit and matter 
are indispensable to eaoh other; that through their amalg am or their asaocia tion 
they provide us with a more comple te sense of being than· we could have with 
Spiri t alone. Tha t is the nature of the temptation. And out of that amalgam of 
Spirit and matter comes the age-old growth of spiritualism - spiritualism is not 
a modern thing by any means, it goes tack into human history thousands of years, 
right back to Adam. And so spiritualism is based upon the belief that Spirit and 
matter oonjoin, that together they produce an amalgam whereby man appears to be 
partly mental and partly physical, partly good and partly evil. 

Now, when the Word reaches Soience it touches that age-old claim of animal 
magnetism right on the quick and uncovers it, analyzes it, and lays it bare. And 
so not until our Word reaohes Soienoe are we in a position really to analyse the 
problem of evil. In the seoond chapter Mrs. Eddy touches on the question of 
evil, particularly the aggressive and destructive phase that would destroy Jesus, 
but she doesn't really a~ze the problem until the fourth c~pter. And of 
oourse, when the Word reflects Scienoe, it naturally and necessarily analyzes the 
problem of evil beoause·one of the great properties of Scienoe is its power of 
analysis. 

And so the genesis concept of Life, Truth" and Love develops into the struct
~ral concept of Life ,Truth, a.nd Love, and when the Word reache s Science and we 
gain this latter conoeption of Life, Truth, and Love, we are gaining some sense 
of the Word as a cardinal point, same sense of Life, Truth, and Love not just as 
three synonymous torms but as three terms conjoined to give us the trinity or the 
struo~ure of being. 

Now do you see wha.t is tho nature and purpose of this matrix? It is but a 
simple diagrammatio form or symbol to indicate the inter-relationship of Word, 
Christ, Christia.nity, and Science. As yet we know comparatively little of these 
four conceptions - we know something of each one regarded individually, and we 
know something of each one in relation to the other three, but our sense of what 
these four really are in themselves and what they do in operation is as yet im
mature. Let's ask ourselves: How much of this have we really demonstrated? How 
much has the consoiousness of this real~ soaked into us? How much have we 
really assimilated it, so that our consciousness is really at-one with it? C~ 
pared with who.t lies ahead" we have as yet assimilated oomparatively little, and 
it is beoause we he.ve assim:Uated comparatively little that a diagro.nnnatio fom 
can be helpful. But the time will conie when the diagrrumnatio form will have 
served its purpose, and we shall have it in consoiousness" ~d when we n~vo it in 
consciousness we hnve it by revelation and by inspiration. 

Well now, I hope you see how we arrive at this conception of the matrix in 
the first instl'.ncc" and how these four, in their inter-relationship with each 
other, provide us with sixteen conceptions; how they are illustrated by the 
Gone sis oonoept of divine order, - Mind, Spirit, Soul, giving us the initial 
approo.ch to Principle; Sow., Prinoiple, Life, giving us identification and a t
one-ment with Prinoiple through repentanoe and reoonoiliation;. then we gain union 
and communion with Principle, and tho. t breaks out into Life and Christianity. 
The whole text is preparing the way. . 

We then come to the third chapter on MaITiagc whioh is oonoerned with rela
tionShip, of which Christianity is the sum, and tho Word then is demonstrated 
through ascending consciousness, spiritual asoendanoy, graoe, and love that lays 
off the mortal sense, - a.nd Life and Truth sUIllllll.U'ize tha tconception. When Word 
reaches Science, the Word of Revelation is presented through Life, Truth, and 
Love, which gives us the power to analyze evil, it gives us the vision of the 
cardinal point breaking forth, and it gives us some sense of Life, Truth, and 
Love as the structure, or trinity, of being. Is that coming clear? 
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Let us nO'N take the second column of the matrix. When our thought is 
poised in the Christ it is quite natural to be able to think back to the Word~ 
and so the Christ refleots the Word. Then it is quite natural to look forward 
to Christianity, and so the Christ refleots Christianity. Then it is quite 
natural to look forward to Science, and the Christ begins to reflect Soience. 
And these oonceptions of the Christ - Ohrist, as it were, reverting baok to the 
Word and reflecting the Word, and forward to reflect Christianity and Soienoe, 
- are now illustrated through the translation order of the syno~ous ter.ms, 
whioh appears on p.115 of S.&H. 

Now what do we mean by Christ reflect!p.g the Word? Remembering that 
Christ is the divine ideal, that it originates and abides in its Principle, and 
yet presents itself to the human oonsoiousness, isn't it natural that this 
divine Christ should translate itself to human consciousness by first of' all, -
before touching' us with its own spiritual nature, - presenting itself to us 

. ·through a s ta temen t of i taelt'? 

If you take the t'irst chapter of' John's gospel, the interesting thing is 
that it is a perfect matrix, it is a perfect example of these sixteen concept
ions. The chapter begins with the Word as the Word: II In the beginning was the 
Word, .and the Word was with God, and the Word was God." When the Christ intro
duces itself', through the Word it uses the symbol 0'1 John the Baptist, the last 
of the prophets, whose coming was the fulfilment of the Word and the precursor 
of the Christ. So the Christ in that first chapter is introduced by reverting 
back to John the Baptist so that we see the forthcoming Christ through the 
figure of' John tho Baptist - an example of Christ reflecting the Word, it is 
almost a retrospective action. When Christianity is introduced through the 
Word, the text again reverts back to John the Baptist. Apd when Science refle
cts the Word, for the third time John the Baptist appears. And so in the first 
chapter of John t s gospel there are three distinct introductions of John the 
Baptist denoting the Christ reflecting the Word, Christianity reflecting the 
Word, and Soience reflecting the Word. That is not by chance, it couldn't pos
sibly be by chance. 

Remember, we are concerned with the Christ column of the matrix - and re
member too, that the supreme offioe of the Christ is to be God I s ideal, and 
then in a lower degree to translate that idoal to human consciousness. Well 
then, in order to translate this ideal to human oonsciousness, it first of all, 
through its precursor or Word, presents itself' through a statement of Principle, 
which further diversifies itself through Life, Truth, and Love. 

Now this conception of Life, Truth, and Love, beoause it is associated 
with Christ reflecting the Word, is somewhat different in office from the one 
where the Word is reflecting Science. So let us beoome familiar with the tact 
that these syno~ous terms are so vast in their diversity and range of' office, 
that their office is determined by the c.ontext. Don't let us think tha~ 

, because we see Life, Truth, and Love, it has the identioal meaning in all the 
Jnal\Y examples throughout the textbook; the meaning or the offioe is determined 
by the context in which it appears. And only spiritual sense can reveal that; 
there is no grammatical rule, there is no formula, - one oan only determine the 
office of Life J Truth, and Love by the context in which it appears. And the 
interesting thing is this: when we come to chapter V in S.&.H., where the 
Christ is stating itself through Principle, Life, Truth, and Love, whereas 
Life, Truth, and Love in the Word reflecting Science began to analyze the hid
den nature of evil J in the Christ reflecting the Word evil is laid bare and 
named animal magnetism and henoe the chapter "Animal Magnetism Unmasked. 1t 

The Christ itself is then presonted through Truth and Love and Soul and 
Spirit. Why? Truth, the idea, is, found in its Principle, ~ove - ~ou remember 
when we were discussing absolute Science as the fourth cardinal pOJ.nt that we 
advanced to the conception of Truth and Love? - here it is again in another 
setting. The idea found in its Principle, in its motherhood, is now being 
reduced and adapted to the human need through the offices of Soul and Spirit. 

And when we come to chapter VI, "Science, Theology, Medicine, II the chapter 
in whioh we have the scientific translation of immortal Mind and of mortal 
mind, we have a most wonderful·example of Soul and its power to translate and 
to make apparent. This offioe of Soul translating ~s through the ohapt~r.in 
example atter example. We could easily have taken SCl.ence, Theology, Medicl.ne, 
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as our subjeot for this week, and we could have spent the whole week on this one 
chapter to illustrate that conception of the matrix - the Christ reflecting the 
Christ. In fact,· we have been doing that in London this last winter, taking it 
paragraph by paragraph. And when our grasp on the chapter is so oomprehensive 
that we don't lose ourselves in the detail, then it becomes the ver.y heart and 
essence of the Christ, with its reduction to the human need. And it is in this 
same chapter that Mrs. Eddy discusses natural soience and its values, as far as 
they go, and in whioh she also lays bare the utter hopelessness of materialism, 
which she terms physical science. 

Now when we go on to "Physiology, II we oome to the Christ· reflecting Christ
ianity. If' we read the chapter lightly, or as a beginner, our impression is 
that it is largely concerned with the errors and disoords of the physioal senses 
that mortals superimpose upon their own body. That might be the initial impres
sion of it,. but what it is really doing for us is to resolve identit,y into right 
order and good relationship, and that is summarized by Love, Soul, Spirit, Mind. 
One day we shall be able to take all this in its detail, but today we are sum
marizing these oonceptions so that - if you like - you have next winter's work 
laid outifor your own quiet investigation. 

When Yie come to the next ohapter, "Footsteps of Truth, It we have one of the 
loveliest ohapters in the whole textbook, and its position is Christ reflecting 
Science. I think the title is such an appropriate one. In Mis. 81:10-82:12 
there is a long question with a very profound answer. (Reads.) 

Lines 10-19 - that is to say, are not these eighteen oenturies but the 
footsteps of Truth, the equivalent of being baptized of John and ooming up out 
of the oeremonial - why? to be understood in its Science. 

Lines 19-21 How often have we not .asked ourselves that same question: Why 
does not this te.xtbook and the analysis of' the textbook meet with the most 
eager and the readiest acceptance? Beoause of the inherent resistance of human 
thought;· human thought is still so burdened with gross materiality, - and yet 
we have asked ourselves that question many times in the last few years: why 
doesn't this work go over with the readiest aooeptanoe and the greatest eager
ness? Mrs. Eddy was aware of that over fifty years ago, and she writes hare: 

Lines 4-5 The dove is the descent of the Holy Ghost, and the descent of 
the Holy Ghost is the full range of the seoond oolumn of the matrix. 

Lines 5-6 tI ••• shoreless eternity" - do you remember yesterday, we spoke of' 
the Peaoeful Sea of Harmony - Christian Science taking us to the al ti tude of 
absolute Science, where we had the Shore, and where the descent of the idea 
brings about ooincidence? Here we go even beyond that: "Understanding this fact 
in Christian Soienoe, brings the poace symbolized by a dove; and this peaoe 
floweth as a river into a shoreless eternity" - it's a oalculus, it is all the 
time flowing and moving, it is not rigid and statio, - ·and we go beyond ooin
cidence into the infinite. 

"Suoh Christians as Johntl - the Revelator, I:lot Baptist; John the Baptist 
belonged to the old dispensation. 

" • •• shore of e terni tytt - coincidence. 

You see, John the Revelator oognized the symbols of God, and he recorded 
those symbols in his Book of Revelation. He reached "the sure founda.tions of 
time" - he went to the bottom of' mental aotion, - he stood "upon the shore of 
eternity" - you remember we said yesterday tho.t John was on the shore from the 
mount of'vision, the shore of eternity, and from that altitude he had his man
hood and he gained his womanhood whereby purity is "the symbol of Life and 
Love." 

Now if we take pages 81-82 of Miscellaneous Writings, and study that quest
ion and answer oarefully in oonjunotion with Footsteps of' Truth, \VG shall ace 
that the whole thing concerns Christ and Soience, - Christ refleoting SCionoe, -
and we shall see how that ohapter oomes right down to meet the human need. For 
instance, there is the long passage on slavery, the slaver,y of the modern 
Pharaohs. And it comes through Soul and Spirit right down to the point of Mind. 

And so we have Christ refleoting the Word, which is almost retrospeotive, 
nnd Christ reflooting Christ, Christianity, and Scienoe, - so that "ire have a 
full reduction right dmv.n to the point of Mind, where we have a manifestation to 
the flesh that is Christ reflecting Science. 
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There I have oommented on the first eight ohapters of Science and Health, 
to Show you that when those ohapters beco~e subjective to oonsciousness, - and 
you can see each one as a unit, as a whole, it just drops into place, ea~h one 
in accord with those conceptions of the matrix. And so the inter-relationship 
- Christ reflecting Word, Christ intrinsically, Christ reflecting Christianity, 
and Christ reflecting Science, is illus~ated through the translation order of 
the synonymous terms. 

·Now likewise "We can take the Christianity order: Principle, Mind, Soul, SpiZ'
it,L:i..ft:,Truth, Love, and it will illustrate those four oonceptions of Christian
ity. Is that coming clear? But the seoond half of the picture - Christianity 
and Science orders - I am going to leave for another occasion, which will pos
sibly be next summer. I feel for the moment if we oan. get ~e first eight 
chapters clear in consciousness, we. shall find that this inter-relationship of 
Word, Christ, Christianity, and Soienoe will become so clear to us that ''Ire 

shall see it illustrated dozens and dozens of times in Scienoe and Healt~ 
through small ~exts arid con~~xts of two or three lines or paragraphs - that is, 
when our mesh J.S small enough and we are measuring it in detail, or when ~ 
take a large mesh and take it ohapter by ohapter. You see, Soienoe and Health 
is like a vast painting that might be one of the world's masterpieces: as we 
oome in through the gallery door and see it sixty feet away, we see it in its 
broad design; then as we come closer our vision and our focus become smaller and 
smaller in content, until wo see piotures within a picture. Ezekiel put it: 
It as i ~ were a wheel in the middle of a wheel. II (1: 16.) And that is the ~ tUre 
of this textbook, and it is the nature of this matrix: we oan see it in its 
vastness if we take it chapter by chapter; we oan see it in its' detail if we 
tako it paragraph by paragraph. It's true both ways: it is true in its vast 
and broad oonceptions; and it is equally true in its minutest detail. Why? 
Beoause "perfeotion is the order of oelestial being." 

INTERVAL 

I havo attempted to give you same idea of the design of the first eight 
chapters of Soienoe and Health. I don't feel we have time to take the seoond 
eight this week, but I believe you will agree that if the first eight ohapters 
illustrate the matrix and conversely the matrix illustrates the first eight 
chapters, and" if these logical rolations hold good for those eightchapt~rs, 
then I think we can agree that they must also hold good for the second eight. 
And so what I think will be helpful. now is to take a few working examples to 
illustra te what we mean by calculus. . 

This matrix with these sixteen inter-related conoeptions is an introduct
ion to the" caloulus. You see, we began wi thone oonoeption the infinite One, 
the adorable One, the All" and the Only; we saw that that One must have struct
ure and cohesion, otherwise being would disintegrate into fragments -. indeed we 
might say that being could never have come into being; and that the structure 
and the cohesion of being are fOlmd in the terms Life, Truth, and Love oonjoined 
and inter-related, - and that is the equivalent of self-existent Life, Truth, 
and Love. Then '-Ie saw that boing must have expression, it must have aotion, it 
must have operation, and so we took this idea and we diversified it into four 
leading conceptions, Word, Christ, Christianity, and "Soienoe. Then we advanced 
further, and we saw that these four leading conceptions must havo relation with 
eaoh other, and thus we arrived at the idea of inter-relationship, or refleoted 
rela tionship, and our four oonoeptions expanded or mul. tiplied into sixteen con-
ceptions. 

Now let us go a stage further and see that theso sixteen conceptions that 
we defined to ourselves denote the infinite in continuous aotion, oontinuous 
movement, continuous operation,' and then these sixteen conceptions that appear 
to be' fixtures on a. diagram lose their rigidity and manifest flow and continuity. 
All the time" each day through the week, let us' try to lift thought from that· 
whioh is fixed and rigid to that whioh is divinely flowing and moving, and then 
we are no longer thinking in terms of fixed conoeptions, we are thinking in 
terms of divine calculus, and the divine oaloulus is then sign. and symbol of 
that which is going on from all eternity. Now let us see if we can see that in 
Mrs. Eddy's text. I am going to take about ten or twelve examples! this. time .. 
all from Misoellaneous Writings, beoause I recently read through.M1scellaneous 
Writings and I found the book so rioh in examples that we need. 
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I have here a note that may be helpful: this divine calculus denotes not 
only the continuity of divine operation, but also, in lower degree, the contin
uity of change and adjustment in human affairs. 

Let us not lose sight of the fact that this divine caloulus is operative in 
human affairs, and not only operative in the realm of real being. Because the' 
Christ comes right down from the divine to the point of :Mind, where it touches 
our thought through idea and intelligence as manifestation, this divine calculus 
is supremely operative in human experience. And so the calculus denotes not 
only continuity of divine operation, but also, in lower degree, the oontinuity 
of change and adjustment. Why do we introduce ohange and adjustment into human 
affairs? For this reason: the divine idea is destined to translate man and the 
universe out of matter into Spirit. Now this question of translating man and 
the universe out of matter into Spirit, really involves the dissolution or the. 
falling away of matter J so that that whioh is appears, or reappears where 
necessary, as the only. So progress is nota matter of accumulating something; 
in a more subjective sense progress is the dissolving of matter and materialism 
so that that whioh already is, and whioh has pre-existed from all eternity, 
becomes manifest to consciousness as the one and only being there is. Let us be 
olear that there are not two universes, a spiritual one and a material one. 
There is but one being, but one infinite, and but one universeJ and translation 
involves the disappearing of a talse sense 01' the only universe there is. But 
there are not two. And so this divine oaloulus is destined to effeot the tran
slation trom matter into Spirit by causing the dissolution of all matter, ~e, 
sense, and phy~ical spaoe, and every evidence of sense testimony. 

Now that inevitably must result in change and adjustment in human experien
oe. But when we see that true change in human experience is of Principle and 
derives from the operation of Principle, then we cease to fear it. If change 
~re to come about through chance and fluotuations of physical sense and belief, 
there would be no Science in that; but when change comes into human experienoe 
through Science and its operation then we need never fear it, - indeed we can 
welcome it, - and it will never handicap or burden or make us afraid; rather 
will it release us from the limitations of matter, and thought will thereby 
become much more expansive, freer, and more harmonious in every way. 

On page 100 of Miscellaneous Writings we have a passage whiqh, until reoent
ly I I don' t think has ever been understood. 

Mis. 100:19-22 
This passage has otten been quoted in relation to the Christian Science 

Moni tor, but whenever I have heard it quoted with referenoe to the Monitor I 
have been convinced that the passage i tselt has never been understood. It has 
been quoted because it has been convenient and because the word "monitor" 
appears. The real monitor is the ooincidenoe of the divine with the human, and 
.when the Christian Science Monitor functions in that way it will achieve some-
thing the possibUi ty 01' whioh as yet has scarcely been suspeoted. Likewise 
when that comes about the Journal and Sentinel will put on ~cord the divine 
Scienoe of Truth; a t the moment they are only wri tins about it. But one day 
they will put it on reoord, and then the Sentinel will be a real sentinel, it 
will stand guard, and it will hold animal magnetism in check. At the moment it 
is evangelical and emotional. It is a pity to have to SB3 so, but it appears 
like that. 

So let us see that the fulfilment of Mrs. Eddy's vision in terms of Science 
is as irresistible and as inescapable as that of Christ Jesus, and that one day 
the Monitor will be a living example of this coinoidence of the divine and the 
human, and then it will exemplify the acme 01' Christian Science. 

. To see the possibility of achieving that let us take a few examples conoern
ing this oaloulus, all trom Misoella.neouS Writings, for the Science that Mrs. 
E~ wove into her textbook is exemplified and illustrated times without number 
in her Prose Works. 

Mis.19:11-17 . 
Notice "Truth and Love" illustrate a oardinal point. Notice there is move

ment and aotion. That is the calculus in operation, and it will take place in 
our experience as we understand the inter-rela tionship of Life, Truth, and Love 
with Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science throughout. all these conoeptions. 
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So the student will be tldaily departing from evil" and then the '''current'' of his 
life will flow steadfastly on, and nothing ~ll ever quench it or interrupt it. 

Mis. 22: 1 0-21 
"Christian Soienoe translates Mind, God, to mortals, tI - it is making Mind 

intelligible to us, understandable to us, translating it to us so that it means 
something and so beoomes operative in our experience. 

Lines 12-14 - rather does it bring those out imperishably. 

tI ••• oome from God and return to Him" - thought is forever moving. 

Mis. 74:13-5 
The world saw him as a babe in a manger, that is the orthodox sense, but 

Jesus' concept of his own na tivi ty was a spiri tua.l and immortal sense of the 
ideal world. 

tlHis earthly mission was to translate substance into its original meaning, 
Mind." How did he do it? He translated it and brought it to light by subduing 
matter. 

Lines 17-29 That is what we are witnessing today. Earlier this morning 
we'referred to this chemicalized state of world thought, whioh is the resistance 
to the oncoming of the Christ-idea, - and that is what Jesus met and overoame in 
his ovm oonsoiousness. It is something that every one of us has sooner or later 
to do for himself'. We oan help eaoh other initially, but sooner or later we 
come to a point where we have to meet and conquer this resistanoe, and each one 
has to do it for himself. 

Lines 30-5 "Christ was t the way; t sinoe Li1'e and Truth were the way that 
gave us ••• 11 You see there how Jesus fulfilled the days of Genesis, and Life 
and Truth (the Word reflecting Ch'ristianity) Itgave us, through a human person, 
a spiritual revela tion of man I s possible earthly development. II Throughout Mrs. 
Eddy's writings there are dozens of examples fulfilling the matrix. 

Mis. 1 Oq.: 9-21 

Lines 9-10 This olearly shows us that identity, and oonsequently individ
uality, is endless in its diversifioation; and consequently the forever evolv
ing relationships of associated identity and individuality are endless, because 
of the great fact that the infinite never repeats itself. Now that vast con
oeption, reduced to human experienoe, involves the ohanges and adjustments in 
human experience that make possible and inevitable the translation from ~tter 
into Spirit. 

Lines 18-19 It ••• Godls grooves of Soienceu - notioe that lovely phrase. 
Because of that, identity is pre-determined and pre-destined from all eternity. 

Line 19 " ••• the former (physical senses) revolve in their ovm orbits" -
i.e., the snowflakes of material sense chase eaoh other without order) they go 
hi ther and thither, willy-nilly. II The former" - the beliefs of mortal mind -
"revolve in their own orbits •• 4I1t There is no order in mortal mind, and oon
sequently the beliefs of mortal mind must II stand the friction of false selt
hood" - and friotion is the equivalent of heat, and heat is fear and inflam
mation; and so it goes on, all within mortal mind. 

Mis. 11 7: 1-3 
Our lives are progressive, and because of that a "progressive life is the 

reality of Life that unfolds its immortal Principle,1t Can you see that Ita pro
gressive. life" fulfils the days of Genesis, it fulfils the divine Word, and 
therefore is "the reality of Life" that fulfils the Word in divine Science and 
"unfolds its immortal Principle"? 

Mis. 127:13-19 

Linos 13-16 Did you obse:rve yesterday how frequently we spoke of human 
thought conforming to divine reality and divine order? Well, here it is. 
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Lines 16-19 Once we establish this willingness to conform to divine order, 
"then will flow into it the 'river of His pleasure'" - the process of reforming 
will become the calculus of reality,· and it will be an endless ·flow into a shore
less eternity. 

Mis. 185 :2-16 

Line 4 ftThe will of God" is the only will there is·. This world situation 
of chemicalized thought is an example of the impulsion of self-will that is the 
false ego, or the ego of evil, and what we are witnessing is really the upheaval 
of a false ego, or animal magnetism, that would preCipitate men and nations into 
acts foreign to their natural inclinations. 

Lines 7-9 There is the l~ing off of mortal sense. 

Line 12 "flows" - notice the continuity of it. You know how the water 
comes with a rush when the lock gates open, - well, when the gates that "open 
within and without" open because of our own spiritual fitness, when Scienoe 
opens these very flood-gates, tlgood flows into every avenue of being.tt I think 
that is one of the most lovely statements in the whole of Miscellaneous 
Writings. 

Mis. 208:11-16 The point here is to observe the "unbroken motion of the 
law of divine Love. II 

So, as we gain willingness to conform to divine order, the flood-gates 
open, and "good floW's into every avenue of beingU - and it flows because of the 
"unbroken motion of law." 

Mis. 217:1-9 

Lines 1-2 When reason and revelation coincide we gain coincidence. 
Revela tion comes down: reason is concerned with the human effort to rise, and 
when they coincide they give us that wonderful conception of absolute Science. 

At this point we might comment on something that will amplify still further 
our idea of reflection. (Goes to blackboard.) 

We are concerned with Christianity, and so with the relation of Principle 
to idea and idea to Principlo. Now when we consider the relation of Principle 
tm~s its idea, we speak of that conception of relationship as identification. 
FTinciple expresses itself or identifies itself in and through its own idea, -
we may think of it as the relation from father to child. When we are concerned 
with the relationShip from idea to Principle we speak of it as correspondence. 
The first is identification, and the second oorrespondence; and when we bring 
the 't'HO together, i. e ., compound them as one, then the two together become 
reflection. So in Christianity we have a complete relationship, and when we 
analyze that relatior~p we have first the relation of Principle to idea which 
is identification, and second, the relation of idea to Principle, which is cor
respondence; and the two oombine to give us reflection. So all that proceeds 
from God returns to God. 

Lines 6-9. The ideal or phenomenon corresponds because Principle identifies 
itself in the ideal, and the two together beoome reflection. 

Mis. 224:11-27 
Here is per 
Here is perhaps the loveliest example of the calculus presented metaphor

ically that we have in the whole of Mrs. Eddyl s writings. 

Lines 11-17 • That is the picture of human experience, and by inversion it 
illustrates the constitution, culture, and character of God's universe; by in
version it illustrates "the work, the play, the ceaseless action and reaction" 
of all identities in relation to each other and to their Principle. 

Those are just a few references fram Miscellaneous Writings to illustrate 
the nature of the calculus, and in the opening of the first Psalm is another 
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lovely example. (Reads verses 1,2.) And in Rudimental Divine Science, Mrs. 
Eddy's first question is: "How would you define Christian Science?" (Rud. 1 :1-4) 
Psalms 1 :2,3. A tree in the Bible is always a symbol of man's divine Principle, 
and so man Shall be like a tree, he shall be in the image of his Principle _ And 
the function of a river is to flow, otherwise it is stagnant. 

So here we have man, like unto a tree, planted by rivers of water., bringing 
forth his fruit in his season - a perfect example of man deriving his whole 
being from Principle, and the operation or the flow of his being illustrated or 
presented through the symbol of the season, - in other words, man, in the d.:.nne 
likeness, living in conformity with the law of God, the law that underlies this 
divine calculus. 

lsa. 33:20-21 

Verse 21. You see here the continuity of divine being in its calculus. 
"No galley with oars," - no depravity of the first degree of mortal mind. 
IINeither shall gallant ship pass thereby" - even the moral, the transitional, 
phase goes; in reality there is o~ the river and its flaw, and neither the 
first nor the second degree of mortal mind. And such is the nature of the cal
culus of reality. 

Now if that is the nature of the calculus of reality, how does it operate 
as translation? I have found twenty or thirty examples in 1rdscellaneous 
Writings illustrating this oalculus at work in its continuity of flow to trans
late human experience out of matter into Spirit, and we have examples that il
lustrate the desoent from the divine, and the oorresponding rise in conscious
ness. 

Mis. 1 :15-2 

Lines 15-16 A stepping-stone is often used to oross a river, and I think 
humility as tile stepping-stone is indicative of these mounting states and 
stages analogous to the ~s of Genesis. 

Lines 16-17 As we lay off the mortal selfhood, and id.enti ty comes to 
light, tlTho mounting sense gathers fresh forms" - there is identity appearing. 

Lines 19-1 So far we ha'Ve been dealing with states and stages, but 
notice now how the text moves on into the calculus. "The evolutions of advanc
ing thought" denote continuity" whereby we discern the power of i'ruth and Love 
to heal the siok. It So the paragraph, starting with humility as a stepping
stone, enables the mounting sense to bring to light identity and individuality 
as the ashes of self dissolve and drop away; then the evolutions of advancing 
thought in their continuity of action, bring thought right up to the oardinal 
point of Science whereby we discern the power of Truth and Love to heal the 
siok. 

Mis. 2: 26-31 

Line 28. Progressing out of mortal element into good. 

Mis. 10:23-24_ The destruotion of physical sense. 

Line 21. Mrs. Eddy doe s not often speak of the Science of Soul, and 
here it is tho Soience of Soul because it is overturning the five physical 
senses. 

15:18-25 
Line 21. The false sense of Soul. 

Do you notice the difference between the two sets of references? The 
first set of references on the calculus denoted the continuity of divine 
operation, the continuity of flow, movement; and the second set of referenoes 
denote the changes consequent upon the first, - the incoming and outgoing, the 
appearing and the disappearing, the laying off, and the coming to light. 



When you're thinking in terms of calculus, you have continuity of divine 
operation; there is not a moment when Principle starts to operate, stops for an 
interval, and then goes on again: Principle is in continuous operation; but in 
human experience the relative effect is in states and stages, and the develop
ment stage by stage, or step by step, is analogous to the ~s of Genesis. But, 
as a calculus, it is to be understood as continuous operation. Do you see the 
difference between the two? Anything that comes of Principle has continuity: 
anything in human experienoe advances by state and stage. 

Mis.19:8-17 
This was also taken earlier beoause it covered both examples. 
Mis. 27:27-2 
Lines 32-2. Just as that is true of a stone or a pebble or any other ob

jeot of nature, by inference it is equally true of corporeality. As we ohange 
our oonoept of body to that of identity, our oonoept of body will beoome in
creasingly less physical. As body, through the divine operation of the oalculus 
of being, beoomes increasingly less physical to our own oonsciousness, so does 
identity strengthen, build up, and appear, and body as oorporeality is a dimin
ishing concept, and identity is a growing concept, until finally there is a 
complete change-over and we understand ourselves wholly as identity: then we 
shall have complete dominion over body. 

Now here is a oomforting thing: in the change-over from oorporeali ty to 
identi ty there is no lapse or break in the continuity of tha t ohange. Even 
though it be through the ohange commonly oalled d.ea th, there will be no lapse or 
break in the oontinuity of being or consoiousness. :Mrs. Eddy has made that 
abundantly clear in Miscellaneous Writings where she connnents on Paul's words. 
When the divine Science of Life quenches our love of oorporeali ty, we begin to 
let it go, and thus our concept of it is increasingly less physical. 

Mis. 84:19-3 
Line 25. As one goes out the other comes in; there is no break in the 

change-over. 
Lines 28-31 Notice the conditional phrase there. The change is from a 

lower to a higher sense of Life, and the point we are concerned with now is that 
in the ohange there is no break of continuity, and as we change through that 
transition there will be no loss of consciousness; there may seem to be something 
left that we call corporeality and that has to be disposed of, but to the in
dividual concerned there will be only an awakening and an increasing conscious
ness of Life. So let us resolve to utilize the present, and then we can make 
possible the change from corporeality to identity and individuality, and even 
though it be through the door named death, the transition will be without pain, 
without suffering, without loss, and without any break in continuity. 

Mis. 29:30-32 
Do you observe, tha t for the last half hour, without perhaps mentioning the 

name, we have been discussing Christian Science practice? We have been discuss
ing the higher phase of prac tice, what it really should be. Prac tice really 
should be translation, and translation that is evident through higher and finer 
states of consciousness, the falling away of gross materiality. That is the 
nature of practice. And we shall heal the sufferer of his pain or disease in
stantaneously as w'e do this higher work for ourselves. So the changes that 
translation involves, which are measured step by step, or in states and stages, 
derive from the continuity of divine operation. And so what we are really dis
cussing is the higher phase of practice; in which Prinoiple demonstrates itself. 

Mis.30:29-32 
The awakening in His likeness is coincident with the dissolving or vanishing 

of the Adam mist, the mist of ma tcrialism. 

A few weeks ago, someone aSked me what method I adopted in selecting refer
ences such as these. Well, you can't select references of this kind and in this 
sequence with a concordance, - there is only one way: understand the spiritual 
idea, and when the spiritual idea is active in consciousness and thought is 
focussed on some particular office or purpose, by reading the writings through 
from cover to cover you select them as you go. There is no other way. A con
cordance can't give these references, because often we find references that bear 
on translation, and translation is never mentioned, - but the idea is there 
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looking us right in the face. So the way is to know your subject, and you know 
your subject through loving the idea supremely; when it takes first and fore
most place in your affection, then you love it, you understand. it, and you can 
take the textbook or the prose writings from cover to cover, and whatever you 
need will stand right out. 

Mis. 4-1 :12-17 
Notice there the mental purgation that must go on must come through Word 

and Christ. 

Lines 14--15 Scaling the mountain is analogous to seven days, and gaining 
the summit is absolute Science. 

These references we're taking now are blending the seven ~s and their 
fulfilment with translation, the necessary ohanges from corporeality to ident
i ty, - all of which derive from the divine Principle and its continuity of 
operation that we now know and 1.mderstand as the calculus. 

Mis. 50:18-4-
Line 29 Notice ~ italicized. 
Mis. 52:29-3 
Lines 29-30 Mortals have to emerge fram matter and to scale the mount~ 
Mis. 60: 28-3 . 
Line 1 The important thing is to reverse these manifestations. Revers-

ing false evidence, causing it to dissolve and disappear, enables these veri ties 
"priceless, eternal, and just at hand" to appear, to beoome and remain the only. 

Mis.61 :4-6 
Mis. 67:24-6 
Lines 29-2 There's the absolute appearing in Christianity. 
Lines 2-6 When we aohieve the altitude of vision, and break through the 

Adam dream and cast the anchor of our hope beyond the veil of matter, that will 
become possible; we shall discern "man's ohanged appearance and diviner form" 
and it will become "visible to those beholding him here." In other words, what 
is connnonly called the interval of death and the line of partition, will have 
been broken. There's a wonderful reference to that in the Glossary, under Year. 

s.& H. 598:23-30 
. Lines 23-24 There again is Christianity in the absolute, just as it was 

in Miscellaneous Writings. 
Mis. 73:22-10 
Line 4. uHuman will, It - the ego of evil. 

Can you see the rhythm of Word, Christ, and Christianity running through 
that? "This new-born sense subdues •••• the human will, and the unnatural 
enmity of mortal man toward God" - the divine Word, the Logos, is that which 
would subdue the false sense of generation. "It quickly imparts a new apprehen
sion of the true basis of being," - the Christ concept. Arid now comes Christ
ianity, - "and the spiritual foundation for the affections which enthrone the 
Son of man in the glory of his Father," - the idea found in its Principle. And 
lastly, Science, - nand judges, through the stern mandate of Science, all human 
systems of otiology and teleology." 

Etiology, which is subject to the judgment of Science, is lithe doctine or 
demonstration of oause, with espeoial reference to ·the investigation of the 
cause of disease." So briefly, it is the so-called science of tho cause of 
disease, and that is made subject to lithe stern mandate of Science." 

Teleology is "the doctrine of final cause, as applied to the existence and 
development of individual beings, and to the universe at large." Teleology 
treats of final cause. 

Mis. 82:20-24 
Notice the putting off, and the bringing to light. 
Mis. 85: 11-17 
Regeneration, lea.ding to perfection, is gradual. Mrs. Eddy has some r::f'er-

ences to gradation of thought which illustrate wonderfully the nature of this 
calculus, and if we have time I will take them with you later. 
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Mis. 86:1-5 

n ••• it doth not yet appear," - but it is inevitable. 

Those are a few references from Miscellaneous Writings, and if you take the 
second hundred pages, they are just as rich in references of this kind as the 
first hundred. 

What have we done? I have endeavoured to show you how in Christian Science 
we have the fully expanded sta tement of what Principle is, and of what Principle 
does; and that its trinity is in Life, Truth, and Love; its fully expanded 
statement is in Mind" Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, and Love; and its 
operation is in Word, Christ, Christianity, and Science; and that the three con
stitute the trinit,y of Principle" and the four constitute the operation of 
Principle; and they all combine and conjoin endlessly to give us this divine 
infini te calculus that illustrates continuity of operation, and which, when 
brought down to the human concept, produces changes of advancing and rising 
thought - states and stages of advancing oonsciousness; and that those states 
and stages denote the translation from matter into Spirit, the falling away of 
the false sense whereby the awakening sense "gathers fresh forms and strange 
fire from the ashes of dissolving self. It (Was. 1 :16-17.) 

Well, that is the nature of it, and that is the nature of practice. We 
have been discussing practice and have scarcely mentioned the word. Tomorrow we 
shall discuss practice in a more specific way where treatment is concerned, but 
whether we know it or not, ,va have been giving ourselves this morning a very 
adequate treatment, because practice is Principle operating in order to demon
strate itself. 

This afternoon we shall take this subject inversely: we shall take the con
cept'Of a.n:iJnal magnetism, and we shall trace its development stage by stage and 
see how it claims to counterfeit Principle. And so having seen the process of 
accretion in animal magnetism, practice is the process of making it dissolve 
back again into its native nothingness. 
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Friday Afternoon, July 28th. 

In our work this morning, it occurred to me that on page 125 of Scienoe and 
Heal th we have a page that deals with this whole question of change and trans
lation in a most comprehensive w~, and I felt that before going on to the sUb
ject of this afternoon I must at least draw this to your notice. 

On page 125 we are almost at the end of the Science seotion. Now let us 
recall that this is ohapter VI, and aooording to our work this morning it is 
concerned with the offioe of translation, and inoludes pages 115-116, in whioh 
we have the two translations that you know so well. 

Now on page 125 we have four paragraphs: the first is ooncern~d with cor
poreal ohanges; the second with ohanges in human oonsciousness; the third with 

, the ohanges in the natural world; and the fourth ooncerns the final ohange, 
whioh is the extinction of matter. 

124:32 ... 11 
Those ohange s are inevitable, and as mortal thought is made to forego its 

attaohment, the ohanges in mortal thought will be in the nature of a falling· 
away of IDa teriali ty, and our ooncept of the human body will therefore be in
oreasingly Ie ss physical; it can't be more spiritual, because you cant t spiri t
ualize matter, but it will be inoreasingly less physical, and our concept of 
identity will be increasingly more spiritual. Do you see the difference? Let's. 
be quite clear that you can't Christianize or spiritualize matter; you oan o~ 
de-materialize your false sense of Spirit. And so as mortal thought is made to 
forego its beliefs, the corresponding ohanges will occur in corporealit.y through 
a falling away, and body will thereby be more harmonious in its manifestations 
than in "the prior states which human belief created and sanctioned." 

Now that clearly shows that as the Christ-idea translates divine perfection 
to the human understanding, - and Soul has this wonderful office bestowed on it, 
- so body as corporeality will give way to identity in an increasing measure. 

The next paragraph turns to the whole question of consciousness and the 
oontent of consoiousness. 

125 :12-20 
Those are changes that are indispensable to human consoiousness. And now 

we turn to the natural world: 
125:21-30 

As those ohanges oome about and mortal thought is made to forego its 
belief's, the natural world will become increasingly harmonious. I say tlinoreas
ingly," but let's be clear about this: that it is impossible ever to conoeive of' 
a hannonious physical universe, because matter has wi thin itself no possibility 
of being harmonious; in its very essence, it is discord. So when we say "in
creasingly harmonious" we mean that the grosser materialism ooncerned with the 
jungle and with tooth and claw and one olassification of life destroying another 
olassifioation, will gradually give w~, and the different ola~sifioations of 
life, instead of consuming and destroying each othor, will increasingly or more 
nearly assume their proper places as the natural world is brought into conf'o~ 
i ty with divine order. And finally, when the physical olassifications give wa:y 
to the appearing of true identity in tho natural world, they will reappear in 
their divine olassifioations, and.we Shall discover that the divine classifioat
ions of life are a mutual blessing to eaoh other, not mutually destructive. And 
so the. idea. is destined to bring about the most wonderful ohanges in the natural 
world. 

As we gain this for ourselves, we shall find that as individuals we shall 
be less troubled with pests and vermin and intrusions and impositions of that 
kind" and that which we oommonly regard as pest or vermin will disappear" first 
from our own oonsoiousness when we deal with it there, and then from our en-
vironment. ' 
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Someone asked an interesting question the other day: "Does one have to des
troy vermin?" Well, the ideal way is so to clear the belief of vermin from con- . 
sciousness that the physioal manifestation of vermin does not appear in one's 
home or in one's environment; but unless one demonstrates that intelligently on 
a scientifio basis, ~ own view is that it is much better to destroy vermin than 
have to put up with the pest and be irritated and annoyed, - and furt~ore" 
vermin invariably bring dirt and fil th; and rather than be troubled with them as 
an imposition have a olean environment" even if' it means destroying vermin. So 
don't let us have a false sense about vermin. They have a right placc and they 
have a right olassifioation, but that has to be demonstrated, and if it is not 
demonstrated then do the sensible thing. You see, in destroying vermin you are 
not destroying identity, you are only taking a human step that eliminates for 
the time being a false sense of identity. Scientific demonstration that calls 
into expression true identity does not destroy a~thingJ it translates the false 
sense of identity, but it does not destroy. But it is better to do the sensible 
thing humanly if we don't demonstrate it scientifically. 

I have seen a pest of greenfly oleared 'from a bed of roses in two or three 
hours without any insecticide being used. My wife and I once witnessed that in 
our own garden. It was complete and oonclusive. Someone here told me the other 
~ of an Amerioan friend whose kitohen had been invaded by a plague of' ants, 
and unwittingly he had left the refrigerator door open and the ants were going 
for his food wholesale. And he just stood and looked a.t them and reasoned with
in himself' as if to say, it Is it fair that one idea should suffer the intrusion 
of another?n And he reasoned it out in his own consciousness whether he should 
take a kettle of scalding water and olear the nuisance that way, - but he didn't. 
Ho then left the kitchen for a little while and came back in perhaps an;hour or 
so, and there wasn't a trace of that plague, and he has never had an ant in his 
kitchen since. I am told that California is rife with that particular kind of' 
pest. Naturally, he oleaned out his refrigerator~ 

Well, it oan be done metaphysically, but unless we do it metaphysically we 
must do the sensible thing humanly. 

Now let's go baok to this fourth paragraph. (Reads page 125:31-7.) 

I wonder if we oan use this discussion as a means of introducing our analys
is of what Soience and Health oalls animal magnetismo You will have noticed 
through our morning's work that the whole purpose and prooess of translation is 
to eliminate matter, materialism, and what is CODDIlonly oalled sin, meaning by sin 
anything in the nature of a divergence or a swerve from divine order. Now if the 
purpose of Soienoe is to reduoe, Christianly and soientifioally, the whole olaim 
of animal magne tism to its notJ1ingne ss, - and it doe sit" - oan we see there a 
hint of the way in which animal magnetism olaims to introduoe itself and to build 
up through a. process of' aooretion? Let us see what this involves. 

You a.nd I are conce:tned with winning for ourselves a complete proof of 
Principle, not just in one phase or in one incident, but in tems of our whole 
life-work. Sooner or later we have to see that this spi.ritual idea is destined 
to take in hand the whole human life stor.y of every one of' us, and to revise it 
from the bottom up, - and in revising it to expunge the Adam record. Now to win 
a complete proof we need to understand and to be able to demonstrate Principle 
in and through its positive values, and that is satisfying up to a certain point. 
But then there oomes a sta.ge where we must prove our Prinoiple inversely through 
establishing the . nothingness of what Principle is not. When we establish the 
nothingness of what Prinoiple is not" we are establishing a positive value. Just 
as in mathematios a negative value multiplied by a negative value produoes a 
positive result, so in metap~sios the proof of the nothingness of the negative, 
or the inversion of Principle, brings us right back into positive values. Then 
we have proved our Prinoiple positively and by inversion, and when we have proved 
it both ways we have put our demonstration beyond any possibility of reversal, 
and beyond ~ possibili ty of having to do work twice over. 

Now the so-oalled ~ster.y of evil is something that theology and scholast
icism have struggled ,vith for thousands of years, and apart from the solution 
offered by the Bible and the textbook there is no evidenoe that the enigma of 
evil has been solved. Why? Beoause it is most difficult" if not impossible, to 
advanoe the solution theoretically. The only answer that satisfics is the 
practical one, the answer that comes with demonstration. And when we set out to 
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solve the problem of evil on the basis of demonstration it brings a satisfaction 
and an inner joy, ooupled with a sense of completion and a knowledge that work 
well done never has to be repeated, that no theoretical answer could ever hope 
to give. So let' s not labour what we might call tb.e theory of the enigma of 
evil,. We shan't get anywhere if we do. 

Now in so far as language oan possibly cope with the metaphysical nwster.v 
or the enigma of evil, Mrs. Eddy has given us the language that does that; but 
more than that, she has given us the method that strips it of its disguise and 
that reduces it to vanishing point. Now just as we have been witnessing through 
some of her statements the way in which the spiritual idea reduces evil to 
vanishing point, oonversely her statements indicate how the whole phenomenon of 
evil olaims to build up on a basis ot aooretion through a prooess of adding lie 
to lie. 

If we turn to Mrs. Edd3r's writings we find some interesting statements. 
You and I all this week have been considering our work on the basis of the one
ness of being. Now the root error of animal magnetism is the claim of dualism, 
i.e., a belief in something besides God. If we turn to page 92 we see that set 
forth. This statement, interestingly enough, is in the chapter "Christian 
Science versus Spiri tualism. 1f 

92:26-31 
Lines 26-27 You see we have based all our work on the oneness, the all

ness, the onliness, and the infinitude of the one being whose mt'initucle precludes 
an opposi te, or anything apart from it, or anything external to it; but in so 
far as language oan deal with the problem of opposites it is just as if Mrs. 
Eddy says: "Let us agree to postulate an 'opposite in order to prove its nothing
ness. If In the absolute sense there is no opposite, but the position is as if 
she had allowed a compromise of postulating an opposite in order to prove its 
nothingness. And that was clearly Jesus' method. 

On page 57 of Miscellaneous Writings we have a remarkable statement which 
I don't think until recently has been understood. 

Mis. 57:11-13 
tt ••• had been demonstrated ••• It , Tha.t is what he had been doing all along 

up to that point in his career. tiThe postulate of error must appear." She 
does not say it ~ appear, - it must appear. Why? Beca~thero was laid on 
Jesus the responsibility of providing for the first time in human experienco 
the complete proof; and the complete proof was not only to understand Principle 
through the positive values, but to understand the nothingness of its inversion. 
And when we understand the nothingness of its inversion we put the question of 
proof beyond argument. And so in order that the oomplete proof ~ be establis
hed, Mrs. Eddy disousses this opposite in terms of h~n language and human 
experience in a wa:y that for the moment would almost allow the postulate of 
error in order to undo it and reduce it to its vanishing point or nothingness. 
Hence "the foundation of evil is laid on a belief in something besides God. 
This belief tends to support two opposite powers, instead of urging the olaims 
of Truth alone lt (S.& H.92:26-29.) 

Un.31 :11-15 
Lines 11-12 The claim that there is something apart from God. 
Lines 11-15 Now there you have four points stated progressively, which 

indicate the nature of aooretion, or adding lie to l~e. 
S.& H. 188:4-10 

IIPassion, depraved appetites ••• ripen into action, ••• 11 they are all 
buil t up from this original departure from divine order that would appear as an 
unconscious error in the beginning. 

Now you mo.y sny: IIHow oa.n we detect the unconscious error in the begin'
ning?" The way we detect it is through observing the precept "What I say unto 
you I say unto all, Watch. It And only through watching ba.sed on spiritual sense, 
oan we discern that unconscious error. 

Un.44-46 These pages deal with the false I or ego of evil. 
S.& H.68:27-30 
Here is a statement on accretion. 
Line 29 You see, eternal self-expression is always of the nature of 

divine impartation from Mind to man. The inve::sion of t~t is ~he. process of 
accretion, which is a build-up consisting of lJ.e added to lie, and ~t 15 founded an a 



supposition of something besides God, on a departure from divine order that is 
just sufficient to set itself up as a false I or ego. This is one of the most 
difficul t things in Christian Science to explain in language. To be understood 
it has to be self-seen. To be understood satisfactorily you have to depend on 
revelation far more than on words; you ~ust depend on revelation to understand 
Mrs. Eddy's own statements. So it oalls for the deepest spiritual sense. 

Now when we pass from an "unconsoious error in the beginning, - an embryonic 
though t without motive, It to the point where we perceive it in terms of acoretion, 
we see the build-up beginning, and at the point where the build-up begins we have 
a false sense of development. And then this negative development is defined in 
Science and Health between pages 189 :25-191 • 

At this stage we should point out the nature of this false development. In 
so far as language oan explain the so-called opposite of the infinite, it begins 
as an unconscious error in the beginning;" it would postulate itself as a false 
I or a false ego, what Mrs. Eddy calls the "so-called ego of evil". That is the 
false ego that she rofers to in the textbook on several oocasions, the false 
sense that evolves matter as a subjective state~ Ther~ is an exrumple on page 
108:26-29. 

108:26-29 
This ufalse sense ll is sin, and by this false sense that is sin, we mean the 

so-called I or ego that would set itself up in opposition to tho infinite. 

Matter is referred to here as the sUbjeotive state of this false sense, and 
hence it is the ob jeo ti va supposition of Spiri t' s oppo si te • Knowing t..lla t the 
infini to has no opposite, we suppose that it has for the sake of explanation, and 
hence it is an objective supposition of Spirit's opposite; but in terms of mortal 
mind it is a subjeotive state of this false sense. 

When we traoe the prooess whereby this false sense evolves matter, the first 
measure of physical evidence is seen in the phenomenon of electricit,y. This 
false sense precipitates itself as electricity, so electricit,y and mortal mind 
are one in the senso that mortal mind is wholly mental and eleotricity as such is 
the bridge betw'cen that which is wholly mental and that which appears as physioal 
to the physical senses. You see, in this process we have to observe how this 
false sense both as impersonal false sense or primitive mortal mind, - of which 
our personal senses are a development,-evolves a subjective state that this 
false sense terms matter, and the first degree of precipitation or consolidation 
is the phenomenon of eleotricit.y; and the phenomenon of eloctricit,y serves as the 
bridge between impersonal mortal mind and these organized personal senses; and 
thus to these five senses the phenomenon appears as matter; to impersonal mortal 
mind it is the consolidation of false sense, and electrioity is the phenomenon 
that bridges the impersonal mortal niindwith tho personal senses, whereby matter 
becomes visible as a phenomenon. Is that clear? It is not an easy thing to 
explain, but if we bring to it inspiration and spiritual sense we have the in
sight and the intelligence both to explain it and to understand it. So matter, 
as such, is the consolidation of material mentality, appearing to tho five 
physical senses as rna tter; but on the other hD..nd, to impersonal, primitive mortal 
mind it is an evolved subjeotive oondition of false sense, and the first degree 
of consolida tion is in the phenomenon of olec trioi ty which bridges the impersonal 
and the personal. 

Mrs. Eddy has a statement on that in Unity of Good, and it is one that the 
physioists of to~ would do well to ponder. 

Un.35:23-3 
"The material atom is an outlined falsity of conSCiousness, ••• " Nm1 remem

ber, within the material atom you have the further sub-divisions of false sense 
known as particles, positive, negn ti ve and neutral. 

New, let us go over to the textbook. I am working ver,y closely from the 
books with this subject because it is much more aocurate to work direct from the 
books than it is to talk around and about the subject. 

S.& H.559 :1-16 
Notice o.t the top of page 559 we have two phases of animal magnetism laid 

bare: we have "elementary In tent error, II and then. we have "visible error and. 
audible sin. II Now the fonner is pritni tive mortal mind, whereas the latter 
involves the five personal senses, and they are ~NO concepts of one error. We 
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have been learning of Principle and idea, and elementary, latent error or. 
primi tive mortal mind would be the inversion of Principle, and the visible error 
and audible sin and the personal sense s would be the inversion of idea. It's 
just as if we were now arriving at an inverted noumeno~ and an inverted phenom
enon. If by primi ti ve mortal mind we mean an inverted noumenon, then the five 
personal senses yield an inverted phenomenon, and the bridge between the two is 
the phenomenon of electricit,y. 

Mrs. Eddy in her earlier writings (I believe it was in the first edition of 
Science and Health) spoke of electricity as the counterfeit of the Holy Ghost. 

So we have elementary or primitive mortal mind as an inverted noumenon; we 
have the five physical senses with all the phenomena that they include as the 
inversion of the true phenomenon; and such is the unity of evil, that just as 
this morning we discussed the unity and the oneness of being, and saw how the 
absolute spans the bridge between the divine and the human, so electricit,y spans 
the bridge between the mental and physical. So when we are dealing with elect
rici ty we are dealing with primitive mortal mind. It is not a fluid in the .. 
sense that matter appears to be fluid to the five senses, - it is elementary 
mortal mind, and it claims to build i tselt up through degrees of consolidation 
until it appears to the five senses as liquid and gaseous and solid; then it 
would claim to evolve organio life, and substance and intelligence in that 
phenomenon we call matter; then from the belief of life, substance, and intel
ligence it would evolve beliefs of good and evil; and then we begin to sce that 
incorporeal evil embodies itself in its own corporeality, and the outcome is the 
prisoner we call a mortal who is the counterfeit of God I S man, the only man 
there is. 

Now remember, we can't theorize about this. If I may advise you, doni t try 
to theorize over it with your friends and get tied up with questions you can't 
deal with. Pray over it until you see it and see through it, and then let the 
real answers to these questions be the answer of demonstration, because when the 
answer is that of demonstration you are on the rock; then you know and you know 
that you know, and you can't be disrupted or dislodged, you can't have mortal 
mind pl~ing tricks with your own consciousness and understanding. 

'01 .12:26-8 
Here we have an example to show the development of this false sense. 
It ••• sin •• 0 annihila tes its own embodiment ••• 11 You see, mortal mind 

ultimately destroys itself' through its own inherent friction. This reference 
takes the question as far as language oan, and beyond that lie understanding 
and demonstration. 

An example of that process of mortal mind binding its own development with 
its ~~ beliefs is seen on page 372:8-13 of Science and Health. You see, mortal 
man would charge God with binding him with these beliefs. That is the nature of 
it, and tho. t is how we arrive at an understanding of mortal man and of physical 
sense. You see also in this negative sequenoe, this build-up of lie added to 
lie, based on accretion, false sense, electricit,y, and matter, that we have the 
counterfeit of divine order and of spiritual development. And it is thus tho.t 
we arrive at the philosophy of the serpent. 

On pnge 269:5 of Science and Health Mrs. Ed~ refers to the philsop~ of 
the serpent. She is showing that the whole purpose of. the Adam ~llegory J.s ~o 
solve the riddle of evil. "From first to last the supposed coenstence of Mind 
and mntter and the mingling of good and evil have resulted from the philosophy 
of the serpent. It You see the serpent allegory was the prophets'. way in which to 
set forth as best they could the enigma of evil und to unravel J. t as far ~s the 
thought and the language of tha t day "Nould allow. So you see tha t ~e philosop-
hy of the serpent appears in the second record., and we are now r~achJ.ng the 
point where we can see the first and second records in ~alance W2th.ea~h other -
the first record setting forth positive unfoldment leading up to PrJ.ncJ.ple, and 
the seoond showing the nothingness of Principle' s inver~ion •. And so we. are 
coming to the stage where the two records must be seen J.n conJunotion Wl.th ~ t 
inseparable from each other. So far we have largely studied and l~ed the . J.rS 

record. tha t has been the na. tural tendency - and we have all done J. t - to gJ.ve 
much m~re importance to the first record than to the seoond. But when we can 
understand the spiritual impor~ of the second record by s~tting forth the noth
ingness of the negative and the nothingness of the inver~J.on, the seoond record, 
handled in that way, balances the first record. Then, Wl.th the two records 
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together balancing eaoh other, we have a complete and irreversible proof of 
Principle. And, of oourse, Jesus not only fulfilled these seven days, but he 
fulfilled the second record by proving the nothingness of the inversion; he ful
filled both reoords. We have admitted freely that he fulfilled the first record, 
but I am convinced he fulfilled the second one in exaotly that was, and he ful
filled it from the point where he said to Judas: 11 Tha t thou doe s t , do quickly. 11 

And from that point on he stood alone with Principle, and his whole demonstration 
was concerned with proving the utter nothingness of animal magnetism, - stripping 
it, oausing it to diminish and to disappear until there was nothing left. And he 
did it thoroughly, until that which we call the ascension beoame manifest. 

Now by the "ascension" do we mean a body beooming so evanescent that there 
is a phenomenon rising up into the clouds? Not at all. We mean the whole pheno
menon of animal magnetism - i.e., the belief of life, substance, and intelligence 
in matter, - being so made to dissolve to the individual consoiousness that there 
is nothing left but identity and individuality. And had the disciples had the 
neoessary measure of vision, Jesus would never have left them, because they would 
have spanned the interval oalled death, - in Qther words, they would never have 
lost the Master. So his disappearanoe to physical sense was simply the fact of 
the oomplete dissolution of animal magnetism, not rising up into heaven in the 
way that it is often dopioted in paintings, but the complete disappearanoe of 
animal magnetism, the belief that there is life, substance, and intelligence in 
matter. And when that is made to dissolve and disappear, we all ascend in the 
measure tha t we demonstrate our unbroken unity with Principle. Then we shall 
become as an "angel standing in the sun." But it is not a question of a body 
rising from here to there: it is all in consoiousness, and nowhere else. 

Another most important point is to trace this development through all its 
stages. Let me go over it onoe more: we have this elementary latent error, or 
primi tive mortal mind, and through a process of aooretion and adding lie to lie 
it evolves a false subjeotive sense that appears to the five senses as matter, 
and the phenomenon of eleotricity is that whioh makes the bridge from elementary 
mortal mind to five personal senses. Thus matter appears as a physical phenomen
on, it appears to have independent existence', and it is only because these five 
physical senses arc ignorant of their origin, ignorant that they are the offShoot 
of elementary mortal mind, that matter appears to be an independent entity or 
substance. But it is not so at all; it is but a consolidation of elementa.ry, 
primitive mortal mind. And from that first degree of oonsolidation we oall 
eleotrioity, we arrive at the many diverse forms of matter, - gaseous, liquid, 
solid, and so on, and all the different olassifioations of matter. Then oomes 
the belief that incorporeal evil embodie s i tsolf in the corporeal, and at that 
point organio lifo begins to emerge, and as that happens the prooess of false 
development continues until we have many diverse forms of organized physical life. 

From this comes the next stage where evil appears, - still in this line of 
aoore tion , - to become apparently solf oonscious, and to set itself up as I or 
ego. You see a. hint of that in the young child: a child of one or twNO years of 
age speaks of himself in the third person, and about the age of three he begins 
to speak of himself in the first person - "I 'WaIlt this It "I want the other.1t You 
will often observe in the development of a child the change over from the third 
pe:s~n. to the firs~ person. ~ow that is but sign and symbol of the process of 
pr1m2t7ve mortal.~nd develop~ng from unoonsoious, elementary, latent error to 
the p01nt where ~t sets itself up as I or ego to counterfeit divine FTinoiple in 
a self conscious capacity. 

From that comes this development that we oall men and mortals in which 
false. belief is furthe:: imprisoned in its own corporeality, and th~s binds itself 
with 7ts own false be~1efs and false laws. And then as this prooess beoomes in
ore~s1ngly self COnsC10US, we have the primitive beliefs of mortal mind: hate, 
mal~ce, lust, - all the primitive beliefs of animality. 

. Then co~e the more refined and self oonscious errors that we a1lO'N in modern 
life, ,?ut wh1ch ~e really rooted in those primitive beliefs. For instance, the 
ma~ diverse c~a~~ of a1oohol, drugs, narootics, and habit-forming propensities 
w~1ch are so r1fe 1n the modern world, are all rooted in elementary self cons-
C10US mortal mind. ' 
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Then there cames a further stage of development where animal magnetism, 
having beoome self oonsoious, begins to organize and systematize these beliefs, 
and we then arrive at the systems of mortal mind, whioh develop into all the 
organized beliefs of modern oivilization, - of whioh, possibly, nuclear physics 
is the latest example, - all the time investigating matter. Mortal mind is 
looking into itself to aocount for its own origin, and the more deeply it looks 
the deeper. the mystery appears to beoome, until to-day it is olear that mortal 
mind, as such, - organized into and through and as five physical senses, build
ing up the most complex physical instruments to look into the physioal pheno~ 
enon we call matter, - can't find a trace of Truth; it's the old position out
lined in the New Testament of the "blind leading the blind. 1I 

That is the nature of animal magnetism, and that is the nature of the 
problem that we have to deal with to-day; and whon this false I or ego develops 
itself still further, and would dominate the world, and use all the invention 
and organization and resources of pnysical soience to do so, it would seem to 
be reaching the point where it must deflate itself and become vapid. And the 
time is coming when, more than ever, scientifioally organized materialism is 
destined to oollapse. How it will oollapse, not one of us knows - I don't 
know. But what I do know is this: that if we plaoe our lives in Prinoiple, 
and we love Prinoiple supremely, and we make that the basis of everything we 
think and do, the basis of every motive and aot, humanly and divinely we shall 
be taken oare of; and consequently, although today animal magnetism seems to ' 
be building up to the point of explosion, the Christian Scientist need not be 
afraid; he oan still maintain "Soience and peaoe," as against lldisoord and 
dismay.1t But you see the magnitude of the problem we are engaged upon. This 
false I or so - oalled ego of evil, like Lucifer in Isaish, would set himself 
up to dominate the world, but it is destined to dissipate itself. That is why 
Mrs. Edd¥ has told us on page 293: 3-31 of the nature of eleo trioi ty • She has 
given us here three paragraphs whioh are probably the greatest statement on 
electrioity ever written. ' , 

Lines 3-12 
Notioe the first paragraph deals with electrioit.y in relation to the 

human bo~. For instance, you hear people speak freely to-day of nerves and 
nervous system. It is common knowledge to-day that what is regarded a.s the, 
nervous system of' the physical bo~ is but an eleotrioal sensibility; when we 
believe we areso,nai tive to nerve and nerve reaction, we are really responding 
to elementar.y eleotrioity. 

For instanoe, to~ the surgeon has an instrument (and I have seen this 
demonstrated) which he oan olamp to the head of his patient, and he can speak 
to that patient and say "Give me thirteen times thirteen;" and the momont the 
brain goes to work on mental arithmetio, this nervous reaotion that is going 
on in the brain is reoorded graphically on a soreen. In other 'WOrds, the men
tal reaotion of a patient, whether it is in mental arithmetio, nervous strain, 
fear, anxiety, or emotion of any kind, today can be measured electrioally in 
terms of vol tagc and recorded on a sore en. And I have scen it done. So the 
nervous reaction of the human system is really an electrical phenomenon, and 
the surgeon today can prove it conclusively. He is only proving what Mrs. 
Ed~ st~tcd seventy years ago. 

Lines 5-6 
There is no link whatever between matter and the divine Mind. 

"Eleotrioity is not a vital fluid, but the least material form of illus
ive consoiousness. tI And so we have: 

Primi tive mortal mind., 

Electricity 

/ " Five personal senses, 
or illusive oonsoiousness matter. 

And when this prooess goes on, adding lie to lie, this primitive mortal mind 
appears to these five senses as matter. The first phase is oleotrioit.y, the 
subjective state of primitive mortal mind, of which matter is a consolidation, 
and whioh appears to have independent entity, for the reason that the five 
senses are ignorant of their origin in primitive mortal min4. Is that coming 
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olear? And when the surgeon measures nerve reaction electrioally, he is really 
showing the connection between primitive mortal mind and matter, through the 
phenomenon we oall electrioi ty, - the patient thinks it is a nerve, but actual
ly it is eleotrici~. 

filen we oome to the second phase, and here the text goes on to deal with 
it in the natural world. 

Line 17 
Why is electrioity the "sharp surplus"? Because through a process of 

build-up; it reaches the point where it can't contain itself, so that whereas 
on the one hand it is always building up to reach a point where it can't oon
tain itself, on the other hand it is a self-expending phenomenon; and because 
it is always self-expending, having no principle or root in Principle, Mrs. 
Eddy speaks of it as "vapid". And so in the next paragraph she· reduce sit back 
to its nothingness. 

Lines 21-22 
Notice there both the build-up and the dissipation. An earthquake is due 

to a build-up of internal stress, and when the rocks oan no longer sustain it, 
they oollapse, and there is a readjustment; and the moment that takes place the 
whole of that internal stress is self-expending and there is a new alignment, 
the whole mass is reorientated. Likewise, the wind builds up to a cyclone or a 
typhoon, and then blows itself out. Similarly, lightning builds itself up un
til there is a lightning flash, and the difference of electrio potential is 
neutralized. And so with fire and bestial ferocity, - the snarl of the beast 
is just a build-up of primitive mortal mind, and it expends itself similarly. 
So when we understand the nature of primitive mortal mind, and the way it 
olaims to build up through electricity into matter, evolving organio forms of 
life to the point where these five senses appear as imprisoned in their own 
phenomenon, out of that comes this whole build-up to the point of dissipation, 
when the whole thing just collapses again. And that is why there is "no vapid 
fury, II nand this so-oalled mind is self-destroyed" - beoause as rapidly as it 
builds up, it expends i tseIf' • 

Lines 24-28 
When someone talks of animal magnetism, and he thinks of nothing more than 

someboqy's little personal spite against somebo~ else, (and that's about the 
limit of it~) what a poor analysis of animal magnetism that is~ What we need 
is the comprehensive one that Mrs. Eddy has put in this textbook. 

Another most important thing is to understand that just as in the unity of 
real being we have Principle and idea, inversely we have the unity of its 
oounterfeit, evil. And therefore we have to deal with both the noumenon and 
the phenomenon of evil. It is too much to read out the text of all the refer
ences I have on the noumenon and phenomenon of evil, but I will read the refe~ 
enoe figures for you to jot down. 

My. 
Counterfeit of Noumenon 364:9-13. Counterfeit of Phenomenon 

a.m. has no ORIGnT 
Ret. 67:22-23 

68:1-3 
S.& H.347:4-6 

hence no DEVELOPMENT 
S.& H. 68:27-30 
Un. 35 :26-9 

hence no ORDER 
Mis. 57:27-29 
S.& H.521 :26-29 

hence no SYSTEM 
s.& H.279:22-29 
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a.m. has no POWER OF ATTACHMENT 
S. & H. 124:20-24 

a.m. has no POWER OF LODGMENT 
. Un. 17: 2- 3 

: 9-12 
hence no property of "SEED 

WITHIN ITSELF" 
S.& H. 188: 4- 8 

a.m. has no POWER TO REPRODUCE 
Retro. 68: 3- 5 

a.m. has no FATHER, no SON 
Retro. 68: 5- 6 



Counterfeit of Noumenon 

hence no Science 
S. & H. 1 02 : 1-3 

124:3-6 

hence no LAW OF ESTABLISHMENT 
S. & H. 118:20-23 

229:15-19 also M.B. 

henoe no LAW OF ENFORCEMENT 
S. & H. 380:32- 1 

henoe no CON'm.OL 
s. & H. 102:26-31 

171 :12-13 

hence no MONOPLY 
s. & B. 141 :17-18 

Counterfeit of Phenomenon 

a.m. has no HISTORY 
S. & H. 538:19-22 

a.m. has no ANCESTRY 
S. & H. 63: 5- 6 

a.m. has no IDENTIFICATION 
II NAME 
It NATURE 

S. & B. 355:11-13 
441 :11-12 

Self-conscious evil 

primi tive fear 
brute ins tine t 
racial and colour beliefs 
sex distinctions 
class distinctions 
racial superstitions etc. 
horoscopy, olairvoyance, 

and spiritualism 
minds IDaI\Y) 
idolatr.y ) 
spirits and souls 

war 

individual and mass suioide 
sin, disease, death 

s.& H.532:26-27 
63: 6- 8 

225:29-13 
63:12-17 

225:14-28 
83:22-25 

See Chap. IV of S.& H. 

470: 5- 6 
466: 7-13 

:19-20 
467: 9-13 

~. 285:10-12 
s.& H •. 203:25-30 

IITruth, Life, and Love are a law of annihilation to everything unlike 
themselves, because they declare nothing except God" (S.& H. 243:27-29.) 

Animal magnetism has no origin. It claims to have origin, - the fact is 
it hasnlt. 

Ret. 67:22-23 Adam is only a symbol; Adam didn ' t originate animal 
magnetism. "Supposi tiously self-created" - that is as far as language can ex
plain it. In other words, it is the supposition of a false I or ego opposed to 
Principle, and the reduction of it to its nothingness proves Principle to be the 
one and only; and that is the purpose of it - in so far as it may have purpose. 

Counterfeit of Noumenon. All those references to animal magnetism as the 
counterfeit of noumenon are ooncerned with aocretion and adding lie to lie in a 
caustive capacity, i.e., in a claim to have oause. 

Now let us deal with the counterfeit of phenomenon. 

Animal magnetism has no power of attachment. In addition to having caus~ 
it would claim to attach itself to our mentality in order, through a process of 
development, to talk as Itlit this and "I" the other, liMy head, My heart," and 
thereby to attach itself; and then if you allow it to have attachment it also 
gains lodgment and you think of it as something within you, and then you try to 
get it out. 

If we will only be true to this, we have got in our hands the means of 
stripping evil down to the bone till it has no power left. 
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So first, it has no power of attachment; then it follows that it has no 
power of lodgment" it can I t lodge itself in idea. 

Animal magnetism has no ancestry. How important that is to understandt 
thereby we have only one inheritance and no heredity. 

In those two columns set out above, there is an analysis of animal magnet
ism in its claim to be noumenon and also in its claim to possess phenomenon; 
and thereby we can deal with it both wa:ys, - in its claim to have cause, and in 
its claim to have effect. 

Now there are certain other phases of it that also should be understood:-

Self-conscious evil 

Horoscopy. There is plenty of it done - far too much. I once me t a man 
who claimed to have produced the horoscope of Mary Baker Eddy" and he was a 
worker in the Christian Science Movement. So it is a phase that has to be dealt 
with. 

In the third set under the heading "self-conscious evil,t' I have given you 
only a few examples to illustrate the development of the self-conscious phase of 
animal magnetism. You have seen these primitive beliefs, and how primitive 
mortal mind evolves this false sense, a subjective state of itself, which it 
terms matter. Then it divides and organizes itself into ,five senses, and the 
bridge between the two is through the phenomenon appearing first as electricity 
whereby the gaseous" liquid and solid fonns of rna tter appear; then come the 
beliefs of organic life; and from organic life come the beliefs of self-consc
ious matter and the false I or ego called a mortal" who then begins to bind 
himself, bury himself, within his own beliefs. And then comes that process of 
self-conscious evil, listed in the third set of references. 

If you take this subject as we have outlined it this afternoon, and develop 
it in that way, you will find you have an equipment that enables you to deal 
with this enigma both positively and negatively i.e., you will have an equipment 
that enables you to deal with both its cause and its effect, its noumenon ana. 
its phenomenon; and you will have the ability to reduce it so that it becomes a 
diminiShing and disappearing factor, destined ultimately to disappear altogethe~ 
And when it Shall have disappeared altogether through a scientific reductio~ you 
will have proved your Principle both ways, and will have a complete proof o~ 
Principle. And then youwwill see how the second record, rightly handled, gives 
US the same positive· resul t as the simple direct understanding of the firs~ 
reco;rd. Those two records are indispensable to each other to prove Princip:e 
positively and to prove it again to completo the demonstration through the r~t
hingness of its inversion. 

Now I hopo you have seen the line of thought that we have been developing 
today. 

This whole question ot a.nima.l magnetism is not something to be nervous or 
anxious about in any way. The important thing is to have a growing sense of the 
unity of good, the unity of being, to cultivate the concept of man as idea, as re
tlection, in order to gain and to demonstrate man as the "angel standing in the 
sun;" and when you have that concept, you have the equipment that Christianly 
and scientifically reduces sin to its nothingnesso And that which we commonly 
call a negative process, or a prooess of dealing with a negation, then supports 
the original and the two become one, and we see that ul tima tely there is no evil. 
That is the Christian Science presentation of the enigma of evil, and Mrs. Eddy'e 
wri tings make it clear that language can only unravel it to a certain extent. 
That which unravels it completely and finally is vision, understanding and dem
onstration. 

We will continue tomorrow morning, and you'll see how what we have done 
this evening is indispensable to the practice; it underlies all practice, and 
without this we could never be a real student or a real practitioner or a demon
strator. 
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Saturday July 29th. 

I believe this week has been the happiest week I have ever known in present
ing this idea, thanks to your wonderful co-operation, - that doe s make it so much 
easier for me, and it enables us to keep our work on a high level. You see, 
when we can keep it on a high level it is done with inspiration, and the toil of 
physical labour never has the chance to come in. It is so easy when we can keep 
it right up in Principle. 

That having been the case this last week, just a word of warning: watch, 
that we preserve that high level. One of the subtlest tricks of animal magnetism 
is, when we have gained a wonderful altitude of inspired thought and conscious
ness, to try, in one way or another, to pull our thought down again. Some of us 
may be returning to business or other duties next week, and the temptation to 
say: I am busy; this must be done, that must be attended to may como along; and 
little by little animal magnetism would encroach on consciousness and lay a mist 
over it, and begin to obscure the idea, and then little by little pull us down 
with an earthward gravitation. So I offer you that word of warning. I know from 
experience that the first few days or weeks after an experience such as this are 
the most critical if we are going to make this revelation our own. Sometimes the 
devil is as a roaring lion; sometimes as a talking s.erpent; sometimes as the set
tling of a mist over the clear disk of one's consciousness. But '"Jhatever devioe 
or suggestion it may assume we are all perfectly safe if we watch. Jesus said, 
- "What I say unto you I say unto all, Watch. 1t And if we are watching we have 
nothing to fear and we can maintain that high altitude of consciousness so that 
it matures and becomes natural conscious being; and then inspiration will be 
just as normal and natural as the sunlight; then we are really beginning to live. 

So let us watch to preserVe this high altitude of inspired consciousness, . 
and as we do we find that laying off the mortal sense of things is not really a 
self-sacrifice: we begin to do it with joy, and then demonstration becomes easier, 
more natural, more spontaneous, and we find that Principle is taking it out of 
our hands ns a human responsibility; and as we enter the realm of real being, 
particularly those altitudes of consciousness denoted by the fifth and sixth and 
seventh days, then we have not only the kingdom on our doorstep but we find. that 
we arc passing through the gates and reality is becoming ours. 

I am now going to return to the matrix for a little while, and then I want 
to touch on one or wo points arising out of last evening's work, and' then in the 
last hour to deal with some leading points in the prac tice the.. t can be so helpful 
to every one of us. The whole of this week's work has been practice, if we only 
realizo it. Practice is not just sitting down to what we commonly call giving a 
trea tment, - there's more to practice than that. Practice really should become 
life and being, and ".,hen it does we are praotising every day. 

No"il I wa.nt to return to the rna trix to follow up something we did yesterday 
wi th those first four chapters, - and I am only going to discuss the first four 
chapters at the moment, - and then as you are familiar ?~ the Cbri~t column of 
the Ina trix I shall leave that out, and go on to Chris tJ.8llJ. ty, and fJ.na1ly say a 
word on scionce. I think you will realize now that the field of Science tho. ~ ~s 
opened up before us is so vast that in a week we cant t possibly cover c:r assimil
ate the whole subject· the field now is so wide that we have to teach J.t seleot
ively, and this week I have endeavoured to take the lea~ concept~ons and to 
clarify them :lnd strengthen them so tha ~ wi tl:t. those l:a~ conceptJ.ons clear and 
co-ordina ted in consciousne ss, the de tail begJ.ns to fill J.n naturally. 

Ycster~' I drew to your notice the proposi~ion that ~e Chapters ~f SCi:nce 
eal th _ that is, using a wide mesh, - fulfJ.I the matrJ.X equally Wl.th th . 

~~e~ co~texts of a few lines or paragraph; that the ~rst ~ha~~~ fns=r 1S 
11 1 " . th the Word in its own office; that when we :ve . e . 

~~oneOf~theSec~~~~ ~:~~;e~~a!~~~~~~~i:l:o~~~~n~;s~~d~~;~t, 
J.n terms a pro. . of resurrected thought, an J.ncreasJ.ng senso 
and Soul, wh:reby ~e ~a~n. a me:~e when we come to the second chapter of A tone
of oneness wJ.th.pr1ncJ.p c, SO ~ I h tar revolving around the life of Christ 
mcnt and EucharJ.st, we see the w. 0a.aye c a~d in his fulfilment of those seven days 
Jesus, - he fulfilled those soven s, 
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and his presentation of the Christ we have a conception of Word reflecting Christ, 
and that in turn is denoted by Soul, Principle, Life. Soul, through repentance 
and reconciliation, leads thought into oneness with Prinoiple and atonement 
becomes at-one-ment, and from the point of at-one-ment the text of that chapter 
flowers out into Christianity and Christian history. So we have Soul, Principle, 
and Life dominating the text. 

We then come to the third chapter, denoting relationship - the highe st con
cept of relationShip being the correlation of Principle and idea, and in this 
chapter we have a concept of Word reflecting Christianity. And since we arrive 
at Life and Christianity in the closing pages of Atonement and Eucharist, Mar
riage rise s to its fulfilment in grace and truth and spiritual ascendancy, 
denoted by Life and Truth. 

When Word reflects Science it has the property of beginning to analyze the 
problem of evil, particularly the amalgam of Spirit and fIe sh, or Mind and matter, 
- in other words, dualism, pantheism. And so this chapter lays bare the whole 
problem of dualism, and the Word reaching Science completes the genesis sequence 
and prepares our thought for the acceptance of the divine Word as a cardinal 
point: the Word of Life, Truth, and Love. 

Now, you may say: How do you know that that is true? Well, in these four 
chapters one would expect evidence of the Word in the first chapter, of the Word 
and Christ in the second, of the Word and Christianity in the third, and of the 
Word and Science in the fourth. And so I would like to give you some of that 
evidence. 

Now these are not references, I shall only take qualities and properties SO 
that you can get the touch and the tone of it. In chapter I we have a genesis 
sequence, and you follow those ~s of Genesis through such qualities as desireJ 
separation and warfare (remember the struggle to be good is unceasing prayer); 
reforma tion and the overcoming of sin; honesty dealing with hypocrisy (the in
version of Principle); the demand to let go the mortal; the question of dealing 
with error effectually (you remerriber Truth wipes it out in the most effectual 
manner); and "Christians rejoice in secret beauty and bounty." Can you follow in 
those qualities the sequence of seven days? Desire, warfare, reformation and the 
overcoming of sin, correspond to Mind, Spirit, and Soul; honesty, and dealing 
with hypocrisy, has to do with Principle; the demand to let go the mortal has to 
do with Life; dealing with error effectually has to do with Truth; and Christians 
rejoicing in secret beauty and bounty is a measure of fulfilment, Love. So the 
sequence of seven days runs through this first chapter, and when we have a grow
ing sense of that it operates subjectively in consciousness to bring us forward 
to the point where Soul begins to "identify us with Principle. 

Now, I think you are all familiar with the simpler qualities and properties 
of the synoD3'JIlous terms, so let me run through these four chapters now, regarding 
Prayer, Atonement and Eucharist, Marriage, and Spiritualism as "corresponding to 
the f~ur sections in the Word column of the matrix, and I will give you the 
genesl.S sequence running parallel in each chapter to the sequences of Word Christ, 
Christianity, and Science. ' 

In Prayer, ,ve have desire; Atonement and Eucharist opens with action and 
thought; o Marriage opens with Mind-reading, reading thoughts, - you rememb~r Jesus 
was :ea.di~ the thought of John the Baptist; and then in Christian Science versus 
SpintualJ.SIn we have the mental nature of things. Now these are all indicative 
ot the natur~ of Mind: desire, action and thought, Mind-reading and the mental 
nature of thJ.ngs. ' 

t o NOWd let·s t~e the properties of Spirit through those four chapters: separa-
l.on an warfare l.n the fir too 1 

di 0 d s , assessJ.ng va ues, order, - Jesus swerved not from vJ.ne or er - fighti th d fO 
ment all de~oting S ·~t oe ~oo J.ght, the smoke of battle, spiritual develop-
have' the probl f pJ.rJ. 0 l.n • he s~cond chapter; then in the third chapter we 
d 0 e~ 0 0ppOSl. te s • purJ. ty and impuri ty, fidelity and infidelity, 
e~l.~'oand nel.th~r pros:e~s nor order without purity; then in the fourth oha: t
~o~~r~= :sfagaJ.nst SpJ.rJ.t, no inversion of development. Do you see now t~t 

. s our chapters there runs a sequence of thought that fulfol th gene Sl.S order. J. s e 

Now let me give you the qualities of Soul 
through those four chapters: in 
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the first chapter we have reformation and the overooming of sin; in the second 
chapter we have the journey from sense to Soul" - immortality" freedom" sinless 
sense, rebuking sin, loathing sm, and neoessary ohanges,-- changes of thought; 
in the third chapter we have definition" gender, identity, joy, freedom; and in 
the fourth chapter, raising the dead, - which of oourse is the immortalit.Y of 
Soul, - and identity. 

Now let's take the genesis qualities of Prinoiple running through the four 
chapters: in the first chapter we ~ve honesty, and dealing with hypocrisy; in 
the second chapter demonstration, the pa~ to the throne, - throne is alw~s 
a symbol of Principle, - praotioe, and communion; in the third chapter, system, 
domestic economy" Principle the centre, and home the centre of the affections, 
harmOl.{Y', Science" and the negation of personal sense; and in the fourth chapter 
we have proof of immortality, the miraole, sciontific foreseeing, scientifio 
foreknowing, and hypoorisy. 

Now we come to the qualities of Life: in the first chapter" the demand to 
let go the mortal; in the second chapter, fatherhood, drinking the cup, the 
veil is lifted, II the God-inspired walk calmly onn; in the third chapter, here
dity, analysis, fatherhood, the true inheritanoe, and the ascendancy of good; 
and in the fourth chapter, Life versus rna terial selfhood. . 

When we come to Truth, we have in the first chapter dealing with error 
effectually; in the second chapter we have the resurrection of Truth, the true 
man governed by God and. therefore immortal" the final vic tory, and full and 
final demonstration, and the affluence of Truth; in the third chapter Christ, 
Truth, changes the water into wine, - remember at the wedding or .the bridal, -
you have the discernment of man's spiritual existence, chemicalization; and the 
potency of Truth; and in the fourth chapter, Ohrist's reappearing, spiritual 
awakening" darkest hours, and the arena of oontest. 

Lastly we have the qualities of Love: in the first chapter we have Christ
ians rejoioing in secret beauty and bounty; in tho second chapter we have as
cension, and promises fulfilled; in the third chapter" we have co-existence, 
and God r s work done; and in the fourth chapter we have millennial glory. 

Can you see, running through these four chapters as through a tapestry, 
these silver threads traoing out a genesis sequence through each chapter? What 
does that indicate? Here is an interesting point: that with practioally no 
exception" all the qualities I have rond out are taken in the order in which 
they appear in the text. It basn' t been a case of picking one out here and 
going back to find another one. I have taken the text straight through, and 
taldng the text straight through, those qualities appenr in that way. So run
ning through those four ohapters are qualities and properties of thought that 
a.re determined by the divino order of seven days" - by the order of Mind, 
Spiri t" Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, and Love. 

The time will come when we shall take those chapters and see not only the 
aocent of thought running parallel with aeven· days, but we shall also see the 
oardinal points governing and detennining them; and behind that we shall have 
Principle, beca.use Principle is the ultimate. 

Now, you may say: It is, all very well to prove, or at least indicate, . 
that running through these first four chapters is a sequence of thought that 1S 

illustrative of the seven days" but what about Ohrist and ?hristianity. and. 
Soienoe? Here is an interesting thing: beoa.us~ Ohapter I l.S the Word J.ntnn
sically it is concerned with the Word alone, but when we come to ~hapters II, 

, runni through the text are three further sequences of thought 
~~iio~~'the ~st order" the Christianity order and the Science order res
ectively And sO in the seoond chapter we can trace two currents of th~ught 
~ oti Word and Christ" which are co-ordina ted in one text. . In. th: third 

en ng ents of thought following the Word and ChristJ.am ty, co-
cha~ter a~ two curr

t 
·t A d likewise in oMpter J)l we have Word and Science to 

ordina ted J.n one ex. n 
be found in the same text. 

di the two ourrents of thought run-
. Whathrtughdoe~~:a;~~? i?~:g-:SC: ~v!~onclusiveJ.y that this tNextbook of 

mng 0 '. thi earing in it by chanoe. ow 
ours has a design, and there J.~ n~he :o;:te to be a very difficult book" -
Science and Health may appear 0 



that is if he trie s to analyze it prematurely. Bu t if' he come s to it with 
spin tual sense he laps up what his own spiri tual sense can take in, and it 
gives him joy. That is the wa:y one should come to it. And then as his thought 
rna tures and he begins to ponder it analytically he begins to see into the text, 
and. gradually things like the se come to light. So the genius of our textbook 
is that it reveals just as much as the individual can assimilate through his 
spiri tual sense. And as our capaci tie s enlarge through work such as we have 
done this week, naturally our spiritual sense s are more discerning, pene tra tins, 
and we bring to light further measures of Truth - measures of Truth ~Ne never 
dreamed of before. 

Let me quickly go through these second, third, and fourth chapters with 
you. 

Let us take the qualities and properties that denote days in the first 
chapter. We have desire, separation and warfare, overcoming sin, dealing with 
~ocrisy, the demand to let go the mortal, the question of dealing with 
error effectually, and Christians rejoicing in secret beauty and bounty. 

Now when we begin to read the text at a deeper level" we see wisdom, purity, 
spirt tual understanding, spiritual power, love, health, and hol;.iness appearing. 
And the days are now maturing to the point where we discern those states and 
stages as numerals of infinity. And when we discern those we then see that 
those numerals of wisdom, purity, etc. are discerned in human experience because 
Mind is presenting intelligence, Spirit is presenting reflection, Soul is pre
senting. spiritual sense, Principle is presenting oneness and system, Life is 
presenting fatherhood and individuality, Truth is presenting consciousness, and 
Love is presenting its own universal nature. 

Now you may say: Is all that in the first chapter'? Indeed it is, and I can 
give you line and page for it. And furthennore those numerals flow in the 
sequence I have read them; it is not a case of jumping backwards and forwards 
distorting the text; they flow in natural sequence. 

How do these things come to light so that you can win them for yourselves'? 
They come to light through prayer, through disciplined thought, through wai ting 
on God, through listening, through gathering your observations and learning to 
balance those observations in your thought so that they co-ordinate, - and. then 
you gain a conclusion that is proof. Now there is proof in terms of logical 
sequence and logical relationship, and when those conceptions are loved and 
lived they provide the evidence that the sufferer will call proof; but you and 
I, if we have that mea.sure of hannoI\Y we call health, .. don't call for a change of 
evidenco: our task is the work of emerging from matter into Spirit; but the 
sufferer needs the initial healing, the initial change of evidence, and we must 
see tho.t we provide it for him. 

" This work is now becoming so rich and prolific that sometimes one wonders 
where to begin in presenting it. The "only way we can do it is to wait on God 
~ let God select it for us; and then the selection of it the development of 
3. t and the pre senta tion of it will be an example of divine' order. 

Do you m;derstand wlla t . is !;appening in the first chapter'? I want to show 
you thlt t runrung through thJ.s fJ.rs t chapter is a type of coincidence. Do you 
rem~mber the other ~ I said that the coincidence of the divine and the human 
begJ.ns from the moment of demonstra.tion'? We don't have to wait until we tt' 
the absolute; it l;>egins from the moment of demonstration. So here we hav::-un 
desire (8.& H.2:5-7.) 
separation and warfare (4:12-13.) 
overcoming sin (5: 3-1 3. ) 
honest,y dealing with ~ocrisy (7 - 8.) 
letting go the mortal (9:25-32.) 
dealing with error effectually (11:17-18 ) 
Christians rejoice ••• (15 - 16.) • 
Loftiest adoration 

So r . thr ugh t. unm.ng o. the chapter is that orderly sequence of qualities and 
prope: J.es parall<:l WJ. th these seven days. As the resul t of discerni 
conscJ.ousness begJ.ns to rise through seven days. Remember that we le:n ~t, 
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assimilate them one by one, but as they become subjective to consciousness they 
opera te as one. And so consciousness begins to rise from desire, separation, 
etc., to wisdom, purit,y etc., appearing in consciousness and through the text, 
because Mind is presenting intelligence, Spirit is presenting reflection, Soul 
is presenting spiritual sense, Principle is presenting oneness and system, 
Life is presenting fatherhood and individualit,y, Truth is presenting conscious
ness, and Love is presenting its own universal nature. ·And because Mind, 
Spiri t, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, and Love are pre sen ting in telligence, re
flection, spiritual sense, etc., these come down and are discerned through wis
dom~ purit,y, etc. But in intelligence, reflection, spiritual sense, etc., you 
have qualities and properties that run parallel with seven ~s and they appear 
because the infinite through its syno~ous terms is presenting its numerals 
subjectively and they appear objectively to rising thought as wisdom, puri t'tJ, 
etc. 

That is ~ present conception of the first chapter, and it is summarized 
by the Word - the Word of God, or the Word of Revelation, - and it operates 
subjec tively through Mind, Spiri t, and Soul, to culminate in the Lord's Prayer 
that is the prayer of Soul, and that gives us conscious unity with Principle. 
That is the most orderly thing that I have ever known about a chapter in 
Science and Health, and'i t is lovely beyond words. 

I don't expect you to have gathered the whole of that in two minutes, but 
if it gives you the desire and the impetus to win it for yourself, tha tis 
what matters. I have taken that first chapter and pored over it and loved it 
until it has become part of ~ consciousness, - and then it. reveals its sec
re ts. And the genius of our textbook is that it is written in inspired prose 
that a child can read, and the child gathers from it the milk of the Word; you 
and I take the same text and we ga thor the meat of the Word that provide s us 
with Science and system, and we begin to sec all those ideas co-ordinating 
within one Principle. 

Well now, here is the second chapter - Word reflecting Christ - in a lit
tle more detail. We will take first of all the genesis sequence. 

We learn that Jesus "acted boldly" - wherever you have action you have an 
element of Mind. . 

Then you read of II every good though til and II efficacious repentance. II Now 
repentance is a process of thought, - it is all taking place in consciousness. 
So on pages 18-19 you have elements of· Mind in action, thought, and repentance. 

Then you read on pages 20-22 a statement like this: "He rendered 'unto 
Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that are God's.' II 
Then we read of the opposite of Spirit - of Jesus obeying the divine order; 
putting aside material self and seeking the divine Principle; fighting the good 
fight; turning away; spiritual development; the smoke of battle - all qualities 
of the second day between pages 20-22. 

Then between 21-24 we have the journey; we have immortality; boundless 
freedom and sinless sense; rebuking sin and loathing it; and necessar,y changes 
- all properties of Soul. 

Then between 25-26 and running right up to 34-35, we have the demonstr~t
ion of Principle; the throne of glory and pathway to the thron~; demonstra tJ.on 
and practice; and of course that Principle section culminates 1n at-one-mont 
and communion. 

Be~/reen 29-40 we have the fatherhood of God indicative of ~ God; the 
holy struggle to lay down ~he mortal - tlnot my will, but. Th~ne! be donet 11 We 
have martyrs, the human life-links in the history of ~st1am. ~, - ~d you 
remember Christianity is a cardinal point - touches Chr1stian h7~tory, .then.we. 
have the IlLockery of Truth, and II wi thin· the veil, 11 and also castl.ng the anchor 
of hope beyond the veil of matter. 

Between 40-45 we have death outdone, and Jesus demonstra~ing fu1l~d 
finally, he overcame matter; tpen we read of the affluence of Tru th, 
Truth's immortal idea. 
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Finally we have passages on the ascension, and promises fulfilled, indioa~ 
of Love. 

Can you see there, just from the leading points I read out, a sequenoe of 
thought following the sequence of seven days? And if the Word reflects Christ, 
there must be a translation sequenoe also. 

On pages 18-19 we read of Principle and divine oneness - the Marginal Head
ing is "Divine oneness." 

1hen in terms of Life, ttJesus urged the commandment, • Thou shalt have no 
other gods before me,' whioh may be rendered: Thou shalt have no belief of Life 
as mortal; thou shal t no t lmow evil, for there is o~e Life ••• tt 

~~ 

And then we have on pages 29,30,32, the revelation of Truth, Christ Jesus 
the individual ideal of Truth, and Truth the bread of heaven. 

Then OIl page 35 we have the oonununion with divine ~, and the design of 
Love to roform the sinner. 

Then on page 39 we have the suicidal beliefs of mortal mind which are the 
opposi te of ~; and on page 40 we have sin and penalty. 

On pages 44-49 we have obstacles overcome, - overcoming the resistance of 
the t~iQ ~ough Spin t; the language of Spirit, and spiritual separation. 

On pages 52 and. 54 we have the Science of Mind-healing. 

You see that running through the same text there is a sequence of thought 
that follows the translation order, and the two selections that I have given you 
by no means exhaust the chapter; there is still much to come to light; I have 
just given leading points that prove to me conclusively that the seoond chapter 
is a co-ordination of Word and Christ through two lines of thought that are 
woven into the text and that co-ordinate with each other to provide us with the 
conception of Word reflecting Christ. 

Now an interesting thing is this: if you take the genesis sequence, it 
begins with action, a'nd these days rise as it were in an ascending sense that 
culminates with ascension and promises fulfilled, so that you begin with action, 
and rise to fulfilment. Now when you. take the translation sequenoo you begin 
with Principle and oneness, and come right down to finish with the Science of 
Mind-healing. So with the genesis sequence you get a flow of ascending thought, 
and with the translation sequence you get a flow of descending thought, so that 
in the closing pages of the ohapter in the same text there is fulfilment, 
promises fulfilled, and the Soienoe of Mind-healing, appearing side by side. 

What does that indicate? It indicates that the higher Jesus took his 
demonstration towards fulfilment, the greater his abilit.y to descend to the 
people and meet tho human need. Now do you see what the Word reflecting Christ 
means? It is not an abstraction, it is a living thing. 

So the time must come when this work is not taught in a week: it requires 
years. The time must come when it is taught on a college basis and students 
study consis.tontly and lovingly, day in and day out. How that will develop, I 
don' t ~ow? but I do know that it is individual, and if we love it enough we 
shall mn J.~ fo: ourselves. We can help each other by co-operating more, but we 
can't. org~e J.t, we oan't organize spiritual consciousness, and we can't 
orgamze tho love of truth. Happily it is forever individual and so oan only 
be gained individually. ' 

Take that second. chapter and trace for yourselves -and I promise ou the 
are there - the gen~sJ.s sequence o~ ascending thought, and the translatlon y 
sequenco o~ descending. thought. conung right down to the point of Mind-heali 
where fulfJ.lment and. Mind-heall.ng co-ordinate with each other.. '. ng 

thi ~sn' tit already. evident in your own experience that the more sub jec ti ve 
s ecomes to conscJ.ousness, the more natural it becomes and the easier it i 

:r-a:?,P~YO:S:lf to the enquirer, to the questioner, or t~ the one with a pro-S 

e g er you take your vision and your understanding, the easier it is 
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to come down to his level and meet his need just where he is. And that is the 
nature of the second chapter. 

When we come to the third chapter the narrative is entirely different 
because the subjeot is Marriage, but th~re is a genesis sequenoe running through 
the third ohapter in such examples as these: Mind-reading, and the question of 
human generation, which is indicative of the nature of Mind; then the text dis
cusses fidelity and infidelity, purity and impurity, whioh is indioative of 
Spirit; then it goes on to discuss union of masouline and feminine qualities, -
and in the first edition Mrs. Eddy associates that paragraph with Soul in a 
direct way; then ~ oome to the question of eoono~ - domestic and political 
eoonomy - and the fact about eoonomy is the divine economy" which is tho equiv
alent of Scienoe and.- system, and indicative of Principle; then vre come to 
spiritual ascendancy, indicative of Life; and then the bridal of Truth, or 
Christ; _and lastly we have that sense of fulfilment again: "Proportionately as 
human generation ceases, the unbroken links of eternal, har.monious being will be 
spiritually disoerned; and man, not of the earth earthly but co-existent with 
God, will appear." (S.& H. 68:30-2.) And if' you turn to page 520:5; you will 
find that the marginal heading is "Love and man co-existent." So there is ~. 

Take this text, and love it, ponder it, pore over it, treasure it, and you 
will see how wonderfully these things link up and co-ordinate with each other. 

Now running through the text of the third chapter is also a Christianity 
order, beginning with marri~ge as the union of -Principle and idea, - you find 
tha t, of course" in the quota tion which head-s the chapter. Then the text goes 
on to discuss mental elements, indicative of MindJ then to discuss mutual free"'!' 
dom, which is a property of ~; then it diSCiiSses permanency of affection, 
and its indestructible nature, which is a property of Spirit; and then is oom
pIe ted in terms of Life, Truth, and Love. 

Now when you can traoe the gene sis and the Christiani ty sequences of 
thought through the chapter, you find. that the third ohapter illustrates the 
Word reflecting Cbristiani ty, and provides us with Life and Truth as the spirit
ual ascendancy or the graoe that demonstrates itself. 

And lastly we come to Christian Science versus Spirt tualism, and taking 
the genesis order of the chapter we have: the mental nature of things on pages 
70, 71, indioative of Mind; spirits, as opposed to Spirit, and no inversion of 
development. (ppo 73-75); raising the dead, and the question of- identity, indicat
i ve of Soul (pp. 75-78); the proof of immortality" and the miracle" hypocris,:[, 
and scientific -foreseeing and foreknowing indicative of Principle (pp.81-85); 
the question of ~ versus material selfhood (pp.90-91-); Truth, in terms o~ 
Christ's reappearing, and spiritual awakening, and the darkest hours prece~ 
the dawn (pp.95 ,96); and lastly, we have "Millennial glory" (96:27 M.H.), J.n-
dicativc of ~. 

And then you can take the Science sequence through the chapter. I c~ 
only give you the references at the moment, but I can ~ssure you that z:mro.~ 
through the ohapter between pages 72 and 76 you will dJ.scern Soul and.Ll.fe J.n 
co-ordination; between pages 83 and. 96 Spirit and Truth; on page 96 Mind and 
LoveJ and on page 98 Principle. 

Wha t does that mean? It means that running. through. this fo~th chapter 
are a genesis sequence and a Science sequence whl.oh provJ.dc us W2th the Word_of 
Life Truth and Love (Word refle9ting Science). You may sa:y, That's all ve~ 
well' but what has this to do with the practice; isn't this pushing the question 
beyo~d the daily need of demonstration? Well, against that. question, le~' s a~k 
another: When we have thousands of men the world over P':1~ng the questJ.on 0 to 
o.tomic physiCS to the utmost limits of human knowledge, J.S J.~ ~oo much for u~ 
enlar e our capacities to understand the infinite through sp~~ sense an 
spiri ~ understanding, if' we are going to meet our respoDSJ.bilJ. ty to hold 

crme in check? 
.n1 ·th 

You see, at one time, Christian Science pract~ce was c~ncerned ~ ;o~910 
healing the sufferer, and tha~ is about as f'~r as ~i w:~: ~~~:e1~~~~ or 191'+ 
we had nothing more to deal Wl. th than dorman mor. . Illl. e have to " 
_ the world picture has changed out_of all reoognJ.tJ.on, and to~ w 
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deal with an awakened, aggressive, criminal type of animal magnetism.. And con
sequently the nature of practioe has changed, and it must be much more compre
hensive in order to deal with the problem of today. How are we going to deal 
with that problem if we are content with the simple sense of Mind-healing? How 
oan we meet the problem of today wi th the manna. of forty years ago? Let us be 
eager to win the manna of today for today's problems, and then divine Love will 
provide the manna. tomorrow for tomorrow's problems; but we can't meet the 
problems of 1950 with the manna of pre-191 0; i t can't be done, because the 
nature of the problem has ohanged completely. The world prior to 1910 was 
largely asleep, and just as the nativity of the Christ broke on human thought 
2,000 years ago in the darkness of that age, so the Science of Christiani~ has 
broken on the darkness of this age. But the darkness of 1866 has passed; we 
are living in the dawn of.a new light, and accomp~ing the dawn of a new light 
is an awakened, aggressive, criminal mortal mind, - and that is what we have to 
deal with in Christian Science praotice today. And so often the individual 
patient is but a reflex of the world problem itself: people oome to us p~sica-
1ly tired, with tired and strained nerves, they are all tense, - what is that 
but a reflex of the tension in the world at large? So what do we heal? Do we 
try to heal a human nervous system, or do we silence the animal magnetism that 
operates as "{{orld tension, and reproduces itself in miniature as nervous ten
sion? Lot us see that we have only one adversary, and that is the one mortal 
mind, no matter what phase it assumes, whether it's the individual example" or 
whether it's a problem of world magnitude. 

Now I would just like to say a word about the Christianity order. You 
see, the Christianit.y conception, is in one sense a blending of the Word and. 
the Christ. Now the heart of Christianity is universal relationship, - the l.n
dividual rela tionship of the individual to his Principle, leading to rela tion
ship throughout the whole universe. But how can we start to demonstrate that? 
We have no better start than having to gain something of our consoious oneness 
wi th Principle. In demonstration we start with Principle, Principle becomes 
the centre and circumference of evorything, and that conception breaks on our 
thought in terms of God's allness. Of course, the allness of being is also 
denoted by Mind, but you remember we said earlier in the week that a1lness must 
become tangible and definite, it must have meaning; merely to say or to affirm 
that God is all doesn't demonstrate it unless we have the consciousness of it, 
and to have the consoiousness of it the constituent ideas of that a,llness must 
be tangible and definite and have identity. To affirm the infinitude and the 
perfection of mathematics docs not demonstrate it: the consciousness of mathe
matios demonstrates mathematics, and to have the consciousness of ma:thematics 
we must have the consciousness of the oonstituent ideas of mathematios and 
their relations with each other. Similarly, we begin with the allness of the 
infinite as Principle, centre and circumference; and that allness, which is 
denoted by Mind, must be oharacterized in consoiousness through the tangibility 
and definition and identit,y of idea, because until that allness beoomes establ
ished as identified idea, we oan't reflect it. You see, to llf'firm tho infinit
ude of mathematics does not enable me to reflect mathematics; but when I have 
the oonsciousness of its identified ideas and their relations, then I can 
reflect mathematios and impart it to others. By the same analogy, the allness 
of the infinite must become identified in consciousness before we reflect ~t 
intelligently. And so that is why we have the difference between Christianity 
refleoting the Word as Mind, Soul, and Spirit, 'and the Word refleoting the Word 
as Mind, Spirit, and Soul. 

N~ when we gain the reflection of the infinite through identified idea 
that reflection carries us into the domain of Christ, and provides us with Life 
and Truth - the spiritual ascendancy of Life and the consciousness of Truth, _ 
and that in turn begins to heal. And when we go a stage further we come to the 
heart of Christianity where we have Mind, Soul, Spirit Life Truth Love - in 
other words" th~ faot of Christianity is the fact of U:Uvers~1 relationship 
figura tiv~ly "~illing. all space. It And that concept of Ohristiani ty as univ~r
sal relatl.onship.provl.des u~ with a conoeption of man and the universe as 
gathered and diVl.nely held l.n law, so that not an idea, not one jot or one tit
tl: oan fall, not ~ idea can lapse, - and oonsequently we begin to seo this 
umversali ty of beJ.ng wi thin its divine trinity of Life, Truth, and Love. 

. Now because demonstration ooncerns thought . 
t~e this Christianity order and use it, as it w~~e an orderly sequence, one can 
see, when the schoolboy'beoomes familiar with .. either up or down. You 

the proce sse s of ari thme tic, he 
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oan say to himself apropos of a oertain problem: loan solve this in two ways: 
I oan begin with multiplioation and follow with division, or I can begin with 
division and follow with multiplication. They are two different processes, but 
they give one result. So just as in mathematios you oan have two or three, or 
sometimes more, prooesses that all provide result and proof, similarly, when 
these conoeptions become subjeotive to our own thought we can use them acoord
ing to the need, and oonsequently we can work from the ba~is of the Word 
aooording to the need. But remember also that you don't necessarily have to 
work your way through the whole sequence for every individual treatment, - that 
is just an indioation of demonstration in its fulness and oompleteness. You 
see, you don't have to survey the whole field of mathematios to solve one 
problem; when mathematios is subjective to your 'own thought you seleot what you 
noed in the way of number and prooess, and you work only within the neoessar.y 
field to solve that particular problem; to work with eoonomy of effort you 
work seleotively, and you don't have to oover the whole textbook to solve one 
mathematioal problem. Similarly, what a oomfort it is that you don't have to 
cover the whole of Scienoe and Health for eaoh individual patient, - you would 
never get through if you did ~ 

So what we are doing this week is to survey the whole field, and by so 
doing we learn to work seleotively. And this is the whole field of Christian
ity, but you can't oover the whole field with every patient or every treatment 
or every student; you have to work with econonw, and that means you have to 
work selectively, - but it is necessary to know the whole field. What a com
fort that is~ You don't have to cover the whole field; you noed to know it, 
and then to work seleotively. ----

Now when we oome to the fourth oolumn of the matrix in which Science re
flects the Word, the Christ, and Christianity, and then gathers all into 
Prinoiple, the difference between Science as Science and Science rofleoting 
Word, Christ, and Christianity is this: that when we oome to the fourth, and 
we enter the domain of Soience, being assumes more and more the nature of 
balance, equilibrium, equipoise, equipollence, bocause we are ooming closer and 
oloser to Prinoiple. You see, in Scienoe refleoting Word, Christ, and Christ
iani ty we have three dis tino t concepts of prooe ss, bu t when we come to Soience 
itself, where everything is in Principle, process beoomes so natural and takes 
place spontaneously because Principle is the generating power behind it. And 
so when we conceive of Scienoe refleoting the Word, the Word of Life becomes 
identified to our thought through the office of Soul, and we discern it as 
numerals of infinity - you remember we discussed those numerals as they appear 
in the days of Genesis; when we come to Science reflecting the Christ, we know 
that Christ is inseparable from Truth - Truth is Christ, and Christ is Truth, 
- and in the sixth day of Genesis we have the full summar,y of this divine 
system in seven seotions denoting Truth refleoting Mind, Spirit, Soul, Princi
pIe, Life, Truth, and Love, and we have the ~our conoeptions of Word, Chri~t, 
Christiani ty, and Science, all 'in the sixth day. Tha t, taken as a whole, J.s a 
conception of the calculus of Truth which appears relatively through the ~rder 
and the calculus of Spirit, - a much more relative concept •. Now.whe::eas :n 
Christianity reflecting Christianity we had universal relatl.onship, J.n SCJ.enco 
reflecting Christianity we have Love, denoting Christianity in divine soien~e, 
and Mind and Love which give a sense of range (see 520:3-15). So whereas, J.n 
Christianity as Christianity we have the universality of all :elationship, in 
Science as Christianity we have the balanoe and the rango of l.t. And of course, 
when we come to Science itself, - Prinoiple, - everything is summarized into 
Principle and the omni-action of Science. 

Tha t is just one reading of the IDa trix, bu t one could go over. it. arid over 
it and expand it and expand it, because this that we ca~l the matrJ.x J.S but ~ 
simple diagr~tic form or arrangemont to denote relat:onships tha~ are for
ever developing and expanding in our consciousne~s and l.~ ~ur expe~e~ce. • The 
important thing is to have the consciousness of J.t, and J.t s not diffJ.oult. 
love it _ but don't give yourselves mental indigestion by tr,ying to take short 
cuts; b~ patient enough to work your way. Remomber tha~ to ~derstand God is 
the work of eternity, and we have e terni ty ahead of us J.n whJ.ch to ~asp these 
oonce tions to apprehend them and then to oomprehend and love and IJ.ve them. 
We c~' t wi~ the kingdom in one dayJ then let us not be tem~ted to b~-pass 0: 
t · the kingdom in one leap - that would be the tempta tJ.on of am.mal mag 
°t~aJ.n it would be an attempt ~o by-pass divine order. We can't by-p~ss the 
~:~:~ ooncept of order; we must be pationt and willing enough to let J.t 
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unfold, and to let it come at the pace that we can assimilate it, and then we 
can be assured that Principle is always behind us, supporting, sustaining, guid
ing,guarding, directing in all its diversified ways through the increasing 
understanding of. Mind and Spiri t and Soul. The only way is to live with these 
ideas, and when we live with them they become so natural, and they begin to 
determine everything in our lives, everything around us and about us, what we 
are and what \Ve do; they should determine everything. Aclmi ttedly, we don't 
demonstrate them perfectly yet because we don't understand them perfectly, but 
let us take comfort in the fact that we have come a long way, and we are well on 
the journey. 

N~N I would like to turn for a minute to what we discussed last night, -
animal magnetism. You jotted down some references that were concerned with 
animal'magnetism as the counterfeit of noumenon and phenomenon. I didn't at
tempt to read those last night, but I should like to comment on a few of them 
now. 

We said that animal magnetism has no origin - no foundation in Principle. 
Let's be clear about that: all that is real is founded in Principle, and animal 
magnetism has no foundation. Here are a few examples to show, first, that it 
has no origin: 

Ret. 67:22-23 
Line 23 
Only supposititiously, no foundation in Principle. 
(see list of references given yester~.) 
No order 
S.& H. 521:26-29 
Lines 28-29 

The first chapter is stated in "mathematical order" (see Mis.57:27-28.) So 
if the first chapter is a presentation of Truth in mathematical order, animal 
magnetism as the exact opposite has no order. Even du Nony, quoting the physic
al scientists, stated that the constitution of matter, when pushed to the limit, 
is "perfect disorder,u that there is no apparent order within the structure of 
the atom. 

No law of establishment. 
S.& H. 229:15-19 
Lines 15-16 

It has no law of establishment, because it has no foundation in Principle, 
and because it constitutes itself its own law. 

No monoply. 
141 :17-18 
Ecclesiastical monoply is a phase of animal magnetism, because it is per

sonal control and personal monoply. 

N~H let us deal with the counterfeit of phenomenon. 
No power of attaohment. 
124:20-24 

The spiritual fact of attachment is in adho~ion, cohesion, and Rttraotion, 
of which animal magnetism's olaim of a tt.aolnnont is a COlulterf'ei t. 

No pro~er~ of seed within itself. 
188:4-
And sin cla:Uns to have the property of reproduoingi tself as seed within 

itself, and it oan't do it, hence it has no power to reproduce. 

Those are just a few of the references that we discussed yesterday, and 
before we leave that phase of yesterday's work, I would like to mention one 
more phase of animal magnetism, and that phase is theosophy. Why does Mrs. 
Ed~ as~o?iate. theosophy and spiritualism and deal with them so emphatically? 
Both sp~r~ tual~sm and theosophy, whether in their modern or their ancient form 
are systoms of belief based on the oommingling of Spirit and matter N~ here' 
is an interesting thing to remember: the whole structure of spirit~lism is 
dependent on the belief of death. In order to es~~blish communion so-called 
the spiritualist has to postulate death as a necessity; eliminate death, and ' 
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keep consciousness wholly within the domain of the one infinite Life in which 
death does not appear because matter has no place - remember death and matter 
are inseparable - and the whole structure of spiritualism collapses. Spiri tual
ism has to postulate Spirit and matter as necessities to each other, and it 
then has to postulate death as a necessit,y in order to have an argument; but 
when you base thought on the New Testament conception of "I am come that they 
might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly" (John 10:10) J and 
begin to understand the infinite One as one infinite Life in which matter, and 
consequently death" have no part, then spiritualism collapses for those two 
reasons: first, that it has to postulate the dualism of Spirit and matter; and 
second, it has to postulate death; whereas the teaching of the gospels and of 
Science and Health is the one infinite Life. 

Naw theosopqy is similiar in that it has to postulate the commingling ot 
Spirit and matter" but it is very much more subtle than spiritualism because it 
counterfeits the sevenfold and the fourfold nature of divine metap~sios in a 
a way that spiritualism has never dreamed of. I should like to read here an 
extraot fram the Encyolopaedia Britannica on theosopqy. 

Theosophy is 

II ••• based upon a ~stical conception of 'the One Lite' - an idea derived 
", from and conunon to various fonns of Eastern thought, Vedic and Buddhist. 

It implies the necessary interdependence of all that is - that ultimate 
Oneness whioh underlies and sustains all phenomenal diversit,y, whether in
wardly or outwardly" whether individual or universal.", 

To the uninitiated that might read as the equivalent ot the pure meta
p~sics of Christian SCience, ~ notice how closely those phrases come to our 
own thought: lithe One Life,," "It implies the necessary interdependence of all 
that is - that ultimate Oneness which underlies and sustains all phenomenal 
diversi ty, II - that might be pure Christian Science - but for one reservation: 
it implies that ultimate Oneness on the assumption that Spirit and matter c~ 
mingle" and that is the one issue on which we break with spiritualism and theo
sophy. "Hero, 0 Israel: The Lord our God is one Lord" (Deut.6:4) and there is 
none else, and in that intini te One we have one Life and one Spin t, no matter 
and no death" no commingling, and if there is the slightest degree of comming
ling we have opened our thought to the inroad of spiritualism or theosophy, -
and the latter is more subtle than the former. 

liThe theosophical conception of brotherhood is thus rather trans
oendental than materialistiC, and is not therefore to be regarded 
as the exact equivalent of the socialistio doctrine of the solid
an ty of the hUlllllll race. 

"We will try to give a cursory review ot three of the most 
important of these tenets, viz: the constitution and development 
of the personality or ego; the doctrine of 'Karma'; and the Way 
or Path towards enlightenment and emancipation. Human personal
ity, we learn, is the temporary manifestation of a complex organ
isation consisting of • seven prinCiples,' which are united and 
inter-dependent, yet divided into oertain groups" each capable of 
maintaining temporarily a spurious kind of personality of its own 
and sometimes capable of acting, so to speak, as a distinct 
vehicle of our conscious individual lifo. Each' principle' is 
composed of its own for.m of matter, determined and conditioned by 
its own laws of time space and motion, (and is, as it were, the, 
repository of our v~ioua memories and volitions.) These se~en 
'prinoiples,' become more and more subtle and attenuated unt71 we 
reach tho Universal Self 'Atma,,' the centre as also th: mat~x of 
the whole both individual and universal. Now that which bl.nds 
together these elements of our nature and ~~tains their ~nter
relation in their respective spheres of actl.V1~ - that wh~ch 
determines an individual's power, his tastes, hl.s opp~r~ties, 
advantages and drawbacks." in a word" the charaot~r :- J.s hi~ 
'Karma.' Broadly speaking, it is the sum of. an l.ndividual. s 
bodily, mental and spiritual growth; having l.ts roots, as lot were, 
spread over many lives, past and future. . 

tiThe theosophic 'Path' to the final goal of emancipation or 



Nirvana, is in a great measure derived from the Buddhist lite
ra ture • •• The views of life held by the ordinary mortal as well 
as his aims and motives must be radically altered; and simul
taneously a change must take place in his modes of speech, 
conduct Ifld thought. The Path is said to be long and. difficult, 
and. with most individuals must extend over many lives. It is 
divided into four stages, each one representing the degree of 
spiritual growth and karmio development at which the 'chela' or 
disoiple has arrived. But even the entrance upon the very first 
stage implies something more than, and something fundamentally 
different from, the life of an ordinary layman, however morally 
exoellent this may be. Morality, important though it be as 
preparator.y to the 'higher life,' does not alone lend itself to 
that awakening of the spiritual faoulties without which progress 
along the Path is not possible ••• The Path has an active and a 
passive side. Fresh lmowledge, new forces and faoul ties, have 
to be aoquired by positive and strenuous efforts, while, on the 
other hand, delusions and supe~stitions are to be abandoned by 
an attitude of consoious neglect; ••• Although the way of the 
disoiple or 'chela' is alw~s represented as long and difficult, 
it is said that as he prooeeds, the transcendental faoulties 
which arise to help him enable him to pursue the right course 
with ever increasing oonfidence and seourit,y ••• 

liThe Path may also be described in terms of the f seven 
prinoiples.' It may be said to be a process of unifioation, 
whereby the oentres of volition, oonsoiousness and aotive memor,y 
are systematioally shifted upwards from the lower to the higher 
'prinoiples' until they have become firmly established in the 
••• ' sixth principle.'" 

And we know that the six days of Genesis are to find out the nothingness of 
matter. Can you see, from those two or three paragraphs I have read, the olose 
parallel there appears to be between the "seven prinoiples" and . our one infinite 
divine Prinoiple diversified through seven synonymous terms, and between the 
ttfour stages" and the one divine op€:ration of Principle that we know as Word, 
Christ, Christianity, and Scienoe? And they are so close as to appoar to be 
almost identica.l, but for one fact: divine Science admits of no amalgam, no 
commingling of opposites, no materialism, and no matter, hence no physical 
time 'or space or sense, whereas theosophy postulates Spirit and matter, Spirit 
and space and time and sense as indispensable to each other. And on that dual 
basis it would counterfei t what we for oonvenience call the If seven" and the 
"four. II That is the nature of it. Let us be clear about that, and then we 
oan't fall into the swerve or the divergence from divine order that is the 
work of animal magnetism. And this most subtle counterfeit of what we call 
the seven and the four is what Mrs. Eddy summarizes as the philosophy of the 
serpent (8.& H.269:S). 

The complete proof of Principle requires the understanding of Principle in 
terms of the ononess of being and its positive values, and also the proof of 
the nothingness of the philosophy of the serpent. And when we prove the 
nothingness of the philosopqy of the serpent (or the second reoordof Genesis), 
we arrive at a positive value that balances the positive value of the first 
record, and the tvro oonjoin to provide conclusive and complete ~roof. 

I felt I had to cover those points ooncerning spiritualism and theosophy 
beoause in certain parts of tho world, even where Christian Soienoe is active, 
they are rampart in the extreme, - notably 'the western states of America where 
Christian Science has flourished, possibly, more than in ~ other part of the 
world; the western states of America are permeated with theosophio and Buddhist 
- eastern - thought. And the Christian Scientist, whether he lives north or 
south or east or west, - his physical or geographioal looation is immaterial _ 
has to be very olear that his monotheism is a pure, absolute monothoism that 
does not allow tho slightest measure or degree of contamination from dualism 
or the philosophy of the serpent. If' we watch, we are safe· but if we allow 
these systems of spiritualism and theosophy and their associates to impregnate 
our thought, then the danger is a swerve from the divine order· but it is dis
~strous if it's not seen.and de~t with because it would lead deeper and deeper 
1nto the bypaths of dua11sm unt1l the purity of Spirit would be obsoured and 
lost, and the understanding of the ,pure metaphysics of this Science would like
wise be lost. 
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INTERVAL 

We have endeavoured this week to survey the whole system of divinel meta
physics, - and one day we shall know it as a whole - by that I mean that the 
system will be clear as a whole in our own consciousness; man cannot, as an in
dividual, include the infinite in his own thought. So whilst we have made a 
survey of the system as a whole, one most comforting thing is this: that if we 
understand it only in degree, and that degree is accurate, because -it is scien
tific, and we love it in that measure, then we demonstrate it in that measure. 
Whilst I have endeavoured to give you a survey of' the textbook in broad outline 
and as comprehensively as time all'OW'J!5, one does not necessarily have to know 
the whole of that in order to begin to prove it or practise it or demonstrate 
it. If we know one fragment of Truth, and it that fragment is olearly and 
accurately defined and understood in oonsciousness, well then that fragment is 
demonstrable. And so we begin, little by little, and we advance stage by 
stage. And gradually our apprehension rna tures to beoome oo~rehension; our 
objective sense matures into the subjective. And so the prac~ice, sUbjective
ly, oonsists of handling animal magnetism, beginning with the "unoonsoious 
error in the beginning" (8. & H. 188:5-6) and dealing with its development, so 
tha t so otten we find we have to deal with the unconscious error as well as 
with the conscious; the involuntary as well as the voluntary. And objectively, 
we begin with the obvious, self-conscious errors of' human experience, and work 
back to deal with the unconscious and involuntar,y conception. The latter -
that is, beginning with the objects of sense, the self-consoious and self
evident errors, is the work for the learner} dealing with animal magnetism 
subjectively, that is" with its involuntary and hidden aspects, is the work 
for the student. 

Tha t is why, because we are or are becoming students, we dealt last even
ing with the unconscious phases of animal magnetism; we dealt, for instance, 
with electricity, with incorporeal evil, with mortal mind entering its own 
embodied thought; we dealt with the vapid nature of rna terial phenomena; in
voluntary mesmorism, and also we spoke of the primitive beliefs: envy, passion, 
pride, superstition, false gods, occultism, incantation, sectarian bitterness, 
despotism, and new forms of tyralll'lY; then we have to deal with mortal mind's 
systems, such as health laws; and astrology, and horoscopy, and some of the 
more obscure systems of mortal thought, and we have to deal with them in order 
to bring the fact into expression that evil is nothing; we deal with these 
hidden phases of evil, all of them based on the philosop~ of the serpent, to 
make them evanescent, - disappearing or diminishing factors in human experien
ce. So we bring the false phenomenon of error to the point where it disap
pears. 

NOSN, apropos of the world problem: can organized evil be met with organ
ized good? Of course, it can't, for the reason that spiritual consciousness 
oannot be organized; it is individual. And thank God it is individual, for 
that is our protection. One on God's side is a majority. Jesus stood alone 
all through his human career, and when, towards the end, he seemed as though 
he were fighting a losing battle, ye t because one on God's side ~s a majority, 
he won through until finally he could say, - ItI have overcome the worldll 

(John 16:33). 

Having dealt, as we did last evening, wit~ elementary Intent :r:o::' 
electrici ty, and organic life, and having mentJ.oned some of the p~ tJ.ve 
beliefs, an important thing is to understand the voluntary ~d t~e 1llVol1fDtary 
nature of mortal mind, because so often the sufferer or patJ.ent J.S the V1C~im -

of involuntary error; he tries to be good, he wants ~o be g~od, ~d ~he thing 
that he would, he does not, and vico versa. And so J.n dealJ.ng WJ.th J.nvol~tar.Y' 

r wha t have we to cope with? More often than not, we have to deal WJ. th a 
~~~e~ phase of law, false law. When you study oare:rul~y the Alleg~~ at the 
end of Practice, it becomes clear that the story f~lls l.nto two portJ.~ns, and 
the first portion is concerned with a personal patJ.ent who has ~een vl.cti.tn:!-sed 
b hea.l th laws not allowed a word in his own defence, and is fl.nally OODSJ.gn

e~ to a sick b~d and ultimate mortality. When we read the second portion o~ 
the Allegory we notioe that the patient as such disappears from the narratl.ve, 
and the seco~d portion is concerned with Christian Scienoe, th: la~ of God, 1 

, f 1 I And ~:n'hereas the first portion of the narratJ.ve 1S persona , versus a se aWe n, 
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the seoond portion of the narrative is wholly impersonal, and there is no person
al patient in it; and it is the operation of divine law versus spurious, false 
law. And when the operation of Prinoiple is suoh that divine law annuls false 
law, then there takes plaoe the necessar,y ohange in oonsoiousness. What is 
praotioe really? Praotioe is the art and the soienoe of establishing a funda
mental ohange in oonsciousness, and thereby we break the power or the olaim of 
ma. tter to have power. Mrs. Eddy summarizes it perfeotly. She write s: "When I 
disoovered the power of Spirit to break the oords of matter, through a ohango in 
the mortal sense of things, I disoovered the last Adam as a quiokening Spiri til 
(Un.30:21-24). You see She disoovered the power of Spirit to break the oords of 
ma. tter , through a change in the mortal sense of things. II Now, the II oords of 
matter" constitute the problem, they oonstitute the suffering, they constitute 
the patient, and practioe breaks the cords of matter, through "a change in the 
mortal sense of things." 

Now do you see the tmportance of those referenoes we took yesterday on the 
subjeot of translation? We saw through the operation of this divine oaloulus, 
the abilit,y of Soul to translate the idea to human oonsoiousness so that there 
takes plaoe a ohange of base; we ohange our baBe from rna tter to Spirit. As 
Soul translates the spiritual idea to human oonsciousness and there takes plaoe 
a ohange of base; we ohange our base from matter to Spirit. As Soul. translates 
the 'spiritual idea to human oonsciousness and there takes plaoe a fundamental 
ohange of base, then the oords of rna tter break or yield. Why? Beoause matter 
of itself has no inherent power; the only power that matter olaims to have is 
the power asoribed, allowed, or given to it by mortal thought. And when there 
takes place this fundamental ohange whereby mortal thought is made to detaoh it
self, and the moral and the human and the transitional beoome aotive and oocup,y 
the field of consciousness, - for mortal thought is made to yield, - when that 
ohange takes p1aoe fundamentally, the physical change that we oall the breaking 
of the cords of matter, always accompanios i tJ or if it doos not acoompany it 
just immediately, it always follows on, because matter has not an inherent power 
of its own • 

. Let us see, therefore, that the praotice is really the art of calling into 
expression the identit,y of ourselves or those who need our help; praotice is the 
science and art of oalling into expression true identity, that thereby the per
sonal sense that would obscure true identit,y is made to give way. And. when the 
personal sense, whatever its form, is made to give WB3, there ooours that fund
amental ohange in the selJ,Se of' things, and the outward or physical ohange always 
accompanies it or follows on. 

Now let us see that Christian Soience healing, is not an end in itself, and 
f'or this reason: that it is scientifically impossible to create an har.monious 
physical universe, for the reason that matter is the embodiment of' disoord ·'in 
its ver.y essenoe it is the embodimont of disorder. And so it is scientifioally 
impossible to produce an harmonious physical universe, that is, in the absolute 
sense. So Christian healing is that development in which we oause the human 
oonsciousness to let go or forego the grosser phases of mortal thought, so there 
is an approximation to the standard we oall health, or the standard we accept as 
harmonious. And so Christian healing is the action of so normalizing human con
soiousness and human life that we bring human consoiousness forward to a normal 
standard; but even at the best that is not harmODJ' in the spiritual, absolute 
sense, for the roason that matter is the embodiment of discord. 

And so we begin to see that practice, whilst it naturally and necessarily 
ino1udes the concept of human body and making it ha.rID.onious, in the absolute 
sense one oannot even make the human body harmonious, beoa.use matter is the em
bodiment of disoord. But we oan bring it to the point where it ceases to be a. 
major problem. So often we find the sufferer is caught out with his own problem 
beoause his. thought is so mesmerized by animal magnetism that it self-centres on 
tJ;e human body, and. the focus-point ot mortal thought is what we connnonly call 
diseaso, headaohe, J.nfluenza, and so on. But the real metaphysician does not 
trea t an error as a physical condition to be eradicated, the me taphysician 
realizos tha t he has to deal with thought alone. "The demands of God appeal to 
thought only" (8.& H.182:5). And so the student, in meeting the demands of God 
works wholly within the domain of consciousness: first to establish harmoDJ' in I 

his own consciousness in order to gain that measure of inspiration insiiht 
exa! to. tion, and spiritual asoendancy that enables him to disoern the nature' ot 
the error that outlines itse~ as a physical disoord, and it is impossible to 
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tabula te in parallel certain discords wi th certain physical elements lit just 
can't be done; again for the reason that mortal mind has no intrinsic order; 
mortal mind is discord, - disorder and matter, - and its embodiment is the em
bodimen t of discord and disorder. So for that reason one Can f t correia te phYsic
al discords with mental errors through an invariable rule; in other words, there 
is no correspondence. We know that there is an exact correspondence between 
Principle and idea, but because mortal mind or animal magnetism is the opposite, 
it has no exact correspondence between its physical claim and its mortal errors. 
So let us not fall into the error of tr,ying to offset a certain trouble - maybe 
a chill - against a certain rain stor.m, or something like that; you can't offset 
the one against the' other like that. The important thing is to have the spirit
ual insight, discernment, the spiritual ascendancy that enables one to put one's 
finger right on what mortal mind olaims to have done. And when the ohange takes 
place in consoiousness through the aotivit,y of a right idea realized, then bo~ 
always follows, and a harmonious adjustment takes plaoe. 

And so we sec that physical healing, whilst it is indispensable, is but the 
forerunner to higher concepts of demonstration, and the higher concept of demon
stration that matters is this translation from matter into Spirit. Now we are 
learning that this translation ooncerns the emergence of human consciousness 
from unrealit,y into realit.y through a falling away or a dissolving of the first 
degree of mortal mind, and through tho human mind's belief in good - through 
what we call the moral - following a line of light whereby it eduoates itself 
out of even the human and the moral, into th~ understanding of good. Remember, 
to educate is lito lead out of ,It and to lead out of darkness into light. And so 
the grosser forms of mortal thought are made to detach, to dissolve and to fall 
away. And those, of course, correspond to the human mind's belief in evil. And 
then the human belief in good has to be translated out of belief into the unde~ 
standing of good. And so the moral and transitional state of thought merges in
to and develops into wisdom, purity, etc. And as those changes take plaoe in 
consciousness body always follows. We oan be sure of this: that if we are 
making the journey from sense to Soul, we oan' t make that journey morally and 
spiri tually and leave body behind. If we're making the journey mentally, moral
ly and spiritually, inevitably we take body with us. This is perhaps rather an 
extreme example: if you fall asleep tonight and dream of a holiday in South 
Africa, you can't arrive at Cape Town complete with suitco.ses a.nd baggage, with 
your body left behind in Harrogate. It won't work. If you arrive mentally you 
take your body with you. Well now, just as that is the case in the sleeping' 
dream, it is equally the case in the waking dream of mor tal i ty or mortal exist
ence. One ~ s~ that the human body is as sensitive to consciousness as the 
image on the screen is sensitive to the film in the lantern. When you go to see 
a film, there is a lantern, a lens, a beam of light and a screen intercepting 
tha t beam of light, and the interception throws up an image to the human eye, 
and that is but an enlarged replioa of that which is recorded on the film. AnQ. 
so o.s the image corresponds to the film, so the human body is sensitive to the 
action of consciousness. 

Now let us see that the human mind or consciousness, according to belief, 
claims to locate in the brain, and it focuses its most treasured beliefs in and 
upon the human system. And then around the human body or system we have that 
un! t wo call the home, where two or three or more people associa te • So whereas 
body is wholly an individual concept, and home is partly individual and partly 
collective, then thought widens into a larger circle and we call it the commun
i ty the tmm or the city or the countr,y. And so we see the thought we have to 
deal. with in our metaphysioal practice is sometimes individual, sometimes com
munal or collective or sometimes, more widely, universal. For instonce, when 
an epidemic claims to sweep through a village or town, or sometimes through a 
country, what wo have to ,deal with basically ~s primitive m~rtal min~ •. If we 
stem thD.t flow of primitive mortal mind and ~th the author~ty of Pr~nc~ple we 
sn:y, _ Thus far, and no farther, o.nd our understanding of sci~nce can :011 . it 
back we can heal the community. Sometimes we have to deal Wl. th 0.Z; ep~deIIlJ.c, 
and ken we are not concerned with dealing with a multi tude of po. t~ents! we are 
concerned with rolling back a phase of primitive mortal mind. Then aga1n we may 
have to deal with the individual and his own body, and the e::ror ~t has ~een 
focused upon his body. But let us be clear that we are deal~ng WJ. th mortal 

thought. 

On that question I have somet?1ng here taken.fram the Christian Science 
Journal. These words are attributed to Mrs. Eddy. 
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II Immedia tely a person begins to work agains t some partioular 
evil, in order tooause that evil to become inoperative, 
that moment he gives to it the only power of operation it 
has. True Christian Soience argument fixes upon the power
lessness and unreality of evil, and then proceeds through 
the assurance· of its utter nothingness and the allness of 
divine Principle, to destroy·the belief that there is a~ 
ovil to counteract." 

Now, do you see the difference? If a student believes that he has a patient 
who is suffering from such and such an ailment, and he allows that ailment to 
become an image in his own thought, and then he goes to work to tr,y to remove 
that image, he comes prett,y olose to mental quacker.y: because in the first place 
he has aocepted his patient as a mortal with a human boqy upon which is super
imposed an ailment, the image of which he has accepted, then he tries to go to 
work to annual that. Now Mrs. Eddy doesn't teach that. Mrs. Eddy teaohes this:-

liMy discovery, that erring, mortal, misnamed ~ produoes 
all the organism and aotion of the mortal body, set ~ 
thoughts to work in new ohannels, and led up to my demon
stration of the proposition that Mind is All and matter is 
naught a.s the leading faotor in Mind-science" (S.& H.108: 
30-3). 

You see, when your thought is poised in Principle, and from that point in 
Principle you discern the allness of the infinite, the allness of Mind, and con
sequently the nothingness of matter, you proceed to identify that allness 
through the translating office of Soul, whereby ideas become real, tangible and 
speoific, and so dwell in oonsciousness that we reflect them. Now there is no 
matter in that treatment. But if we fix on an ailment or if we allow' animal 
magne tism to build up an image, and we allow it to fix it in our ovm thought and 
then we go to work to remove it on a basis of argument, it's a case of the blind 
lending the blind. Our purpose as students is to remove the possibility of 
animo,l magnetism establishing an image in our thought or the thought of our 
friends, or, where necessary, in the world's thought or the community's thought. 
Let us keep practice wholly impersonal. So, when someone presents himself with 
a visible claim, it is erroneous practice to allow animal magnetism to fix that 
image in ourselves and then to go to 'NOrk agninst the false image on the assump
tion that it's there; rather should we be so conscious of the allness of God, 
of all idea established in Principle, held in Principle, of all identity at the 
o entre , nt the ver,y heart of Principle, that our vision of that a1lness becomes 
so clear th~t it becomes identified, and it will become identified in and 
through the idea that is specific to that false image; and our expanding con
sciousness of the allness of God through the identified idea that is necessar,y 
to the problem, will annul that image without our having to fix on it mentally. 
Then we are demonstrating Principle rather than treating the sick. Now do you 
see what I rum tr,ying to show you? 

You remember in "Christ and Christmas" we have the picture oalled "Treating 
the sick." A long bed runs right across the whole length of the !>icture, and it 
has a patient in it who is either fast asleep or who is in a state of coma. And 
we have a practitioner or a student treating the sick; but she is sitting in a 
rooking chair with closed eyes and bowed head, and according to the title she is 
treating the sick. Now a few pages earlier is another plate illustrating 
"Christian Science Healing," and here we have a patient sitting up with hand 
outstretched, his eyes wide open, and at the foot of the bed we have the figure 
of a woman - presumably Mary Baker Eddy. Her gaze is not on the patient at all·' 
her gaze is clearly focused in the infinite. Her face - symbol of identit,y - i~ 
clearly defined, is even vivid and clear with light, Sh~ is clothed with a robe 
that is clearly tho seamless robe, and that likewise is fringed with light· and 
body or corporeality is so dim that it is just shaded off so as to be almo~t 
formless. Nmv that is a symbol of being absent from the body and present with 
the Lord, in the actual demonstration of Life. (S.& H.14:1-9.) That is not 
treating the sick, that is Christian Science healing. Do you see the diffcrenc~ 
Take those two pictures and contrast them, and see the difference between treOat
ing the sick through \Vha t amounts to brain activity and intense human concen
trntic.n, and Christian Science healing wherein consciousness is free from co~ 
poreality but vitally consoious of identity on a spiritual basis; and then we 
shall have a patient who is not relapsing into death but who is responding to _ 
II Take up thy bed and walk. tt 
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So it is the Christianization and.epiritualization of oonsoiousness that 
matters so muoh, together with a love of truth and a love of God that- is so ut
terly selfless that we take our patient into oonsciousness with such ~ sense of 
oompassion, that instead of fighting his errors we feel the Love that dissolves 
them. YOll see, if we fight those errors on the assumption that mortal mind has 
vic timized him and would vic timize us, that is to say we have accepted the real
ity of those errors and then we're tighting them, we're almost defeated before 
we begin. But if' from the basis of God t s allness, and that allness identified 
through speoifio ideas coming to us as the Word of Revelation, lighting up con
soiousness, translating the divine perfeotion to the human understanding so· 
that we have something to demonstrate, -then we are setting out to establish 
Christian Soienoe healing. And so instead of fighting errors on the assumption 
tha t they are real, or that they have power, we should have suoh an ao tive 
sense of the infinitude of divine Love tlunderlying, overlying and enoompassing 
all beingtl (S.& H. 496 :18-19), that we feel the Love that dissolves them. 

Let me go baok to that passage in Unit.Y of Good:-

"When I have most olearly seen and most sensibly fel ttl - and this is to be 
felt as well as seen - "that the infinite recognizes no disease, this has not 
separated me from God, but has so bound me to Him" - you see, there is that in
divisible and indissolUble relationship - lias to enable me instantaneously to 
heal a oanoer which had eaten its wa:y to the jugular veintl (Un. 7:8-12) .So 
this oonscious at-one-ment with Prinoiple is so necessar,y in the practice. 
When wo are dealing with some phase of sin, to work from and to abide Within 
this oonsoious at-one-ment is so important. For instance we read. this state-
ment on page 54 of Unity of Good, and here is some most important instruction 
to the student. 

Reads Un.54:3-10. You see, "to be whole" one has to rise to the point 
where one is so conscious of the perfeotion of identit.y and of the at-one-ment 
of all identity wi thin the divine Principle, that we become insensible to 
animal magne tism. Then it has no power to a ttaoh itself or to lodge i tselt in 
body. 

Un.54:11-16. Jesus sa.id, Itl have overoome the world," and he overoame the 
world's malice -and resistance~ Why? Beoause he was able to demonstrate Soul, 
Principle and Life. And of course that is the summar,y of the second chapter, 
Atonement and Eucharist. Also, you remember, Mrs. Eddy has a paragraph in Mis':' 
oellruw 136: 3-8, that her life at this stage cannot be fully understood, theor
etically; it is best understood through the chapter Atonement and Eucharist. 
Why? Because Christ Jesus brought the manhood of the Christ-idea, and that is 
inseparable from Christ, Mrs. Eddy has brought the- womanhood that is insepara
ble from Science. And those two grall. t manifestations - Christ and Science -
have come to humanity through the human channels of Christ Jesus and Mary Baker 
Eddy; and, when we see that, we shall see that Mrs. Eddy in her offioe is in
separable from Science and Health - the Science of Christianity in this age -
as Jesus is inseparable from the gospels. And when we understand the chapter, 
Atonement and Euoharist, we shall see how insep!\rable - and this is not 0. per
sonal thing at all - the identities of' Christ Jesus ana- MaIy Balcer Eddy are 
from their respeotive demollstra tions. 

Now the acknowledgment of that great fact is not a personal_ thing, nor 
does it put them into an unnatural position, it gives them their God-bestowed 
posi tion ... And our aoknowledgment of that faot is what serves to put us humanly 
in our own placo, our own niche, in time and eternity. The ability to. acknow
ledge the identity of another is the first and most important step in .ga.ining 
our own identity and demonstrating it, and so establishing our own )?laoe in 
Principle that we individually attain that place a.nd cant t be dislodged from it. 

Now let's be clear about that. In the practice this question of identity 
so of ton comes up. So often we come aoross prob~ems of discord, maybe p::oblcms 
involving some form of jealousy or envy, and SO often problems of that kl.nd 
hinge on what we might call unfulfilled identity, or thwarted or frustrated 
identi ty • One of the conunon cause s of discord is a sense that identity has 
been thwarted, or that a person has never come in~o the realization of hiS. 
identi ty or that he has been robbed of his identl. ty, or that he has had his 
identity'distorted in childhood through family beliefs of one kind and another. 
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Now can you see how important the reoognition of identit,y and individuali~ 
really is, and how essential it is that we reoognize the faot that identit,y is 
just what God made it to be, and that we oan't be anything but what God made us 
to be. Our aoceptanoe of that and our willingness to enter upon it with joy is 
that whioh restores to us identity with inoreasing measure of fulfilment; and 
then the outward or physical discords that acoompany frustration, and having 
been thwarted, or having had errors imposed on us in ohildhood or through here
di ty - all those condi tions will yield and we shall see identity ooming to 
light. As we learn to oall identity into expression, we shall see oorporealit,y 
losing its importanoe. As we call identity and individuality into expression, 
so that we think and live and work in terms of true identity and true individ
uality, and we see that beoause all identity is poised in Principle and there 
is no second power to trespass upon it, to distort it, to dislooate it, to dis
order it, in the measure that we realize true identity and individuality and 
come into our heritage, do we not only have the kingdom of' heaven wi thin, but 
we see right through the nature of the imposition: we see right through the 
animal magnetism that would impose itself as the problem, and then we are in a 
position to remove it, or to help our friend to remove it from himself. And 
that is why in the stu~ of the praotice mental anato~ is such an important 
subjeot. 

Mental anato~ is the ability to recognize the nature of the mortal thought 
tha tis opera tive and that oonsti tutes the problem. Now mental anatomy is 
not psyohologioal. Mental anato~ is the ability to disoern the error in one's 
patient's thought, and to olassify it in terms of mortal mind; to keep it whol
ly impersonal. And thereby we gain the idea that antidotes the problem. You 
see, the whole practioe is understanding versus belief; or idea versus specifio 
belief; and it takes place wholly within oonsoiousness. It has nothing to do 
with body as far as manipulating the body goes. The Christian Scientist does 
not manipulate. He realizes Truth. He doesn't even manipulate thought, he 
demonstrates Principle through the activity of a right idea. And so the mental 
anatomy of Christian Science is important, because through spiritual ascendancy 
and illumination we have the sniritua1 sense that causes mortal mind to betr~ 
itself to our own thought and perception. And when the error is disclosed or 
made to betr~ itself in terms of mortal mind, so often one finds that the 
nature of the error in mortal mind is quite the opposite from what we might 
expect it to be physically; because mortal mind has wi thin itself no inherent 
order one cannot attach certain physical beliefs "to certain physical conditions 
or olaims. And that is why we work wholly within consciousness. 

And so, having seen that we have to deal with the primitive beliefs, and 
both voluntary and involuntary error, and sometimes with persistent mortal mind, 
then we need the mental anatomy that can identify the error specifically and 
thereby bring into operation the idea that annuls it completely and finally. 

The leading paragraph on the subject of mental anatomy is on page 462:20-4 
of Soionce and Health. (Reads.) 

And so the practice of mental anatomy is the praotice of the true Mind -
reading tha.t Mrs. Eddy refers to in Christian Science versus Spiritualism, as 
distinct from tho mind-reading that is clairvoyance and concerns human belief 
being diagnozed by human belief, or the blind leading tho blind. The more I 
read the gospels the more I marvel at the deep insight they disclose into the 
nature of thought and into the operation of thought; and Jesus put a whole 
world of meaning into that simple phrase, - lithe blind leading the blind." Now 
we need the illumined consciousness that oan employ the true Mind-reading in 
order to practise a true mental anat~ whereby hidden error is made to dis
close itself in order to be annulled and replaced by a right concept. Thus we 
"break the cords of IDa tter through a change in the mortal sense of things 11 and 
that change in the mortal sense of things comes about through right ideas' 
eliminating false belief in the thought of the individual. 

So let our concept of treatment rise to higher and higher levels. We can
not. do i t theore~ically. We only d~ it .by praye:: and by practice, and by 
pat~ent and pers~stent effort to ga~n higher alt~tudes of consciousness· more 
insight, more discernment, more vision. And as we do that, we shall fi~d that 
we heal more and more by spontaneous action, a spontaneous outpouring or a 
spontaneous realization than by argument. You see, Mrs. Eddy has left it on 
record that when she was in the practice she conscientiously healed 99 out of 
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fNery 100 cases; and al so she has le tit be known that never, did she require 
more than three treatments to heal a case, generally one, but never more than 
three. Why? Because she healed through the Spirit rather than through argument. 
So let us endeavour to rise to those altitudes of consciousness where we are 
able so' to discern the error in the patient's thought that we can rebuke it and 
oast it out, and then give him suoh a sense of the naturalness of good and the 
inpouring nature of good, that he feels his whole consciousness to be permeated 
wi th good. Let us see that it is not enough to relieve him of suffering alone. 
That is useful, but just to relieve suffering alone does not regenerate. We 
ourselves should have such an active spirituality that through an outpouring 
Love he should feel an inrushing flow of spiritual good that just vitalizes and 
regenerates and redeems, and annuls the error incidentally, that leaves him 
with the conviction that he has been reborn. That is what we should endeavour 
to leave with him. That is the impression we should leave with any one who 
seeks our help. We have it summarized in Miscellaneous Writings, page 15, 
"The New Birth. It 

You see, the ultimate demonstration is the redemption of body, that is, 
body giving way to identity. (Reads Mis.1S:S-12.) 

So our aim should be to relieve him of the pain, the suffering, the dis
cord. or the problom - whatever they may be - to relieve him of the error; but 
more than that, before we leave him to go on his own and work out his ovm 
salvation, we should leave him with such a sense of the omnipotenoe, omnipre
sence, omniscience and amniaotion of being, that he just feels the infinite 
goodness of divine being flowing through every pore, permeating, suffusing his 
whole being, until he becomes really consoious of himself not as body but as 
imperishable substance; he becomes consoious'of himself as idea in and of the' 
all-Mind; conscious of himself as reflection in Spirit,; as true embodiment or 
identity in Soul; and consoious of his oneness with Principle, whereby he real
izes that he is individual and indestructible in Life, and~iving in 'the per
fection of the divine Sonship, and that his whole being is fu1fil~ed in divine 
Love. That is the impression we should leave with him. Let the ~ealing ,be man
ifest by all meons. But having established healing let us go onto fill and to 
flood his wholo consciousness with the allness of be~ng, as in God and of ,q.oa" 
until this allness of God that is contained in Prinoiple, beoomes identified so 
tha t he reflects it. And then wi th the reflection of it comes that spiritual 
asoendancy that.we have in Life and Truth, and then we have made him a. Christ-:
ian. And then we shall open the way for that universal concept of Christian! ty 
whereby all of us together find our relation with Principle, our relation with 
each other, and our re.lation to the whole 'universe around us. So that our 
relations to the world of nature, - tho tree, the flower, the cattle and the 
sheep and the goats, and all the manifestations of nature - become hnrmonious, 
beca.use they are all includod in Christianity. We can't think of Christianity 
as merely applying to the genesis concept of man with the cattle left out, with 
the sun, moon and stars left out. Christiani ty in its essence is as wide and 
a.s all-embracing as the universe itself, and it gathers all identity from the 
infinitesimnJ. to the infinite into one comprehensive whole, in which the divine 
order is so all-perva.ding that every identity finds its rightful place and 
posi tion and relation with everythi ng else. And then we shall have the millen
nial state pictured by Isaiah where the "wolf also shall, dwell with the lamb." 
Well , that's the nature of it. It begins with the individual ; it begins by 
rectifying the errors of sense in the individual consciousness, but to rectify 
the errors of sense is not enough. Following that must be this flood-tide of 
divine Love that is Christianity, in divine Scienoe. And as we gain this flood
tide that pervades our whole being, that pervades the whole universe, we shall 
find ourselves reborn; we shall find our relation to Principle, to each oth~~, 
and to the universe on a new basis. In that sense we shall be reborn _. newborn 
of Spirit, - and we shall gain that spiritual asoendancy wherein we reach II. the 
Life which is Truth and the Truth which is Life by bringing forth thefrui~s of 
Love" (S.& H.35:22-24.) You see, being newborn of Spirit is relative. As we 
rise and reach the "Life which is Truth and the Truth which is Life" we gain 
spiritual ascendancy that lifts us to the altitude where we begin to demon
strate the fruitage of divine Love itself. 

This week I have endeavoured to teach this class, on the basis that we are 
here to learn to let go the limits. And as we learn to let go the limits we 
enter a new sense of things. We find. that as we let go the limits we have an 
expanding sense of capacity, and that, you ~ow, is ~he characteris~c ?,f. that 
ninth chapter of Science and Heal th - Creatl.on. It J.S called "CreatJ.on lot' we 
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read it aooording to. its ohapter ti tIe; but if we take the text of that ohap
ter we find that that whioh pervades the ohapter is this expanding sense, this 
expanding oapaoity, - tlGod expresses in man the infinite idea forever develop
ing i tselt broadening and rising higher and higher· froin a boundle ss basis It 
(258:13-15~. And you notioe chapter. IX corresponds to Christianit,y refleoting 
the Word. The heart of Christianity is the sense of universal relationship -
relationship pervading the infinite - and ohapter IX introduces the idea 
through this expanding capacity. Consequently we see this ohapter IX fulfill
ing this oonception of Christianit,y refleoting the Word. 

And so let us take that as the keynote of this week's work. We've been 
learning to let go the limits and to enter a new sense of things in whioh we 
are no longer tr,ying to thirut about Prinoiple, but to let Principle demonst
rate itself in us and through us and as our own oonsoiousness. 

Do you remember, I road this the other d~:
\ 

"Did you know the sublimi ty of your hope, the infini te 
oapacity of your beingt the grandeur of your outlook, 
you would Ie t error kill itself. Error come s to you 
for life, and you give it the only life it has. 1t 

(M.B. Eddy) 

And, you know, thera ~re running through the old Christian Science period
icals many excerpts from Mrs. Eddy's writings and works whioh ar~ not published 
in the Prose Words. Here are one or two:-

liTo know there is but one God t one cause, one effect, one 
lund, heals instantly-:--Have but one God, and your re
fleotion of Him does the healing." 

You see, there is no argument in that. And the true healing is not only 
the removing of the error from the patient's thought, but so flooding his con
soiousness with a sense of the immanence and omnipresence and omniaction of 
divine being that he !mows that God is Love, and he knows that he knows it. 

"Love is the only and all of attainment in spiritual growth. 
Without it healing is not done and cannot be, either moral
ly or physically. Every advanced step will show you this -

And that's what we I ve been taking this week, - we I ve been taking advancing 
steps -

"until the victory is won anq, you possess no other consciousness but 
Love"'- divine Love. 

We lmow what we need, and I think as a result of this week's work we know 
where we are going. 

End of first week. 

---


